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Abstract

Surprises at the edge: theoretical investigations

at the boundaries of quantum Hall systems

Jennifer Ann Cano

The quantum Hall effect is recognized as one of the earliest examples of a topological

phase of matter. Yet, thirty-five years after its initial discovery, there remain many open

questions, especially surrounding states that may host fractional excitations and exotic

statistics. Through the bulk-edge correspondence, many questions can be answered by

studying the low-energy edge excitations. In this thesis, we investigate analytically cer-

tain aspects of the edge excitations using Chern-Simons-Landau-Ginzburg theory. The

results include some surprises: our microwave absorption proposal leads to an interfer-

ometer whose read-out is first order in the tunneling amplitude; tunneling current across

a quantum point contact is affected by the presence of a neutral mode; and the bulk-edge

correspondence for chiral Abelian phases can be one-to-many. We now describe these

investigations in more detail.

We start by proposing an experiment to measure the microwave absorption spectrum

of a quantum Hall droplet. We show that the number and velocities of charged edge

modes can be directly measured from a droplet of known shape. In contrast to standard

transport measurements, different edge equilibration regimes can be accessed in the same

ix



device. If there is a quantum point contact, then quasiparticle properties, including

braiding statistics, can be observed. Their effects are manifested as modulations of the

spectrum that are, notably, first-order in the tunneling amplitude at the point contact.

We next consider transport through a quantum point contact in states with counter-

propagating neutral edge modes. We show that both the noise and the average trans-

mitted current are affected by downstream perturbations within the standard edge state

model. We argue that the change in transmitted current should be observable in exper-

iments that have observed increased noise.

Finally, we investigate the bulk-edge correspondence for chiral Abelian quantum

Hall phases. We show that the same bulk two-dimensional topological phase can have

multiple distinct, fully-chiral edge phases. This can happen at the integer quantum Hall

states at ν = 8 and 12 and the fractional states at ν = 8/7, 12/11, 8/15, 16/5. We give

a general criterion for the existence of multiple distinct chiral edge phases for the same

bulk phase and discuss experimental consequences. We find that edge phases correspond

to lattices while bulk phases correspond to genera of lattices. Since there are typically

multiple lattices in a genus, the bulk-edge correspondence is typically one-to-many.

Professor Chetan Nayak

Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of the quantum Hall effect

A two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) subject to a strong magnetic field perpen-

dicular to the plane of the 2DEG will display quantized plateaus in its off-diagonal

conductance,

σxy = ν
e2

h
(1.1)

where ν is either an integer or a rational fraction. At the same time, its diagonal

conductance vanishes:

σxx = 0 (1.2)

This effect is remarkable for a number of reasons: first, the quantization is so precise

– within a few parts in a billion – that it prompted a new standard for resistance, the

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

von Klitzing constant, RK = h/e2 ≈ 25.8kΩ.1 Second, the fractions that are observed

are very particular: as the temperature is decreased, first the thirds appear, then the

fifths, then the sevenths, etc, while even-denominator fractions are much more rare;

this is an intriguing display of number theory in a real physical system. Third, theory

has predicted that fractional conductance implies the existence of fractional charge and

statistics; more exotic statistics might also be possible. For these reasons, the quantum

Hall effect has remained an active area of research since its discovery in 1980.2

In this chapter, we overview the basic details of the quantum Hall effect and then

develop the theoretical formalism that is the starting point for later chapters. For more

details related to the earlier sections, we refer the reader to the thorough pedagogical

reviews by Girvin3 and MacDonald4 and the classic text of Prange and Girvin.5

1.2 Experimental basics

S DI

VL

VH w

l

Figure 1.1: Hall measurement. Current is driven horizontally. Voltages are measured

parallel and perpendicular to the current. The black regions represent Ohmic contacts.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The basic experiment consists of a two-dimension electron gas in a rectangular sam-

ple. A current is applied along one direction. The current, I, between the source, S,

and drain, D, and the voltages, VH and VL are measured, as indicated in Fig 1.1. The

current density is j = I/w. Assuming a constant electric field, the longitudinal elec-

tric field (parallel to the current) is EL = VL/l. Thus, the longitudinal resistance is

RL = VL/I = ELl/(jw) = ρxxl/w. The transverse electric field is E = VH/w. Thus, the

Hall resistance is RH = VH/I = Ew/(jw) = ρxy, independent of sample dimensions. It

is a special feature of two dimensions that the resistance and resistivity have the same

dimensions; because the size factors drop out in the Hall resistance, an extremely precise

measurement is possible.

The integer quantum Hall effect was first measured in 1980 by von Klitzing, Dorda

and Pepper,2 for which von Klitzing was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1985. Two years

later, the ν = 1/3 fractional quantum Hall effect was reported by Tsui, Störmer and

Gossard.6 Laughlin, Störmer and Tsui were awarded the 1998 Nobel Prize for their

theoretical and experimental contributions. In 1987, Willett, et al, observed the first

even-denominator Hall states at ν = 5/2.7 A recent Hall trace from a GaAs/AlGaAs

sample at 20mK is shown in Fig 1.2. Extremely precise integer plateaus from ν = 1 up

to ν > 10 are visible, as well as many fractions.

3





Chapter 1. Introduction

1.3 Theory of the integer quantum Hall effect

1.3.1 Exact solution in a translationally invariant system

The IQH effect can be explained by considering a single electron in a strong magnetic

field, B = Bẑ, restricted to move in the x − y plane. Such an electron is described by

the Hamiltonian,

H =
1

2m
(p+ eA)2 (1.3)

where m is the electron mass and −e is the electron charge. Choosing the Landau gauge,

A = xBŷ, the Hamiltonian can be rewritten,

H0 =
1

2m

(
p2x + (py + exB)2

)
(1.4)

The Hamiltonian is translationally invariant in the y direction. Hence, eigenstates take

the form ψk,n(x, y) = eikyfk,n(x), where n is a to-be-determined label, and the functions

f satisfy:
(
p2x
2m

+
mω2

c

2
(x− xk)2

)

fk,n(x) = Ek,nfk,n(x) (1.5)

where xk = −kℓ2, ℓ =
√

~/(eB) is the magnetic length, and ωc = eB
m

is the cyclotron

energy. This is the familiar harmonic oscillator with a k-dependent shift. Thus,

ψk,n(x, y) =
eiky

Nk,n

e−(x−xk)
2/(2ℓ2)Hn ((x− xk)/ℓ) (1.6)

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

where n is a non-negative integer, Nk,n is a normalization constant, Hn is the nth Hermite

polynomial, and the energy corresponding to ψk,n is

Ek,n ≡ En = ~ωc

(

n+
1

2

)

(1.7)

All of the states with the same n are said to comprise the nth Landau level and share

the same energy, independent of their wavenumber in the y direction! Thus the Landau

levels are massively degenerate. The degeneracy can be estimated for a sample with

dimensions Lx, Ly: if each wave function is centered at xk, then 0 ≤ |xk| ≤ Lx, so that

the degeneracy is given by

NΦ ≡
Ly

2π

∫ eBLx/~

0

dk =
BLyLx

Φ0

(1.8)

where here the flux quantum is Φ0 = h/e. We see that there is exactly one state in each

Landau level for each unit of flux piercing the sample.

In the presence of a uniform electric field, E = Ex̂, the Hamiltonian (1.3) has an extra

term, HE = eEx. Because the Hamiltonian remains translationally invariant in the y

direction, Eqs (1.5) and (1.6) are valid, with xk → xk+
v
ωc

and Ek,n → Ek,n− m
2
v2+~kv;

we have defined the drift velocity, v ≡ E×B

B2 = −E
B
ŷ ≡ vŷ. The energy of each Landau

level increases as a function of k in the presence of an electric field. We can verify that

the expectation value of the velocity operator is exactly the drift velocity:

〈ψk,n|vy|ψk,n〉 =
1

m
〈ψk,n|py + exB|ψk,n〉

6
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=
eB

mN2
k,n

∫

dx (x− xk)e−(x−xk− v
ωc
)
2
/ℓ2
[

Hn

((

x− xk −
v

ωc

)

/ℓ

)]2

= v,

(1.9)

where the last equality comes from the fact that the squared Hermite polynomials and the

exponential are even in x− xk− v
ωc
. A similar calculation shows that 〈ψk,n|vx|ψk,n〉 = 0.

Thus, when N Landau levels are filled, Eq (1.8) tells us that there are NNΦ electrons,

and the total current is I = −NNΦev/Ly. Since the voltage across the sample is ELx,

the Hall conductance is given by σxy = −NNΦev
ELyLx

= N e2

h
, exactly Eq (1.1) with ν ∈ Z.

Thus, for the translationally invariant system, we have exactly computed the eigen-

states and the Hall conductance. However, it is not obvious that this computation

applies to a real system, which has both disorder and edges. Furthermore, it is impossi-

ble to continuously tune the chemical potential, since it always costs either no energy or

~ωc to add an electron to the system. Thus, in the rest of this section, we demonstrate

why the plateaus in conductance do appear while tuning either the magnetic field or the

chemical potential in a real system.

1.3.2 Edge effects

Following Halperin,9 consider a system periodic in the y direction with a confining

potential dictating boundaries at x = x1 and x = x2. Away from the edges of the sample,

when x1 < xk < x2 and |x1,2−xk| ≫ ℓ, Eq (1.5) is a good approximation and eigenstates

7
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are described by Eq (1.6). When there is no applied electric field, such states carry no

current, according to Eq (1.9) with E = 0. However, near the boundary, the constraint

that the wave function must vanish as x → x1,2 increases its energy. In particular,

when xk = x2, the system is described by a half harmonic oscillator (the potential is

V (x) = x2mω2
c/2 when x < 0 and V (x) = ∞ when x > 0), for which the energy levels

are exactly the odd harmonic oscillator energies, E2n+1 = ~ωc(2n + 3
2
). When x . x2,

the energy should be between En and E2n+1. When xk > x2, the energy increases like

(x2 − xk)
2mω2

c/2, the minimum value of the confining potential in this case. Similar

phenomena occur when xk is near x1. Thus, the Landau levels bend upwards near the

edge of the sample, as illustrated in Fig 1.3b. Since the current density is not symmetric

in the states near the edge of the sample, these states carry current. The group velocity

is given by vk,n = ∂kEk,n/~, which, since k increases with x, has the opposite sign on

either side of the sample. Thus, when there is no applied electric field, current still flows

along the edges of the sample, in opposite directions, but there is no net current.

When a voltage is applied, one edge will be at a lower chemical potential then the

other, causing its edge modes to be more populated. This imbalance causes a net current

flow across the sample. Consider a chemical potential of µ1 on the left edge and µ2 on

the right edge, where (N + 1
2
)~ωc < µ1,2 < (N + 3

2
)~ωc for some N . The current can be

8
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computed by integrating over the velocities, vk,n:

I = −eLy

2π

∞∑

n=0

∫

dk
∂Ek,n

~∂k

ρk,n
Ly

= − e
h

∞∑

n=0

∫ µ2

µ1

dEρE,n = − e
h
N(µ2−µ1) =

e2

h
NV (1.10)

where ρk,n(ρE) is the probability the state ψk,n(states at energy E, Landau level n)

are occupied and we have taken T = 0. By definition, the Hall conductance is σxy =

I/V = e2

h
N . Thus, in a clean sample, the conductance remains quantized as long as the

difference in chemical potential is smaller than the spacing between Landau levels. If

the difference in chemical potential between the edges is accompanied by an electric field

in the bulk, some of the current contributing to Eq (1.10) will come from bulk modes,

as shown in Eq (1.9), but the result is unchanged.

1.3.3 Effect of disorder

When disorder is present, one might fear that it would cause backscattering that

would ruin the quantized current. In the case where all of the current is carried at the

edges of the sample and the edges are far apart, it is clear that this is not the case:

channels on the same edge are parallel-propagating, so that any scattering between

them will not alter the current, and channels on opposite edges, although oppositely-

propagating, are too far apart for any scattering to occur. Thus, the current remains

perfectly quantized according to Eq (1.1) with ν ∈ Z.

9
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Figure 1.3: Landau Levels.
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In the case where some current is carried in the bulk, it is less obvious that backscat-

tering does not occur. To address this case, we follow the famous gauge argument of

Laughlin in Ref 10, refined by Halperin.9 Because the quantum Hall effect exists in a

variety of geometries, Laughlin chooses a convenient geometry, the Corbino disk, for his

thought experiment. As shown in Figure 1.4, the impurities in the sample are confined

to an inner region, separated from the edges of the disk, and a flux, Φ, can be threaded

through the center of the disk. The magnetic field, B, penetrates the entire plane. For

small disorder, the energy spectrum will resemble that in Fig 1.3c. Suppose that the

Fermi energy is between two Landau levels – above the top of the smeared disorder band

corresponding to level N and below the bottom of the smeared band of N + 1 – and

that Φ is adiabatically changing in time from zero to Φ0. The change in flux generates

an emf around the disk. In the clean region, because there is a voltage around the disk,

there is a precise Hall conductance, σxy = Ne2/h, which pushes electrons from the inner

to the outer edge of the disk. Precisely: let C be a curve in the outer clean region and

A the area it bounds; then the charge transferred across C is given by

∫

dt

∫

A

∂tρ = −
∫

dt

∫

A

∇ · j = −
∫

dt

∮

C

j · dn

= −
∫

dt

∮

C

σE · dn = −N e2

h

∫

dt

∮

C

E · dl

= N
e2

h

∫

dt∂tΦ = Ne (1.11)

11
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where dn denotes the outward pointing unit vector normal to C, dl denotes the unit

tangent vector to C, and σ denotes the conductivity tensor. Thus, threading one unit of

flux through the disk has transferred one electron for each filled Landau level across the

imaginary curve C. By hypothesis, because there are no states at the Fermi energy in

the bulk, the occupation of the bulk states could not have changed during this process.

Thus, the charge that passed through C to the outer edge must have come from the

inner edge, where there are states at the Fermi level. This implies that the conductance

in the bulk is identical to the conductance in the clean regions and Eq (1.1) with ν ∈ Z

is satisfied everywhere.

We can be even less rigid than the picture shown in Fig 1.3c: there can be states

at the Fermi level as long as they are localized. Such localized states are immune to

the change in flux because they do not wind around the center. Thus, the density of

states for a quantum Hall system can have bands of extended states near the center of

the Landau levels and bands of localized states between the Landau levels, as shown in

Fig 1.5. This configuration allows the chemical potential to be continuously tuned; as it

moves across a band of localized states, the conductance will be on a plateau, and as it

moves across the extended states, the conductance will jump to the next plateau. Thus,

the width of the bands of extended states dictates the width of the regions between

plateaus. If the disorder is too strong, the transition regions will overcome the plateaus

and the quantized plateaus will disappear.

12
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Φ

Disorder region

Figure 1.4: Corbino disk. The thick lines indicate the inner and outer edges of the

disk. The hatching shows where disorder is present. A magnetic field, B, penetrates the

entire plane and an additional variable flux, Φ, is threaded through the center.
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Figure 1.5: Density of States for a quantum Hall System. The extended states

form a band near the center of the Landau level, while the remaining states are localized.
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1.4 Theory of the fractional quantum Hall effect

In clean enough systems, plateaus in conductance at fractional values of e2/h ap-

pear. This effect cannot be explained by the free-electron theory from which we derived

the integer effect. In contrast, interactions are crucial to the fractional quantum Hall

effect, which will appear when the Coulomb energy scale exceeds the energy scale set by

disorder. In this section, we review the strongly correlated electron states that display

a quantized conductance in a clean system and then modify Laughlin’s flux-threading

argument of Sec 1.3.3 to show that this conductance remains quantized in the presence

of disorder.

1.4.1 Laughlin wave functions

Angular momentum will play an important role in understanding the fractional quan-

tum Hall effect. Thus, we return to Eq (1.3), rewriting the Hamiltonian in the symmetric

gauge, A = −1
2
r×B, which preserves rotational symmetry:

H0 =
~ωc

2

((

−iℓ∂x +
y

2ℓ

)2

+
(

−iℓ∂y −
x

2ℓ

)2
)

=
~ωc

2

(

−∂z∂z̄ −
x+ iy

2
(∂x − i∂y) +

x− iy
2

(∂x + i∂y) +
zz̄

4

)

=
~ωc

2

(

−4∂z∂z̄ − z∂z + z̄∂z̄ +
zz̄

4

)

=
~ωc

2

[

1 +
(

−2∂z +
z̄

2

)(

2∂z̄ +
z

2

)]

(1.12)
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where z = (x + iy)/ℓ, z̄ = (x − iy)/ℓ and, to be consistent with conventional notation,

we have taken B = −Bẑ. Since this is exactly the same Hamiltonian as analyzed in

Sec 1.3.1, ground states have energy 1
2
~ωc. Thus, the ground state sector consists of

exactly the (unnormalized) wave functions, ψm(z, z̄) = zme−zz̄/4, which are eigenstates

of the angular momentum operator, Lz = ~ (z∂z − z̄∂z̄), with angular momentum ~m.

These states are localized to a radius rm ≡ (〈r2〉)1/2 =
√
2mℓ2. For a system with N

electrons, whose positions are described by zi, i = 1, ..., N , we can generalize ψm to an

anti-symmetric wave function,

Ψm({zi}) =
∏

i<j

(zi − zj)me−
∑

i |zi|2/4, (1.13)

known as the mth Laughlin wave function.11,12 Anti-symmetry under exchanging two

electrons requires m odd. It is evident that functions that are symmetric under exchang-

ing two electrons can be multiplied by Ψm to yield another ground state of Eq (1.12);

these wavefunctions, which are less spatially compact than Ψm, represent excitations;

we come back to them in Sec 1.4.4.

The highest power of any zi that appears in Ψm is m(N − 1). Thus, Ψm occupies an

area A = πr2m(N−1) = 2πm(N − 1)ℓ2. The filling fraction for ν = Ψm is NΦ0/(BA) =

N/(m(N − 1)). Hence, in the large N limit, the wavefunction Ψm describes a state at

filling fraction 1/m.
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So far, we have found the ground state sector of Eq (1.3), within which the kinetic

energy has disappeared, leaving us a highly degenerate set of states spanned by the Ψm.

Interactions break this degeneracy. In the next section, we describe a set of interacting

Hamiltonians for which a particular Ψm is the exact ground state.

1.4.2 Haldane pseudopotentials

Interactions can be included in Eq (1.3) with the term,

Hint =
∑

i<j

Vij ≡
∑

i<j

V (|zi − zj|), (1.14)

where Vij =
1

4πǫ
e2

|zi−zj | describes the Coulomb interaction. Since Vij is a function only of

the magnitude of |zi − zj|, it is diagonal in the relative angular momentum basis, i.e.,

〈Ψm(zi, zj)|Vij|Ψm′(zi, zj)〉
〈Ψm(zi, zj)|Ψm(zi, zj)〉

= Vmδmm′ (1.15)

The Vm are called the Haldane pseudopotentials, introduced in Ref 13, which completely

specify the interaction potential. For the Coulomb potential, it is easy to check that

Vm = e2

4πǫℓ
Γ(m+1/2)
2Γ(m+1)

. Here, we consider an arbitrary potential and rewrite the interaction

terms in terms of the pseudopotentials as:

Vij =
∑

mm′

Pm
ij VijP

m′

ij =
∑

m

VmP
m
ij , (1.16)

where we have defined Pm
ij , which projects the ith and jth electrons onto a state of relative

angular momentum ~m.
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Pairs of electrons in the Laughlin wave functions Ψm({zi}) have at least relative

angular momentum ~m.1 Thus, the states Ψm>1 are exact ground states of the fictional

potential Vij = V1P
1
ij. Ψ3({zi}) is the most spatially compact. It follows that for a system

with a confining potential, Ψ3({zi}) would be the lowest-energy state. Generalizing,

Ψ2k+1({zi}) is the exact ground state of the fictional interaction described by the Haldane

pseudopotentials V1, ..., V2k−1 > 0, Vm>2k+1 = 0. This state has a finite excitation

gap to bulk excitations: a more compact state has at least one pair of electrons with

angular momentum m < 2k + 1, which costs energy Vm, while a less compact state is

penalized by the confining potential.2 The gap makes the state stable to perturbations

in the Hamiltonian. Thus, we might expect that Ψ2k+1 can be smoothly deformed

into the exact ground state of the Coulomb potential without changing any quantized

properties. For skeptics, Laughlin verified that his wavefunctions have an extremely

high overlap with the exact ground states of the Coulomb potential, as well as with

− ln(r) and e−r2/2 potentials, for systems with three electrons.11 It is remarkable that

such a straight-forward wave function, easily expressed in closed form, and derived from

non-interacting electrons, can so successfully describe the ground state.

Combining the results of this and the previous section, the Laughlin wave functions

are the exact ground states of an interacting Hamiltonian, sit at filling ν = 1/m, lie

in the lowest Landau level, and have a finite gap to excitations. For such a state, we

1In the two electron wave function, the two electrons have exactly relative angular momentum ~m.
2As discussed in Sec 1.4.4, density waves at the edge are gapless.
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would expect a quantized Hall conductance following the logic of Sec 1.3.2. Furthermore,

Laughlin’s gauge argument, as described in Sec 1.3.3, predicts fractional excitations with

charge e/m!

1.4.3 Laughlin quasiholes

Wavefunctions for excited states with a quasihole at some position z0 are given by11

Ψqh
m ({zi}, z0) =

∏

i

(zi − z0)Ψm({zi}) (1.17)

where Ψm is defined in Eq (1.13). Notice that if we add m quasiholes to the Laughlin

state, the resulting wavefunction,
∏

i(zi − z0)
mΨm({zi}), looks like the mth Laughlin

wavefunction for N +1 electrons, but with only the charge of N electrons. We conclude

that a single quasihole has charge e/m. The effect of the quasihole is identical to

threading a flux through the Hall system at z0.

To determine the statistics of the quasiholes, we compute the phase acquired by

the wavefunction when one quasihole encircles another, following Ref 14: consider the

wavefunction for electrons at positions zi and some number of quasiholes at positions

wj: ψ({zi(t), wj(t)}) ≡
∏

i,j(zi−wj)Ψm({zi}). Fix the positions of the electrons and all

of the quasiholes except for w1, which moves adiabatically to enclose an area A1. The

Berry phase is given by15

γm = i

∫

dt〈ψ({zi(t), wj(t)})|
d

dt
|ψ({zi(t), wj(t)})〉
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= i

∫

dt〈ψ({zi(t), wj(t)})|
∑

i

( −∂tw1(t)

zi − w1(t)

)

|ψ({zi(t), wj(t)})〉

= i

∫

dt(−∂tw1(t))

∫
d2z

z − w1(t)
〈ψ({zi(t), wj(t)})|ρ(z)|ψ({zi(t), wj(t)})〉

= −i
∮

dw1

∫

d2z
〈ρ(z)〉
z − w1

= −2π
∫

A1

d2z〈ρ(z)〉 = −2π

m

(
Φ1

Φ0

−Nqh

)

(1.18)

where ρ(z) ≡∑i δ(z− zi) and Nqh is the number of quasiholes in A1. To obtain the last

equality, recall that if none of the quasiholes wj>1 are in the region A1, then the total

charge in A1 is given by ρA1 = νΦ1/Φ0, where Φ1 is the magnetic flux through A1; for

every quasihole in A1, the charge is reduced by 1/m.

The first term on the right hand side of the last line of Eq (1.18) is the phase acquired

by the wavefunction when a charge e/m quasiparticle encircles flux Φ1. The second term

tells us that the wavefunction acquires an additional phase 2π/m when one quasihole

circles another. The calculation reminds us of the intimate connection between charge

and statistics.

There is no quasiparticle wavefunction that is an exact eigenstate of Eq (1.12).

Laughlin proposed a trial wavefunction ψqp =
∏

i (∂/∂zi − z0)Ψm and showed that it

had a high overlap with the ground state found by exact diagonalization of a system

with four quasiparticles.11 Here, we will infer the properties of quasiparticles from those

of the quasiparticles and not discuss their wavefunction.
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Fractional quantum Hall systems are one of the few experimentally realizable systems

predicted to display fractional charge and statistics. Hence, this prediction should not

be taken lightly. In Sec 1.6 we discuss experiments that can probe these effects.

1.4.4 Edge excitations

We saw in Sec 1.3.2 that gapless edge excitations exist at the edge of integer quantum

Hall states. The same is true for Laughlin states: while bulk excitations must be gapped

because they require compressing the ground state, density waves can exist at the edge

of the system at arbitrarily low energies. To understand this better, we follow Ref 16.

Given a Laughlin wavefunction, Ψm, which is a ground state of H0 + Hint, where

H0 is defined by Eq (1.12) and Hint is described by the Haldane pseudopotentials

Vk<m > 0, Vk≥m = 0, as described in Sec 1.4.2, the function S({zi})Ψm is also a ground

state, where S is a polynomial symmetric in its arguments. However, when S 6= 1,

the wavefunction will have an energy penalty in the presence of a confining poten-

tial. Lets enforce the energy penalty by adding a term λM to the Hamiltonian, where

M = ~
∑

i (zi∂zi − z̄i∂z̄i) is the total angular momentum about the origin. Then S

can be expressed as S =
∑

n s
pn
n , where sn ≡

∑

i z
n
i and pn is a non-negative integer.

Computing λMsn = λ~nsn, the state SΨm has excitation energy

∆E = λ~
∑

n

npn, (1.19)
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linearly proportional to angular momentum. Hence, we have found modes which are

gapless in the infinite system limit. Since gapless excitations cannot exist in the bulk,

we conclude that they are edge excitations.

Notice that a quasihole at z0, as described by Eq (1.17), also takes the form S({zi})Ψm.

However, when z0 is far away from the edge (i.e., at least a magnetic length), S requires

a macroscopic number of sn and hence defines a finite-energy excitation; in particular,

when z0 = 0, MΨqh
m = (~N +M0)Ψ

qh
m , where N is the total number of electrons and

M0 the eigenvalue of M in the ground state. As z0 approaches the edge, it becomes

less of a disturbance in density, until at z0 → ∞, it costs zero energy and effectively

becomes an edge excitation. Thus, edge and bulk excitations can be considered together

as a continuum of all excitations. This logic also tells us that a quasihole of charge e/m

added to the center of the system adds a compensating charge −e/m to the edge of the

system; as the hole approaches the edge, the charges cancel.

Finally, the excitation energy computed in Eq (1.19) describes a system of harmonic

oscillators each with energy ω = n and occupation number pn. In Sec 1.5.5, we will

derive this result from the field theory approach.

1.4.5 Hierarchy states

The Laughlin wave functions help us understand the odd-denominator ν = 1/m

states. However, many other fractions have been observed. We can understand the
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other fractions through hierarchy constructions. In this section, we consider the Haldane-

Halperin hierarchy13,17 and Jain’s composite fermion picture.18 These two theories differ

in their microscopic construction but describe the same universal physics.19 The hier-

archy procedure described in this section can only generate odd-denominator fractions.

Hence, a new framework is necessary to describe even-denominator states, which we

describe in Sec 1.4.6.

Haldane-Halperin hierarchy

The construction begins with a Laughlin state ν = 1/m. As magnetic flux pierces

this state and charged quasiparticles proliferate, eventually we would expect the quasi-

particles themselves to form a Laughlin state. Recall that the pre-factor
∏

i<j(zi− zj)m

in Eq (1.13) requires m odd to accommodate the statistics of the electrons. Thus, the

pre-factor for a quasiparticle wavefunction should take the form
∏

i<j(zi − zj)2p−
1

m , for

some integers k (a quasihole wavefunction would have a similar pre-factor, with exponent

2p + 1
m
.) It follows that generalized quasiparticle(hole) wavefunctions will be at quasi-

particle(hole) filling νqp/qh = 1/(2p∓ 1
m
), where the − sign is for quasiparticles and the

+ sign is for quasiholes. The electron filling fraction is related to the quasiparticle(hole)

filling fraction by νel = ± 1
m2νqp/qh; one can see this by rederiving Eq (1.8) for fraction-

ally charged particles, for which that are only Φ/(mΦ0) states, compared to Φ/Φ0 states

for electrons. Hence, the total electron filling fraction is ν = 1
m
± 1

m2(2p∓ 1

m
)
= 1

m∓ 1

2p

.
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Iterating this process yields a family of states with filling fractions:

ν =
1

m∓ 1
2p1∓ 1

2p2∓...

(1.20)

However, it is not expected that all of these states will be observed in experiment: each

layer of the hierarchy is increasingly fragile and a state whose gap to excitations is less

than the energy scale set by disorder will not be observed.

Jain’s composite fermion hierarchy

Another tool to understand fractions that fall outside the Laughlin paradigm is Jain’s

composite fermion construction, in which fractional states are understood as integer

states of “composite fermions,” particles consisting of an even number of flux quanta

bound to an electron.18 The number of flux quanta must be even to preserve the fermionic

statistics of the electrons; one expects statistics to be important in considering fractional

states because of their key role in the Laughlin wavefunctions – interactions explain why

ν = 1/m with m an odd integer. If 2p quanta of flux are attached to each electron

and the composite particles are filled to the integer state at (composite) filling N , then

for Nel electrons, N = Nel/(Φ/Φ0 − 2pNel), so that the electron filling fraction is ν =

NelΦ0/Φ = N/(1 + 2pN). Thus, the Jain sequence also generates filling fractions with

odd denominators.
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If this picture is to describe a real system, the binding of flux to electrons would

not be exact, causing a decrease in stability as more flux quanta were added. At large

enough p, the state will be destroyed by disorder. Consequently, both the Jain hierarchy

and the Haldane-Halperin hierarchy predict an ordering for the strength of particular

fractions.

1.4.6 Even denominator states

The hierarchy states described in Sec 1.4.5 offer explanations for odd-denominator

fractions. However, these do not offer an explanation for the observed7 state at ν = 5/2.

Much attention has been paid to the ν = 5/2 state, which we will discuss specifically in

Sec 1.7.2. Here, we show more generally how exchanging flux and statistics leads to a

family of even-denominator states.

Before the experimental observation of any even-denominator fractions, Halperin

noticed that if electrons formed tightly-bound pairs, then applying Laughlin’s theory to

these charge-2e, bosonic pairs would yield the fractions ν = 4/m, where herem is an even

integer.20 (This can be generalized to bound states of n electrons, which yield the series

ν = n2/m for any m and n with the same parity.) Taking m = 8 yields ν = 1/2, the

first attempt to explain an even-denominator fraction, but Halperin had no explanation

for why a strong attractive pairing would occur. Greiter, Wen and Wilczek offered an

explanation by relating the ν = 1/2 state to a state of electrons in zero magnetic field,
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which has a BCS pairing instability, and proposed a new wavefunction, which we now

motivate.21,22

Following Ref 23, consider electrons of density ρ in a magnetic field Bi and adia-

batically increase the magnetic field by threading flux at the location of each electron,

until a total field Bf is reached and each electron has α (possibly fractional) flux quanta

attached to it. The initial and final magnetic fields are related by Bf/Φ0 = Bi/Φ0+αρ,

and thus the initial and final filling fractions are related by

1

νf
=

1

νi
+ α (1.21)

Since the final composite particles have exchange statistics πα, Eq (1.21) says that the

change in inverse filling fraction is equal to the change in statistics, or, ∆(1/ν) = ∆(θ/π).

When α is an even integer and νi is an integer, Eq (1.21) reduces to the composite

fermions of Jain, described in Sec 1.4.5. Instead, Refs 21 and 22 consider the case

where Bi = 0 and α = 2, yielding νf = 1/2. Thus, the ν = 1/2 state is adiabatically

connected to a free fermion system in zero magnetic field, known to be unstable to

BCS pairing. At small values of α, where one can perturb away from B = 0, the

superconducting instability was found to have a large p-wave component.22 While the

perturbation theory does not apply at α = 2, it motivates a trial wavefunction, namely,

a paired wavefunction with p-wave correlations:

ΨBCS({zi}) = Pf

(
1

zi − zj

)

≡ A
N∏

i even

1

zi − zi−1

, (1.22)
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where the A indicates anti-symmetrization over all possible ways of pairing the N elec-

trons. In Sec 1.4.1, we showed that wavefunctions in the lowest Landau level must be

analytic functions of zi. Thus, a potential wavefunction based on ΨBCS that describes a

state at ν = 1/2 is

ΨPf = Pf

(
1

zi − zj

)
∏

k<l

(zk − zl)2
∏

m

e−|zm|2/4 (1.23)

a generalization of the Laughlin wavefunctions in Eq (1.13). The factors of (zk − zl)2

ensure both that ΨPf is analytic in the zi and that the electrons are at filling fraction

1/2; the filling fraction is computed the same way as in the Laughlin case, following the

text after Eq (1.13). It is evident that the wavefunction can be modified to describe any

filling fraction ν = 1/(2m) by taking 2→ 2m. The wavefunction ΨPf is an exact ground

state of a local Hamiltonian with repulsive 3-body interactions (while ΨBCS is the exact

ground state of a Hamiltonian with 2-body delta-function interactions).22

Independently, and motivated by conformal field theory, ΨPf was also proposed by

Moore and Read, who showed that the excitations have non-Abelian statistics;24 we

postpone the discussion of statistics until Sec 1.7.2. However, in the strong-pairing limit

proposed by Halperin, the m = 8 Laughlin state has quasiparticles with charge 1/8

that of the pair, i.e., charge e/4, and (Abelian) exchange statistics π/8. Thus, although

pairing is the crux of both theories, they describe different phases of matter.
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1.5 Chern-Simons-Landau-Ginzburg Theory

Despite the descriptive and predictive success of Laughlin’s wavefunction approach,

it is desirable to have a field theory description of the fractional quantum Hall effect,

which would capture the universal aspects of the phase, independent of the particular

wavefunction. The history and a clear pedagogical account of this approach is given in

Ref 25, which we draw on extensively in this section. Many of the ideas originate from

Ref 26.

1.5.1 Flux Attachment

In this section, we develop the mathematical formalism behind the flux-statistics

transmutation discussed in Sec 1.4.6. Statistically, an electron is equivalent to a bo-

son with an odd number of flux quanta attached to it. The flux-attachment can be

implemented via the gauge field a(x), which satisfies

b ≡ ∇× a(x) = (2k + 1)φ0ρ(x)ẑ, (1.24)

where ρ(x) is the electron density. If the external field is oriented opposite to b, i.e.,

B = −Bẑ, with B > 0, then when (2k + 1)φ0〈ρ(x)〉 = B, the net field b + B seen by

each boson will exactly cancel. Hence, the fractional fillings ν = 1/(2k + 1) are special

points where Bose-condensation can occur. The Meissner effect then tells us that the
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condensate is incompressible: because magnetic flux cannot penetrate the condensate,

there is an energy gap to adding electrons.

1.5.2 Consequences of superfluid analogy

Heuristically, we can derive the Hall resistance from this picture: each composite

particle contributes to the charge current, Ic = edN/dt, and the vortex (flux) current,

Iv = (2k+1)φ0dN/dt. The latter induces a transverse voltage drop, VH = Iv, and hence

the Hall resistance is given by RH = VH/Ic = (2k + 1)h/e2.

Taking the analogy further, a charged superfluid has vortices that contain integer

units of flux. In our Hall fluid, since 2k+1 flux quanta are bound to a single electron, a

vortex consisting of a single flux quantum carries charge e/(2k+1). It follows that the ex-

change statistics between two composites consisting of a single flux quantum and charge

e/(2k+1) will be π/(2k+1). Thus, we have reproduced the Laughlin quasiparticles and

their statistics. These quasiholes are responsible for the quantized Hall conductance: as

in a Type II superconductor, where current can flow without dissipation as long as the

vortices are pinned by impurities, Hall current can flow without dissipation as long as

the quasiholes are pinned. These are exactly the localized states described in Sec 1.3.3.
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1.5.3 Derivation of Chern-Simons action

The Lagrangian for bosons with the flux attachment described in Sec 1.5.1 is3

Lφ = φ† (i~∂t − ec(A0 + a0))φ−
1

2m
|(i~∇− eA− ea)φ|2

− 1

2

∫

d2r′δρ(r)V (r− r′)δρ(r′) (1.25)

where φ is the quantized bosonic field operator, satisfying
[
φ(r), φ†(r′)

]
= δ2(r − r′),

ρ(r) = φ†(r)φ(r) and δρ(r) ≡ ρ(r) − ρ̄ is the deviation from average density, ρ̄. The

components of a can be expressed as

ai(r) = −
φ0

2π

θ

π
ǫij
∫

d2r′
rj − r′j
|r− r′|2ρ(r

′), (1.26)

where θ = (2k + 1)π and ǫαβ is the antisymmetric tensor. We can check that Eq (1.26)

satisfies Eq (1.24):

bz(x) ≡ ǫij∂riaj(r) =
φ0

2π

θ

π
∇r ·

(∫

d2r′
r− r′

|r− r′|2ρ(r
′)

)

= φ0(2k + 1)ρ(r) (1.27)

We have used the two-dimensional identity ∇ · (r̂/r) = 2πδ2(r).4 At any fixed time,

the gauge field a is completely determined. Its dynamics are given by the continuity

equation, ∂tρ(r, t) + ∂iji(r, t) = 0, which yields

ǫij ȧi(r, t) = φ0(2k + 1)jj(r, t), (1.28)

3The Lagrangian in Eq (1.25) is chosen such that the spectrum of its corresponding Hamiltonian is
identical to that of the electrons with no flux attachment, as verified in Ref 25.

4We derive this by noting that when r 6= 0, ∇ · (r̂/r) = 1/r∂r(r/r) = 0, but the divergence theorem
tells us

∫
d2r∇ · (r̂/r) =

∮
(r̂/r) · r̂rdθ = 2π, where the integral is over any circle centered at the origin.

We conclude ∇ · (r̂/r) = 2πδ2(r).
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up to a constant. Thus, a is completely determined in terms of the fields φ by Eqs (1.27)

and (1.28).

We now seek a Lagrangian for a, which will produce Eqs (1.27) and (1.28) after

applying the Euler-Lagrange equation. This is exactly the Chern-Simons action,

LCS =
1

2

π

θ

ec

φ0

ǫµνρaµ∂νaρ, (1.29)

where the Greek indices run over 0, 1, 2. We have introduced aµ = (a0, a). To reproduce

Eqs (1.27) and (1.28), we add a current term, −eaµjµ to LCS, vary with respect to a0 and

a, respectively, and then choose the gauge a0 = 0. Notice that LCS is gauge invariant up

to a surface term: if δaµ = ∂µΛ, then δLCS = 1
2
π
θ
ec
φ0
ǫµνρ∂µ (Λ∂νaρ). The mean field theory

solution to the combined Lagrangian, L = Lφ + LCS, is φ(x) =
√
ρ̄, a = −A, a0 = −A0.

Plugging this solution into the equations of motion gives the filling fraction ν = 1/(2k+1)

and the Hall conductance, σxy =
1

2k+1
e2

h
. Because there is a gap to excitations, we would

expect this solution to be robust to small fluctuations, which is verified in Ref 25.

As described in the previous section, when the magnetic field is moved away from

the idea filling fraction, vortices are created to compensate. In terms of the field theory,

a vortex at the origin takes the form

φ(r, θ) = f(r/ℓ)
√
ρ̄e±iθ, δa(r, θ) = ±φ0

2π

θ̂

r
, a0 = 0 (1.30)

where the dimensionless function f satisfies f(0) = 0, f(x → ∞) = 1; the former

constraint comes from requiring φ to be continuous. Such a vortex carries unit flux
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∮
δa · dl = ±φ0, and, applying Eq (1.27), fractional charge ±1

2k+1
. As is the case in a

charged superconductor, the energy cost of a vortex is finite, consistent with an excitation

gap.5

1.5.4 Derivation of dual action

Two dimensional superconductors exhibit a flux-charge duality. In our two-dimensional

quantum Hall system, because each flux quantum is bound to a quasiparticle, the duality

is between quasiparticles and electrons. Writing the Lagrangian, L = Lφ + LCS, in its

dual form, we find a theory with quasiparticles as the fundamental object. In the next

section, we will integrate out the gapped bulk theory to find the low-energy theory of

the edge, which will be the starting point for upcoming chapters.

Writing φ(r) =
√

ρ(r)eiχ(r), we define the vortex current

jvµ(r) ≡
c

2π
ǫµνρ∂ν∂σχ(r) (1.31)

Naively, jv = 0, but, crucially, because χ is not continuous when vortices are present, jv

is non-zero at the vortices. In particular, if there is a vortex at the origin, according to

(1.30), χ(r, θ) = θ and the vortex density computed from Eq (1.31) is exactly unity:

∫

d2xρv ≡
∫

d2x
jv0
c

=
1

2π

∫

d2xǫij∂i∂jχ(r) =
1

2π

∮

∇χ(r) = 1 (1.32)

5In Eq (1.25), the change in a exactly cancels the θ̂ contribution to∇φ, so that δE ∝
∫
∞

0
xdx (f ′(x))

2
,

where f is defined by Eq (1.30). In contrast, a neutral superfluid does not couple to the electromagnetic

gauge field and δE ∝
∫
∞

0
xdx

(

(f ′(x))
2
+ (f(x))

2 1

x2

)

, which yields the familiar result that vortex energy

diverges logarithmically with system size.
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Substituting this form of φ into the sum of the Lagrangian (1.25) and taking ρ constant

except for vortex configurations,

Lχ = ρ (−~∂tχ− ecδa0)−
ρ

2m
(−~∇χ− eδa)2 − 1

2

∫

d2r′δρ(r)V (r− r′)δρ(r′), (1.33)

where we have defined δa = a−A. The action is linearized by introducing a Hubbard-

Stratonovich field, j, which yields

L′
χ = ρ (−~∂tχ− ecδa0) + ji (−~∇χ− eδa)i +

m

2ρ̄
jiji −

1

2

∫

d2r′δρ(r)V (r− r′)δρ(r′)

(1.34)

Varying with respect to χ yields the equation of motion, ∂tρ+∇·j = 0, which motivates

us to introduce the dual gauge field av, defined by

ρ =
1

φ0

ǫij∂ia
v
j , ji =

c

φ0

ǫij(∂ja
v
0 − ∂0avj ), (1.35)

up to a gauge transformation, avµ → avµ + ∂µΛ. Comparing Eq (1.35) to Eqs (1.27) and

(1.28) shows that each quantum of vortex flux is attached to an electron, while previously

a quantum of the original flux a was bound to each quasiparticle. Substituting Eq (1.35)

into L′
χ yields

L′
χ = −eavµjvµ −

e2c

h
ǫµνρδaµ∂νa

v
ρ +

m

2ρ̄

(
c

φ0

)2

(∂ja
v
0 − ∂0avj )2

− 1

2φ2
0

∫

d2r′ǫij∂iδa
v
j (r)V (r− r′)ǫkl∂kδa

v
l (r

′) (1.36)
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We will now drop the third and fourth terms, which have more derivatives in av, and

integrate out the gauge fields a in L′
χ + LCS to find the dual Lagrangian,

Ldual = −eavµjvµ −
e2c

~

(2k + 1)

4π
ǫµνρavµ∂νa

v
ρ −

1

2π

e2c

~
ǫµνρAµ∂νa

v
ρ, (1.37)

which is entirely in terms of the vortex fields and currents – or, equivalently, the quasi-

particles. We could add a kinetic term for the vortex creation/annihilation operator, but

this term is not important if there are only a few vortices and they are pinned (which

also justifies dropping the interaction term in L′
χ.)

We can check that Eq (1.37) yields the correct observables: integrating out the gauge

field, av, yields

L[A] = e2c

h
ǫµνρ

1

2

1

2k + 1
Aµ∂νAρ (1.38)

After including a current JµA
µ, the equations of motion are e2c

h
ǫµνρ 1

2k+1
∂νAρ = Jµ, which

gives the correct Hall conductance, σxy =
1

2k+1
e2

h
, and filling fraction, ν = 1

2k+1
.

1.5.5 Effective theory on a manifold with a boundary

Consider the Hamiltonian derived from Ldual, taking j
v = 0: if we choose the gauge

a0 = A0 = 0, the Hamiltonian disappears, because every term has either a0, A0 or ∂0aµ.

This is because bulk Chern-Simons theory only captures the ground state properties

of the system; by definition, all ground states are degenerate. Notice that when the

magnetic field deviates from a perfect filling fraction, the ground state contains quasi-
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particles, so the theory does capture information about quasiparticles and statistics.

Because Ldual is gauge-invariant up to a surface term, Hdual = 0 on any closed manifold;

this is not an artifact of our gauge choice.

On a manifold with a boundary, we know from Sec 1.4.4 that there are low energy

excitations at the edge. Thus, on a manifold with a boundary, we do not have the gauge

freedom to choose a0 = A0 = 0. Instead, the gauge freedom becomes a physical degree of

freedom, whose equation of motion includes the velocity of the edge excitations. Because

the velocity is determined by the microscopic details of the edge, it is not included in

the Chern-Simons theory.

To input this information, we follow Wen:27 choose coordinates x̃ = x+vt, ỹ = y, t̃ =

t, where the coordinate x is parallel to the boundary. The components of any vector w

in these coordinates satisfy, wµ̃x̂µ̃ = wµx̂µ, so that, wt̃ = wt − vwx, wx̃,ỹ = wx,y. Then

define the field αµ ≡ avµ + Aµ/(2k + 1) and choose the gauge α0̃ = 0. The equation of

motion from α0̃ is then a constraint, ǫĩj̃∂ĩαj̃ = 0, which is satisfied by writing αĩ = ∂ĩϕ,

for some continuous field ϕ. Inserting this gauge choice into Ldual with j
v
µ = 0 yields,

Sdual
∣
∣
α
0̃
=0

=
e2c

~

∫

d2x̃dt̃
ǫĩj̃

4π

(
−(2k + 1)∂ĩϕ∂0̃∂j̃ϕ−Aĩ∂0̃∂j̃ϕ+∂ĩϕ∂0̃Aj̃−∂ĩϕ∂j̃A0̃

)
+S[A]

=
e2c

~

∫

d2x̃dt̃
ǫĩj̃

4π
∂j̃ (−(2k + 1)∂ĩϕ∂0̃ϕ− ∂ĩϕA0̃) +

ǫĩj̃

4π
∂0̃
(
∂ĩϕAj̃

)
+ S[A]

= −e
2c

~

∫

dx̃dt̃
1

4π
((2k + 1)∂x̃ϕ∂0̃ϕ+ ∂x̃ϕA0̃) + S[A]

=
e2

~

∫

dxdt
1

4π
((2k + 1)∂xϕ (∂t − v∂x)ϕ− ∂xϕ(At − vAx)) + S[A] (1.39)
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where S[A] is the action from the Lagrangian (1.38) and we have used the fact that the

boundary is parallel to the x direction. If we require the Hamiltonian to be bounded

from below, then v and 2k + 1 must have the same signs; we take them to be positive.

Substituting the equation of motion for ϕ into the second term yields the more symmetric

form Aµǫµν∂νϕ.

Now consider the effect of a vortex in the bulk, so that j0 = cδ(x). The equation

of motion from α0̃ becomes ǫĩj̃∂ĩαj̃ = −h
e

1
2k+1

δ(x). This equation is satisfied if ϕ →

ϕ− 1
2k+1

θ, where θ is the angular coordinate. Alternately, a branch cut could be drawn

originating at the vortex and extending to the edge of the sample, so that ϕ→ ϕ+ 2π
2k+1

upon crossing the branch cut. Either way, the field ϕ will acquire a phase 2π/(2k + 1)

upon encircling the vortex.

1.5.6 Edge operators

In Sec 1.5.5, the bulk action was reduced to one that exists only on the edge of

the manifold. It describes a (1 + 1)-dimensional chiral boson: the equation of motion

(neglecting A) is ∂x (∂t − v∂x)ϕ = 0, which implies ϕ(x, t) = ϕ(x + vt). The conjugate

momentum is π = 2k+1
4π

∂xϕ, which yields the equal time commutation relation,6

[ϕ(x), ∂yϕ(y)] = i
2π

2k + 1
δ(x− y) (1.40)

6The commutation relation for chiral fields differs by a factor of two from that of non-chiral fields,
[φ(x), π(y)] = iδ(x− y), because two chiral fields can be mapped to a single non-chiral field.
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Here, we are using natural units, and will continue to do so for the rest of this section.

The coupling between ϕ and A yields the charge density and current operators:

ρ =
1

2π
∂xϕ

j =
1

2π
∂tϕ (1.41)

Eqs (1.40) and (1.41) allow us to compute, using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula,

eiαϕ(x)ρ(y) = (ρ(y) + [iαϕ(x), ρ(y)]) eiαϕ(x) =

(

ρ(y)− α

2k + 1
δ(x− y)

)

eiαϕ(x) (1.42)

Hence, eiϕ and ei(2k+1)ϕ are creation operators for quasiparticles and electrons, respec-

tively. Integrating (1.40) over y yields, [ϕ(x), ϕ(y)] = i π
2k+1

sgn(x − y). Apparently, ϕ

does not commute with itself in different places! This is a peculiar property of chiral

fields. We can then compute the fractional statistics of the quasiparticle operators,

eiαϕ(x)eiβϕ(y) = eiβϕ(y)eiαϕ(x)e−αβ[ϕ(x),ϕ(y)] = eiβϕ(y)eiαϕ(x)e−i αβπ
2k+1

sgn(x−y) (1.43)

All operators, eiαϕ, allowed in the theory should be local with respect to the electron,

ei(2k+1)ϕ; i.e., under two exchanges, the phase acquired should be trivial. Taking β =

2k + 1 in Eq (1.43), we see that this is equivalent to requiring α ∈ Z. Hence, physical

operators take the form einϕ, with n an integer.

We would like to compute the correlators of the quasiparticle operators. First, we

compute the 〈ϕϕ〉 correlator at A = 0 in imaginary time, τ = it,

〈ϕ(x, τ)ϕ(0, 0)〉 − 〈ϕ(0, 0)ϕ(0, 0)〉 =
∫

dq

2π

dω

2π

(
eiqx+iωτ − 1

)
〈ϕ(q, ω)ϕ(−q,−ω)〉
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=
2π

2k + 1

∫
dq

2π

dω

2π

(eiqx+iωτ − 1)

iq(ω + iqv)

=
2π

2k + 1
sgn(τ)

∫
dq

2π

Θ(qτ)

q

(
eiq(x−ivτ) − 1

)

=
2π

2k + 1

∫ ∞

0

dq

2π

(
eiq(x−ivτ) − 1

)

q

= − 1

2k + 1
ln ((vτ + ix)/a) (1.44)

where we assumed the integral only had finite contribution when q(x − ivτ) > 1 and

introduced a, a short distance scale inversely proportional to the high-energy cut-off.

From (1.44), we can have the quasiparticle and electron correlators:

〈einφ(x,τ)e−inφ(0,0)〉 = en
2(〈φ(x,τ)φ(0,0)〉−〈φ(0,0)φ(0,0)〉) ∝ 1

(vτ + ix)
n2

2k+1

(1.45)

Thus, the scaling dimension of the single quasiparticle operator is 1
2(2k+1)

, while the

electron operator has scaling dimension 2k+1
2

. The unusual scaling dimension (compared

to the Fermi-liquid scaling dimension of 1
2
) is due to the highly-correlated nature of

the state and tells us that we are dealing with a (chiral) Luttinger liquid. The scaling

dimension can also be used as an experimental signature of a particular Hall state

through tunneling experiments, as described in Sec 1.6.1.

To connect with the discussion of edge excitations in Sec 1.4.4, we derive the Hamil-

tonian corresponding to Eq (1.39) (now dropping A),

Hdual =
m

4π

∫

dxv∂xϕ∂xϕ =
m

4π
vL
∑

k

k2ϕkϕ−k (1.46)
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where we have now defined m = 2k + 1 to prevent confusion with the momentum and

defined the Fourier transformed fields, ϕk = 1
L

∫
dxeikxφ(x), for k = 2πn/L, n ∈ Z. To

determine the spectrum of this Hamiltonian, define the creation/annihilation operators

a†k ≡
√

kmL
2π
ϕk, ak ≡

√
kmL
2π
ϕ−k, for k > 0, which satisfy, using (1.40), [ak, a

†
k′ ] = δ(k−k′).

Then

Hdual = v
∑

k>0

ka†kak (1.47)

The edge behaves like a harmonic oscillator, consistent with the energy spectrum in

Eq (1.19). When L is finite, the edge excitations cost finite energy vk; as L→∞, they

become gapless.

1.5.7 K-matrices

The edge theory derived in Sec 1.5.5 can be generalized to the case where there are

multiple gauge fields, which can occur in a layered system or in the hierarchy states

described in Sec 1.4.5. Starting from Eq (1.25) with multiple gauge fields, the derivation

of the past few sections yields a generalization of Eq (1.39),

S =

∫

dxdt
1

4π
(KIJ∂t − VIJ∂x)ϕI∂xϕI −

1

2π
ǫµνAµ∂νϕItI , (1.48)

where KIJ is a symmetric, integer matrix, V is a symmetric positive-definite matrix,

and t is an integer vector. The signs of the eigenvalues of K dictate the direction of

propagation of each edge mode; we say that K is chiral if all eigenvalues share the same
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sign. The commutation relation that generalizes Eq (1.40) is

[ϕI , ∂yϕJ(y)] = 2πiK−1
IJ δ(x− y) (1.49)

The charge density is generalized from Eq (1.41) by ρ =
∑

J
tI∂xφI

2π
, and similarly for the

current operator. The quasiparticle whose creation operator is einJφJ is labelled by the

integer vector nJ . It carries charge nIK
−1
IJ tJ and its mutual statistics with the particle n′

J

is 2πnIK
−1
IJ n

′
J . Trivial quasiparticles are labelled by nJ = lIKIJ , where lI is an integer

vector; evidently they have trivial statistics with all other quasiparticles in the theory.

If the edge theory is chiral, then the generalization of Eq (1.45) is that the operator

einIφI has scaling dimension 2∆n = nIK
−1
IJ nJ . If K is not chiral, which can happen,

for example, if holes condense out of a filled Landau level, then the scaling dimensions

depend on the V matrix.7 Furthermore, the structure of the edge can be significantly

more complicated: backscattering between different edge modes could drive the edge

into a new phase, potentially even a phase where the edge is gapped. We explore this

situation further in Sec 1.7.1.

The classification of edge states by their K-matrices and t-vectors was pioneered by

Wen27 and represents a complete classification of Abelian quantum Hall states, unifying

the microscopic theories for fractional states discussed in Sec 1.4.5.

7Following Ref 28, it is straight-forward to compute ∆m = 1

2
mIΛIJΛ

T
JKmK , where Λ ≡ Λ1Λ2Λ3. Λ1

is an orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes K:
(
ΛT
1
KΛ1

)

IJ
= δIJλI ; Λ2 rescales K: (Λ2)IJ = δIJ/

√

|λI |;
and Λ3 (combined with Λ1,2) diagonalizes V , while preserving the signature of K:

(
ΛTV Λ

)

IJ
= δIJvI ,

ΛT
3
ηΛ3 = η, where ηIJ = δIJsgn(λI). For the chiral edge, η = I, from which it follows ΛΛT = K−1;

hence, ∆m is independent of V in this case.
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Eq (1.48) will be the starting point for Chapters 2, 3, 4.

1.6 Experimental probes of the edge

In the earliest theoretical papers describing the fractional quantum Hall effect, Laugh-

lin proposed the existence of quasiparticles with fractional charge and statistics.11 In this

section, we describe two experiments that can probe these attributes – shot noise mea-

surements and interferometry – which will be central to later chapters. The theoretical

predictions rely on the field theory developed in Sec 1.5.

1.6.1 Theory of the quantum point contact

ν

(a) QPC across Hall bar

ν ν

(b) QPC between two Hall bars

Figure 1.6: Quantum point contact. Dotted lines indicate where backscattering can

occur between oppositely-propagating edges. The dark rectangles are Ohmic contacts.

In (a), all quasiparticles can tunneling across the quantum point contact, while in (b),

only electrons can tunnel.
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The quantum point contact (QPC) is arguably the most fundamental tool in frac-

tional quantum Hall experiments. In the ideal case, it consists of a single point where

tunneling can occur between two oppositely propagating quantum Hall edges, as de-

picted in Fig 1.6, or between a Hall bar and a normal lead. When the tunneling occurs

within a quantum Hall fluid, as shown in Fig 1.6a, all quasiparticles in the fluid will have

an amplitude for tunneling across the QPC. On the other hand, if tunneling requires

traversing the vacuum, as shown in Fig 1.6b, the only quasiparticles that can tunnel are

those which can exist in the vacuum, i.e., electrons and multiples of the electron.

Using the edge theory developed in Secs 1.5.5 – 1.5.7, tunneling within the Hall fluid

can be incorporated into the Lagrangian by adding a term,8

Ltun =
′∑

n∈ZN

(

λne
−iqnV teinIϕ

R
I e−inJϕ

L
J + h.c.

)

δ(x) (1.50)

where ϕR/L denote the right- and left- moving fields on opposite edges of the Hall bar,

qn = nIK
−1
IJ tJ is the charge of the quasiparticle labelled by n, V is the voltage difference

across the QPC, and the QPC is at x = 0. The first term creates a quasiparticle on

the right-moving edge, while the second term annihilates the same species on the left-

moving edge. The prime on the sum indicates that first non-zero entry of n should be

positive; this is to prevent double counting n and −n. If the tunneling is in the vacuum,

only trivial quasiparticles can tunnel and the sum is restricted to nI = KIJ lJ , lJ ∈ Z.

Usually, we will only be concerned with the most relevant such operator. In the case

8For a detailed description of tunneling, see Ref 29.
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where tunneling is weak (λn ≪ 1), we compute the tunneling current across the QPC

perturbatively.

The operator that measures current across the QPC is given by

Itun =
′∑

n∈ZN

(

iqnλne
−iqnV teinIϕ

R
I e−inJϕ

L
J + h.c

)

δ(x) (1.51)

For a theory with a single edge mode, we can compute the contribution to the tunneling

current from a quasiparticle χ = einφ that has charge e∗ and scaling dimension is δ to

lowest order in perturbation theory, when λ≪ 1:

〈Itun〉 = 〈Ituni
∫

dtLtun〉

= −|λ|
2

m

∫

dteie
∗V t〈

(
χL
)†
(0, 0)χR(0, 0)χL(0, t)

(
χR
)†
(0, t)〉+ h.c

= −e∗|λ|2
∫

dt
2i sin(V te∗)

(ivt)4δ

= −|V |4δ−1

(
e∗

v

)4δ

sgn(V )

∫

dy
2i sin(y)

(iy)4δ

= −|V |4δ−1

(
e∗

v

)4δ

sgn(V )
2π

Γ(4δ)
(1.52)

We have used the correlator (1.45). The important point is the scaling of the tunneling

current, Itun ∝ V 4δ−1, a significant departure from Ohmic scaling. This is a universal

prediction of the field theory that could, in principle, be verified in experiment.

In a similar vein, we can compute the contribution to the shot noise from χ,

S(ω) ≡
∫

dteiωt〈Itun(0)Itun(t) + Itun(t)Itun(0)〉
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= (e∗)2|λ|2
∫

dteiωt
(

eie
∗V t〈

(
χL
)†
(0, 0)χR(0, 0)χL(0, t)

(
χR
)†
(0, t)〉+

+e−ie∗V t〈
(
χL
)†
(0, t)χR(0, t)χL(0, 0)

(
χR
)†
(0, 0)〉

)

= (e∗)2|λ|2
∫

dteiωt
2 cos(V te∗)

(ivt)4δ
(1.53)

In the zero-frequency limit,

S(ω = 0) = e∗|λ|2|V |4δ−1

(
e∗

v

)4δ
2π

Γ(4δ)
= e∗|Itun| (1.54)

Thus, the ratio of zero-frequency shot noise to tunneling current gives a measurement

of the charge of the quasiparticle whose tunneling across the QPC is most relevant. This

was originally proposed in Ref 30 and was experimentally verified in the ν = 1/3 state

in Refs 31 and 32.

1.6.2 Interferometry

ν ν ν
Φt1 t2

Figure 1.7: Two point contact interferometer. The two QPCs have tunneling

amplitudes t1 and t2. A hole in the center can have a variable amount of flux, Φ.

A key attribute of quantum Hall quasiparticles is their mutual statistics. To measure

statistics, the interferometer was proposed in Ref 33, which we follow here. Depicted in
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Fig 1.7, the interferometer consists of a Hall bar with two QPCs, creating two paths for

quasiparticles to traverse the edge. Thus, tunneling conductance displays an interference

pattern, which varies periodically as magnetic flux is inserted through the center region.

The period reveals the charge of the quasiparticle. In particular, at fixed filling fraction,

the phase a quasiparticle acquires from circling the central flux is e∗Φ/~, thus the period

is ∆B = h/(Ae∗).9

To measure the mutual statistics between quasiparticles, the number of quasiparticles

in the central region must be varied. If two quasiparticles have mutual statistics 2πθ,

introducing a quasiparticle increases the interference phase by exactly this amount,

creating a phase shift in the interference pattern. Currently, there is no experimental

procedure for directly manipulating the positions of quasiparticles in a quantum Hall

sample. However, as the area of the device is varied, quasiparticles can indirectly be

introduced.

Interferometry experiments are difficult to interpret because many variables are

changing at once. The earliest experiments on the ν = 1/3 state,34,35 performed a

decade ago, are still open to interpretation. More recent work has focused on disentan-

9There is a subtle complication: if instead of the filling fraction being fixed, the particle number
is fixed, then as the magnetic field is increased by one flux quantum, a quasihole will be created to
exactly compensate for the additional flux, and the period will be Φ0/A. Thus, the system must have
a backgate to vary the chemical potential and reservoir of electrons that can flow in, so that filling
fraction, and not particle number, is kept constant. This situation is discussed in more detail in Ref 33.
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gling the effects of changing area, flux and particle density, as well as of interactions, in

the central region.36–38

1.7 Particular quantum Hall states of interest

Here we discuss the edge structure of two quantum Hall states that will be relevant

to later chapters.

1.7.1 ν = 2/3: a non-chiral edge

Quantum Hall theories with edge modes propagating in both directions have an

additional complication: interactions between oppositely-propagating modes can cause

the Hall conductance to deviate from its quantized valued, contradictory to experimental

observation. This problem was first investigated in the context of the ν = 2/3 state,

which was originally predicted to have a forwards-propagating ν = 1 edge mode and a

backwards propagating ν = 1/3 edge.39–41 However, the backwards propagating mode

was never detected in experiment and the conductance plateau was consistently observed

to be quantized.42

Kane, Fisher and Polchinski (KFP)43 resolved this contradiction by showing that

random backscattering between the modes would drive the edge to a new fixed point

with quantized conductance. The eigenmodes of the edge would then be a single foward-
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propagating charged mode and a backwards propagating neutral mode. This theory

generalizes to the filling fractions ν = n/(2np+1), which have backwards-moving modes

when p < 0.28

Experiments that probe the edge can distinguish the equilibrated and non-equilibrated

edge phases. In Ref 44, shot noise experiments, like those described in Sec 1.6.1, show

evidence consistent with the equilibrated edge. Refs 45 and 46 present strong evidence

for the existence of an upstream neutral mode; we consider Ref 46 in detail in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 2, we consider probing the ν = 2/3 edge with microwaves as a novel way to

distinguish the two edge phases.

However, the story is not so simple: more recently, upstream modes have been ob-

served at filling fractions predicted to be fully chiral.47 Edge reconstruction is more

ubiquitous than fits into the simplest theoretical models. This fact must be kept in

mind when designing experiments and interpreting results.

1.7.2 ν = 5/2: a candidate for non-Abelian statistics

The possibility that non-Abelian statistics could be realized in a fractional quantum

Hall system spurred an intense research effort to understand the ν = 5/2 state, which is

the most experimentally accessible candidate state. Before discussing the edge structure

of this state, we take a brief detour to explain non-Abelian statistics.
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Statistics in 2D

In dimensions greater than two, there is not a well-defined notion of one particle

making a loop around another particle because any loop can be continuously deformed

to a point. Since exchange of two identical particles is equivalent to half a loop, the

wavefunction can acquire a phase of 0 or π under exchange (2π upon completing the

loop); these phases correspond to bosons and fermions, respectively, and these are the

only point-like particles that can exist in dimensions greater than two. In two dimen-

sions, there is a well-defined notion of one particle circling another. If one particle

adiabatically circles another, the wavefunction can acquire a nontrivial phase.48 If the

phase is not a multiple of 2π, the quasiparticles are called anyons.49

This is not the full story: consider a system ofN identical particles at spatial positions

Ri, i = 1, ..., N . Now consider all paths in space-time that return these particles to the

positions Ri after time T , where particles are allowed to swap positions. The equivalence

classes of paths that are adiabatically connected, while keeping the endpoints fixed, are

exactly the elements of the braid group, BN . The one-dimensional representations of the

braid group are the phases acquired by a wavefunction after two particles are exchanged.

(This can be extended to include distinguishable particles if each particle is restricted

to return to its endpoint after time T .) Higher dimensional representations are unitary

matrices: if there is a degenerate set of ground states, adiabatic winding of one particle
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around another can transform one ground state into a linear combination of the other

ground states according to such a matrix. If the matrices do not commute, the particles

are said to display non-Abelian statistics. For more details on non-Abelian statistics –

and especially their application to quantum computing – we refer the reader to Ref 50

and references therein.

Non-Abelian statistics at ν = 5/2

Eq (1.23) gives the Pfaffian wavefunction, a candidate wavefunction to describe the

bulk state at ν = 5/2. The paired nature of the wavefunction requires that quasiholes

also come in pairs.24 As the positions of two quasiholes approach each other, they are

equivalent to a single Laughlin-type quasihole – that is, they correspond to insertion of

a single flux quantum. Hence, a single quasihole is equivalent to half a flux quantum;

this gives a hint that something more exotic than an Aharonov-Bohm phase could occur.

Mapping the problem to a known one in conformal field theory reveals that the state

with four quasiholes is two-fold degenerate and the two ground states transform into each

other when one quasiparticle circles another.24,51 Heuristically, the two-fold degeneracy

results from the two ways the four quasiparticles can be grouped into pairs.
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Edge structure

The edge excitations can be counted in a manner similar to that described in Sec 1.4.4

for the Laughlin states; the counting shows that the edge is described by a gapless chiral

fermion, in addition to the gapless boson common to all Abelian states.16,52

The half-filled state has particle-hole symmetry. Thus, the anti-Pfaffian state, which

is the particle-hole conjugate to the Pfaffian, is an equally viable candidate to describe

the phase at ν = 5/2.53,54 The edge structure of the anti-Pfaffian state is found by

reversing the boundary between the Pfaffian and the ν = 1 state. This interface is

non-chiral; analogous to the ν = 2/3 edge described in Sec 1.7.1, random backscattering

between oppositely-propagating modes drives the edge to an equilibrated phase which

has one chiral boson propagating parallel to the edge modes of the two filled Landau

levels and three counter-propagating chiral fermions.

There are also other candidate states that we will not discuss here.

Many experiments probing the edge physics have attempted to determine the phase

of the ν = 5/2 state. Both the Pfaffian and the anti-Pfaffian have charge-e/4 quasi-

particles (corresponding to a half flux quantum), but differ in the minimum scaling

dimension of a tunneling operator and in their chirality. The e/4 quasiparticle charge

was measured in Ref 55 and 56 by measuring the shot noise across a QPC, as described

in Sec 1.6.1, and in Ref 57 using local thermometry in the bulk. The minimum scaling
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dimension was also measured in Ref 55 and was shown to be more consistent with the

anti-Pfaffian state than the Pfaffian. An experiment with two quantum point contacts46

revealed a non-chiral edge, also consistent with the anti-Pfaffian state; this experiment

is the focus of Chapter 3. There is also experimental evidence of non-Abelian statistics

(present in both the Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian), using a more elaborate version58,59 of

the interferometry described in Sec 1.6.2.60 We propose an interferometry experiment

using microwave absorption that would provide complementary evidence of non-Abelian

statistics in Chapter 2.

Numerical investigations have examined the effect of Landau level mixing, which

breaks particle-hole symmetry; we refer the reader to Ref 50 for these references. Ref 61

includes Landau level mixing perturbatively and shows that the Pfaffian phase is favored

when Landau level mixing is below a critical value that is a function of the well-width;

above this threshold the perturbation theory is less reliable and the results inconclusive.

It is not clear which regime describes the experimental results.

In summary, determining the universality class of the ν = 5/2 plateaus achieved in

experiments remains an active area of research.

1.8 Surprises at the edge

We now motivate the three papers that comprise this thesis.
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1.8.1 Microwave absorption of quantum Hall edges

The experiments that we have discussed to probe quantum Hall edges are all trans-

port measurements. However, transport measurements rely on Ohmic contacts, which

introduce a host of non-universal physics. Furthermore, they average over the edge

modes, so cannot directly distinguish equilibrated from non-equilibrated edges. In Chap-

ter 2, we consider probing quantum Hall devices with microwaves. The device we are

imagining is contact-free and the absorption spectrum has a peak corresponding to each

charged edge mode. In addition, if a quantum point contact is introduced, the device

becomes an interferometer, where the period of oscillations in the absorption spectrum

corresponds to the statistics of quasiparticles in the bulk. The amplitude of oscilla-

tions is first-order in the tunneling amplitude – this is in contrast to the interferometer

discussed in Sec 1.6.2, where the correction is second-order.

In Sec 1.7.1, we explained that the ν = 2/3 edge can either be in the non-equilibrated

or equilibrated edge phase. One might expect a phase transition between these two re-

gions: in small systems, where the edge does not have a chance to equilibrate, two

counter-propagating charged modes should be present, while in larger systems, the sys-

tem has a chance to reach an equilibrated edge with one charged mode and a counter-

propagating neutral mode. The microwave experiment could distinguish between these

phases by counting the number of charged edge modes.
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1.8.2 Upstream neutral modes

In Sec 1.7.1, we explained why a counter-propagating neutral mode must be present

to explain the quantized conductance at ν = 2/3. Since that prediction, it has been

an experimental challenge to observe the neutral mode. This challenge was finally over-

come by observing that neutral modes can influence the shot noise across a QPC, as

demonstrated in Ref 46. This experiment can also distinguish between the Pfaffian and

anti-Pfaffian states described in Sec 1.7.2. In Chapter 3, using the field theory developed

in Sec 1.5.5, we analyze this experiment. From our analysis, we make the unexpected

prediction that neutral modes can also affect charged tunneling current.

1.8.3 Bulk-edge correspondence

In systems with a shallow edge confining potential, the electron density might not

drop off sharply from filling fraction ν to filling fraction 0. Instead, it might be ener-

getically favorable for the electrons to form one or more incompressible strips at the

edge.62–65 This effect is known as edge reconstruction. Since the incompressible strips

also have edge modes, the result is an extra set of counter-propagating modes at the

edge.

In Chapter 4, we show that interactions between these modes and the original edge

modes can change the phase of the edge, implying that the edge-bulk correspondence
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is many-to-one. If the original edge was non-chiral, it is not a surprise that multiple

edge phases can exist; for example, the ν = 2/3 state has two possible edge phases.

However, for chiral edges, where backscattering cannot occur, it was assumed that the

bulk-edge correspondence was unique. Thus, our result is unexpected. We classify the

chiral Abelian phases where this can occur and provide experimental signatures of the

two distinct edge phases. We find that edge phases correspond to lattices, while bulk

phases correspond to genera of lattices.
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Microwave absorption of quantum

Hall droplets

In this chapter, we consider the absorption of microwaves by a quantum Hall droplet.

We show that the number and velocities of charged edge modes can be directly mea-

sured from a droplet of known shape. In contrast to standard transport measurements,

different edge equilibration regimes can be accessed in the same device. If there is a

quantum point contact in the droplet, then quasiparticle properties, including braiding

statistics, can be observed. Their effects are manifested as modulations of the microwave

absorption spectrum that are, notably, first-order in the tunneling amplitude at the point

contact.
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This chapter is reprinted with permission from “Microwave absorption by a meso-

scopic quantum Hall droplet,” by Jennifer Cano, Andrew C. Doherty, Chetan Nayak,

and David J. Reilly, Phys. Rev. B 88, 165305. Copyright 2013 by the American Physical

Society.

2.1 Introduction

A classic problem in mathematical physics asks “can you hear the shape of a drum?”66,67

In this chapter, we address the natural generalization: “can you hear an anyon in a

drum?” For the sake of concreteness, we consider a ‘drum’ that is a mesoscopic quan-

tum Hall device of circumference L ≈ 10 − 100µm. The excitations of the edge of a

quantum Hall droplet, which are gapless in the limit of a large droplet, have a minimum

energy 2π~v/L, where v is the velocity of edge modes and L is the circumference of the

droplet. Therefore, for v = 104−105 m/s, the edge modes of such a drum can be ‘heard’

in the frequency range ≈ 1− 100GHz or, in other words, with microwaves. Such modes

have already been observed using spectroscopy68–76 in samples on the millimeter scale

and analyzed using semiclassical models,77,78 and have also been observed through time

resolved measurements.42,79–82 Here, we focus exclusively on the absorption spectrum of

micron-scale samples tuned to quantum Hall plateaus.
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As we show in this chapter, microwave absorption gives a window into edge excita-

tions that is different from and complementary to transport.39,82 Moreover, it provides a

probe that can enable one to observe a key feature of the theory of fractional quantum

Hall states – the exotic braiding statistics of its excitations – that has, thus far, remained

somewhat elusive experimentally. The fractional charge and statistics of quasiparticles

are the lynchpins of the theory of the fractional quantum Hall effect. According to Laugh-

lin’s gauge argument, fractional quantized Hall conductance can only occur if there are

quasiparticles with fractional charge.10 There is strong experimental support for frac-

tional charge e∗ = e/331,32,83–86 at ν = 1/3, 7/3 and for e∗ = e/456,57,87 at ν = 5/2. But

fractionally-charged quasiparticles must have fractional braiding statistics,88 and both

microscopic wavefunctions14,17 and long-wavelength effective field theories26,89 predict

that quasiparticles in the fractional quantum Hall effect are anyons. However, the braid-

ing properties of quasiparticles are not directly manifested in bulk transport experiments

or even in transport through a quantum point contact. A two point contact interfer-

ometer device is, until now, the only proposed way to directly observe them. Although

there is a measurement87 that is consistent with non-Abelian anyon quasiparticles at

ν = 5/2, it is not definitive since it has not been reproduced and other interpretations

are conceivable. The setup described in this chapter would enable a truly distinct and

independent measurement of quasiparticle braiding properties. Moreover, it can enable

the measurement of some aspects of the physics of quantum Hall edge excitations, such
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as the number of edge modes and their velocities, that are difficult to directly observe

in transport experiments.

Our proposed setup consists of a quantum Hall droplet or circular disk coupled to

a broadband microwave co-planar waveguide and used as a microwave spectrometer,

as shown in Fig. 2.1. The electric field between the central track and ground of the

waveguide couples to the charged edge modes of the droplet and allows a non-invasive

means of probing the system, without contacting the electron gas. The absorption

spectrum, determined by measuring the amount of transmitted microwave power through

the waveguide, will be one or more series of peaks corresponding to the allowed edge

modes of the droplet.

For a circular droplet, there will be one peak for each charged edge mode and the

positions of the peaks in frequency provide a direct measurement of the velocity of the

mode. This is particularly interesting for certain fractions that are predicted to have

counter propagating edge modes on a completely clean edge but one charged and one

oppositely propagating neutral mode on a disordered edge large enough for modes to

equilibrate.28,43 The most notable example is at ν = 2/3, where such neutral modes were

recently observed.45,46 In our setup, we would expect to see one charged mode in a device

that is larger than the equilibration length, and multiple modes in smaller devices. The

latter possibility has not yet been observed. Furthermore, a surprising result in Ref. 45

is the observation of an upstream mode at ν = 1 and, simultaneously, a local Hall
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resistivity of 3
2

h
e2
. This observation indicates that a local measurement between points

20 µm apart is at a distance less than the equilibration length and in this region, the

edge supports both ν = 1 and ν = 2/3 edges. Hence, in a droplet smaller than this

length, one would detect multiple charged modes. At ν = 5/2, one of the candidate

states, the anti-Pfaffian state53,54 similarly has two phases of edge excitations, one with

a single charged mode and one with two, one upstream and one downstream.

A quantum point contact (QPC) can be produced by fabricating standard surface

gates that overlap the droplet to create an interferometer: the heights of the peaks

oscillate as a function of magnetic field and the oscillations experience a phase slip

when the number of quasiparticles changes. However, unlike in a two-point contact

interferometer, the oscillations are first-order in the tunneling amplitude.

In what follows, we first compute the absorption spectrum of a quantum Hall droplet

in an integer or Laughlin state with no QPC. Next, we consider filling fractions with

more complicated edges and show how the absorption spectrum reveals the number of

current carrying modes. Then, we add the QPC and show how the spectrum acts as an

interferometry measurement. We then repeat the calculation for filling fraction ν = 5/2

and predict the non-Abelian interference pattern.
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crowave power transmitted through the coplanar waveguide. Small changes in microwave

power and phase are readily measured with cryogenic amplification and standard homo-

dyne detection techniques. We envision devices that also include an adjacent Hall bar,

fabricated on-chip but sufficiently far away to be decoupled from the droplet. This Hall

bar enables simultaneous transport measurement for comparison with microwave data.

In addition to the microwave response from the edge magnetoplasmons, there will be

a background signal from the bulk. We estimate the dipole matrix element of a localized

bulk excitation to be ∼ eℓ0, where l0 is the magnetic length. Between Landau levels

(where the transverse Hall conductance shows plateaus in transport), such an excitation

will give a weak background contribution ∼ ω2(eℓ0)
2 to the absorption spectrum R(ω)

of the edge magnetoplasmons. When the number of occupied Landau levels is changing,

however, the bulk excitations can lead to significant absorption R(ω) ∼ Γ/(ω2 + Γ2)

characteristic of a metallic state (where the DC conductivity is ∼ 1/Γ). In this regime

the contribution from edge magnetoplasmons will merge with the spectrum of bulk

excitations. However, it can be easily separated by measuring the microwave response

as a function of frequency and magnetic field.

There will also be non-local bulk excitations, which are the edge channels that cir-

cumnavigate domains of a different filling fractions. For example, when the droplet is at

filling ν = 1, there are puddles of ν = 0 and ν = 2 in the bulk. Surrounding these puddles

are bulk magnetoplasmons that are identical to the edge magnetoplasmons (but do not
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traverse the entire sample) and couple to the electric field in the same way. Depending

on their size and the local steepness of the confining potential, some bulk modes might

be in the same frequency range as the edge modes, but if this is so, the signal of bulk

modes should be weaker than that of the edge because of their small dipole moment. In

addition, scanning the magnetic field should distinguish a bulk magnetoplasmon because

it will exist across several filling fractions until it either disappears or merges with the

edge spectrum as a bulk state percolates across the system to drive a transition between

plateaus.

Another consideration is that, even on a plateau, if the microwave frequency is higher

than the mobility gap, then there will be absorption characteristic of a metal in the

bulk. Therefore, in order to be resonant with an edge excitation of energy ω = 2πv/L

(where L is the circumference of the droplet) but still below the bulk mobility gap (or,

operationally, the gap deduced from transport, ∆tr), we need 2πv/L < ∆tr. Thus,

relatively large devices and smaller velocities are advantageous. Large devices are also

expected to couple more strongly to the electric field from the waveguide and hence

show a larger response. On the other hand, in order to probe different equilibration

regimes and to observe quantum interference effects, it is advantageous to have smaller

devices. Thus, there is an intermediate regime L ≈ 10µm and velocity v ≈ 104 m/s

in which we expect to be able to isolate the physics of edge excitations if the system

lies on a quantum Hall plateau. Note that some experimental observations42,79,90 are
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consistent with a larger velocity ∼ 105 m/s; it may be necessary to tune gate potentials

and the magnetic field in order to have a smaller velocity in which the aforementioned

intermediate regime of frequencies exists.76,80

2.2.2 Kohn’s Theorem

As mentioned in the introduction, for a very clean quantum Hall device at a filling

fraction with multiple edge modes, we expect to see one peak in the absorption spectrum

for every charged edge mode with a distinct velocity. This is of particular interest for

fractions predicted to have a disorder driven (equilibrated) fixed point, because the

clean and disordered systems would have different numbers of charged modes, and hence

different signatures in the absorption spectrum.

On the other hand, since the electric field is nearly constant on the scale of the the

quantum Hall device, it couples to the dipole moment of the system as follows:

H =
∑

i

p2
i

2m
+
∑

i>j

V (ri − rj) +
∑

i

U(ri) + e
∑

i

ri · E

=
P2

c.m.

2Nm
+NeRc.m. · E

+ Ũ(Rc.m., rrel,1, . . . , rrel,N−1) + Hrel (2.1)

whereRc.m. andPc.m. are the center-of-mass coordinate and momentum; rrel,1, . . . , rrel,N−1

are the relative coordinates; Ũ(Rc.m., rrel,1, . . . , rrel,N−1) ≡
∑

iU(ri); and Hrel is the

Hamiltonian for the relative motion of the electrons. Kohn’s theorem stems from the
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observation that the electric field is only coupled directly to the center-of-mass motion

and the center-of-mass motion is only coupled to the relative motion through Ũ . If

Ũ(Rc.m., rrel,1, . . . , rrel,N−1) = Ũc.m.(Rc.m.) + Ũrel(rrel,1, . . . , rrel,N−1), as is the case for a

quadratic confining potential (and for a translationally-invariant system), the center-of-

mass motion decouples from the relative motion. In such a case, the response to an

electric field is determined entirely by the center-of-mass motion.

In a system in its ground state in a quadratic potential, the electric field can only

cause a transition to the first excited state, so there will be only a single peak in the

absorption spectrum. Hence, we must conclude that in our effective theory of the edge,

the edge mode velocities and inter-mode interactions are such that the there is only a

single charged mode (of a type that we discuss in the next section). But, if U is not

quadratic, the center-of-mass coordinate is coupled to the relative coordinates, and there

will be peaks corresponding to excitations of the relative motion of the electrons. Thus,

we will be able to learn more about the details of the edge structure electromagnetically.

Generically, we do not know the coupling strength between the center-of-mass coor-

dinate and the relative coordinates and the confining potential might have to be tuned

in order to see multiple peaks. We expect this coupling to be tunable by changing the

shape of the droplet or the steepness of the edge.
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s

(b) Generic droplet with QPC

Figure 2.2: Quantum Hall droplets.

2.3 Circular droplet

2.3.1 Laughlin states and ν = 1

We first consider the simple set-up depicted in Fig 2.2a, a circular quantum Hall

droplet in a uniform electric field at filling fraction ν = 1/m, for m ≥ 1 an odd integer.

For these fractions, there is a single edge mode that will couple to the electric field when

the frequency of the field matches that of an excitation at the edge. We compute the

absorption spectrum using a framework that is generalized in subsequent sections.

The edge modes are described by the chiral Luttinger liquid action29,91,92

S0 =
m

4π

∫

dt ds (∂t − v∂s)φ(s, t)∂sφ(s, t) (2.2)

where s parametrizes the distance along the edge of the droplet, and v is the ve-

locity of the edge mode. The field φ satisfies the equal-time commutation relation

[φ(x, t), ∂sφ(y, t)] =
2π
m
iδ(x− y). The charge density at a point s along the edge is given

by ρ = ∂sφ/(2π). The electric field of the microwaves ~E = Ecos(ωt)ŷ couples to the
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charge density of the droplet according to

LE = Ecos(ωt)y(s)ρ(s, t) (2.3)

where y(s) gives the y-component of the edge of a droplet; ρ is the charge density at

the edge, given by ρ = ∂sφ/(2π), where φ is governed by the action (2.2). For a circular

droplet of circumference L, y(s) = L
2π
sin (2πs/L).

This is the minimal edge theory dictated by the bulk qantum Hall state. There can

be additional non-chiral pairs of edge modes, depending on how soft the edge potential is.

We will focus here on the case in which there are only the minimal edge modes dictated

by the bulk. The more general case can be analyzed by a straightforward extension of

the present discussion.

The spectrum R(ω) including both absorption and emission components is found by

Fermi’s Golden Rule:

R(ω) =
E2

2

∫

ds1ds2y(s1)y(s2)S
ρρ(s1, s2, ω) (2.4)

where,

Sρρ(s1, s2, ω) =

∫

dtcos(ωt)〈ρ(s1, t)ρ(s2, 0)〉 (2.5)

There is a subtlety in computing the 〈ρρ〉 correlation function: because electrons acquire

a phase upon circling the droplet, the field φ is not periodic. However, this phase drops

out of all calculations until we include a QPC, so we defer discussion of this phase to
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Appendix B.1 and here compute the density-density function using the form of y(s)

given above and the action (2.2). The result is a spectrum with a single pair of peaks

at ω = ±2πv/L:

R(ω) = ν
E2L2

32π
δ(ω ± 2πv/L) (2.6)

Fortunately, these peaks are expected to be in an experimentally accessible regime: using

the value v = 104 m/s extrapolated from measurements in Ref 90, for a large Hall droplet

with L = 50 µm the peaks are at frequency ω/2π = 200 MHz. The frequency increases

inversely with L as the droplet gets smaller in size; for L = 10 µm, ω/2π ≈ 1 GHz.

The delta-function shape of the peaks in the absorption spectrum comes from the

isolated poles of the density-density propagator, which correspond to an infinite lifetime

for edge excitations. Realistically, the edge excitations will have a finite lifetime due

to physics that is neglected in the action of Eq 2.2, such as losses in the waveguide,

finite longitudinal resistance, and phonon coupling. In a lossless waveguide, phonon

coupling will be the dominant contribution to the width and we consider it in detail in

Appendix A. The result is that the spectrum of Eq 2.6 is modified to

R(ω) = ν
E2L2

32π2

η(ω)

(ω − 2πv/L)2 + η(ω)2
(2.7)

where η(ω) = Im [Σ(k, ω)] in Appendix A. When the piezoelectric contribution domi-

nates that of the deformation potential, as for GaAs, η ∝ 1/L and the Q-factor of the

device is independent of its circumference. For a GaAs device with v = 105m/s, we find
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(a) Circular droplet
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Figure 2.3: Absorption spectra for a 10µm droplet with v = 104m/s and peak

width determined by phonon coupling. The circular droplet (a) permits only one

set of peaks, while the non-circular droplet (b) allows a series of peaks.

Q ≈ 350. For droplets with circumference 10− 50 µm, η(ω) ≈ n
m
× 10MHz for the nth

peak at filling fraction ν = 1/m. The absorption spectrum for the circular droplet is

shown in Fig 2.3a.

Having only a single peak is specific to the circular droplet. Generically, there are

peaks at ω = 2πnv/L for all integers n with width given by η(ω), and the spectrum is

generalized for a droplet of arbitrary shape to

R(ω) =
νE2

4πL

∑

k

kη(ω)

(ω − kv)2 + η(ω)2
y(k)y(−k) (2.8)

This is consistent with the discussion of Kohn’s theorem in Sec 2.2.2. Because a quadratic

confining potential can only result in a circular (or elliptical) droplet, these shapes must

only have one peak in the absorption spectrum. Other shapes result from non-quadratic

terms in the confining potential and are not violating Kohn’s theorem by having multiple
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peaks. For most circle-like shapes, the additional peaks are very small, but for the

double-lobed droplet depicted schematically in Fig 2.2b, several peaks should be visible,

as shown in Fig 2.3b.

At finite temperature there is a prefactor coth(βω/2) to Eqs 2.7 and 2.8. We do not

consider the temperature dependence of η(ω).

For a droplet of any shape, the absorption spectrum provides a direct measurement

of the edge mode velocity. The edge excitation velocity has been deduced in several

experiments at specific filling fractions42,79,93 but there is only one reported measurement

that studies its evolution with magnetic field.90 Measuring the edge velocity from the

absorption spectrum would provide a more direct measurement than Ref 90 and confirm

their estimate of when the velocity switches from a ‘skipping orbit model’ to the ~E × ~B

drift velocity.

2.3.2 Probing the structure of the edge

When ν 6= 1/m, the edge structure is more complicated. There are expected to be

multiple edge modes, which have distinct velocities and mix via density-density inter-

actions and impurity scattering. Here we consider the absorption spectrum of a droplet

at a filling fraction with multiple edge modes, first in the clean limit, and then with

disorder.
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A perfectly clean edge with n edge modes may be described by the Lagrangian

LK =
1

4π

∑

ij

∂sφ̃i (Kij∂t + ṽij∂s) φ̃j (2.9)

where the n-by-n matrix K determines the filling fraction by ν =
∑

ij K
−1
ij and v is a

matrix of non-universal velocities and density-density interactions. The charge density

is given by

ρ =
∑

i

ρ̃i ≡
1

2π

∑

i

∂sφ̃i (2.10)

Following Ref 28, we simultaneously diagonalize K and v by conjugation with a matrix

M :
(
MT ṽM

)

ij
= viδij and

(
MTKM

)

ij
= ηiδij with ηi ∈ {±1}. Then Eq 2.9 can be

rewritten as a sum of non-interacting chiral edge modes φi = M−1
ij φ̃j with respective

velocities viηi, which might be positive or negative:

Lmany =
1

4π

∑

i

∂sφi (ηi∂t + vi∂s)φi (2.11)

Then Eqs (2.3)-(2.5) can be used, and the absorption spectrum is given by Eq 2.4 with

Sρρ
K (s1, s2, ω) =

∫

dtcos(ωt)
∑

ijk

MijM
T
jk〈ρj(s1, t)ρj(s2, 0)〉 (2.12)

where ρj = ∂sφj/(2π). For a circular droplet, we find:

RK(ω) =
E2L2

32π

∑

ijm

MijM
T
jmδ(ω ± 2πvj/L) (2.13)

We check this result in two simplifying cases:
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1. When there is only one edge mode, K = 1/ν, M =
√
ν and Eq 2.13 is exactly

Eq 2.6.

2. For integer quantum Hall states ν = n without any inter-mode density-density

interactions, K = M = In and ṽ is diagonal, but generically not proportional to

In. Then Eq 2.13 simplifies to

Rν=n(ω) =
E2L2

32π

n∑

j=1

δ(ω ± 2πvj/L) (2.14)

The spectrum consists of n peaks corresponding to the n different velocities of the

edge modes. However, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, if the confining potential is

quadratic, then there will be a single peak, corresponding to the center-of-mass

motion of the entire electron system and all of the edge mode velocities must be

the same.

For generic filling fractions with n edge modes and inter-mode interactions, we expect

to see n peaks with a non-universal pre-factor
∑

imMijMmj in front of the jth peak.

Hence, in the clean limit, the absorption spectrum counts the number of distinct edge

modes. If this limit could be observed, it would be direct evidence of the physical reality

of the edge mode theory.

For a droplet of arbitrary shape, Eq 2.13 generalizes to

Rmany(ω) =
E2

4L

∑

ijm

MijM
T
jm

∑

k

k y(k)y(−k)δ(ω − kvj) (2.15)
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which is the many-mode equivalent of Eq 2.8. In this case, we see n series of peaks for

which the spacing between peaks in each series is proportional to the velocity of the

corresponding edge mode.

The presence of disorder allows equilibration between edge modes, which can dra-

matically change the edge structure. In Ref 28, it is shown that tunneling between edge

modes due to scattering off random impurities can drive the system to a random fixed

point. For a certain hierarchy of states with n edge modes, the fixed point is stable and

has one charged mode and n−1 neutral modes. Since the neutral modes do not couple to

the electric field, the absorption spectrum in this limit will be exactly that of Sec 2.3.1:

a single peak for a circular droplet or a single series of peaks for a droplet of arbitrary

shape. Specifically, at integer fillings ν = n, arbitrarily weak disorder is a relevant term

that will drive the edge modes to equilibrate and the absorption spectrum will consist of

only one peak corresponding to the equilibrated charged mode. For filling fractions with

counter propagating edge modes, such as ν = 2/3, it takes a critical amount of disorder

to drive the system into the equilibrated state with only one charged mode. Hence, for

weak disorder or for a droplet smaller than the equilibration length, we would expect

to see n peaks in the absorption spectrum, as in the clean limit, but when the size of

the droplet exceeds the equilibration length, we expect to see only one peak. Recent

experiments detecting neutral upstream modes at expected fractions45,46 are presumably

in the equilibrated regime. By considering droplets of multiple sizes (perhaps tuned by
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gating) in our setup, both regimes could be observed. Note that, unlike in transport

experiments, we would not have to change the locations of contacts in order to access

different regimes – there are no contacts in our device.

2.4 Interferometry

When probed through microwave absorption, a quantum Hall droplet with a single

QPC acts an interferometer whose interference pattern appears as a correction to the

height of the absorption peaks that oscillates with magnetic field. We will calculate

this correction to first-order in the tunneling amplitude and find its dependence on

the magnetic field and the number of quasiparticles in the droplet. It is notable that

the result is non-zero already at first-order in the tunneling amplitude, since transport

through a Fabry-Perot interferometer would only see oscillations at second-order in the

tunneling amplitude.33,36,58,85,90,94–98

In this section, we consider the cases ν = n and ν = n + 1/m. We model the QPC

by adding a tunneling term to the Lagrangian,

Ltun = λeiφ(sa,t)e−iφ(sb,t) + h.c. (2.16)

where in the integer case Eq 2.16 represents the tunneling of electrons across the QPC

while, in the Laughlin case, the term represents the tunneling of charge e/m quasipar-

ticles across the QPC. In the latter case, we could also add a term to represent the
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tunneling of electrons across the QPC, but such a term is less relevant. The position of

the QPC is given by sa and sb, as shown schematically in Fig 2.2b.

We want to find δR(ω), the leading order correction to the absorption spectrum

in the presence of tunneling. We calculate δR(ω) in Appendix B.1 for a droplet of

arbitrary shape. Here we consider a simplified, but realistic, case in which the droplet

is symmetrical over the x-axis, so that y(s) = −y(L− s) and sb = L− sa, yielding

δR(ω) = 4|λ|
[
E2

m2
coth

βω

2
H(ω)G(β)

]

cos(ϕ) (2.17)

where H and G are given by,

H(ω) =
1

L2

∑

k1,2=2πn/L
k1 6=−k2

y(k1)y(k2)
sin(k1sa)sin(k2sa)

v(k1 + k2)

×
(

η(ω)

η(ω)2 + (ω + k1v)2
− η(ω)

η(ω)2 + (ω − k2v)2
)

(2.18)

G(β) = exp

[

π

mL

∑

k>0

2

k
(cos(2ksa)− 1)coth

βvk

2

]

(2.19)

H determines the size of the corrections as a function of frequency and G(β) coth(βω/2)

contains all the temperature dependence of the corrections. Both H and G depend on

the placement of the QPC. The phase ϕ is given by

ϕ =
2π

m

(
ΦR

Φ0

+ nR −
2sa
L

(
Φ

Φ0

+ ntot

))

+ α (2.20)

where m = 1 for integer states and m = 1/(ν − ⌊ν⌋) for Laughlin states, Φ is the flux

penetrating the bulk, ΦR is the flux penetrating the right lobe, ntot is the number of
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quasiparticles in the bulk, nR is the number of quasiparticles in the right lobe, and α

is a phase that is independent of magnetic field. Eq 2.20 shows that for a droplet of

fixed shape, the correction δR(ω) varies sinusoidally with magnetic field and its phase is

determined by the number of quasiparticles in each lobe. The basic physical picture

is the following. The density-density correlation function involves the creation and

annihilation of a quasiparticle-quasihole pair. Since the density is integrated over the

edge of the droplet, this pair can be created anywhere. At first-order in the tunneling,

the pair can encircle either lobe (which involves a single tunneling event at the point

contact). These different processes will interfere with each other, and the interference will

essentially be controlled by the difference between the phases associated with encircling

either droplet. However, the sizes of the lobes matter: it is easier for the pair to encircle

a smaller lobe, so a quasiparticle in a smaller lobe gives a larger contribution to the

interference phase than a quasiparticle in a larger lobe. In the next subsections, we will

analyze the oscillations and phase shifts; determine the optimal placement of the QPC to

see maximum oscillations; and calculate the decay of oscillations at finite temperature.

2.4.1 Oscillations and phase shifts

We now consider the oscillations coming from the phase ϕ in Eq 2.20. There are two

predictions: first, if we fix the number of quasiparticles and vary the magnetic field, we
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expect oscillations with period proportional to the charge of the quasiparticles:

∆B = mΦ0

(

AR −
2sa
L
A

)−1

(2.21)

where A and AR denote the areas of the total droplet and the right lobe, respectively.

The factor of two comes directly from Eq 2.20. We consider this expression in a few

limiting cases: first when sa → 0, the right side of the droplet disappears so that AR → 0.

Hence, ∆B → ∞ and there are no oscillations; this is what we would expect because

the QPC effectively disappears into the right side. Similarly, when sa = L/2, the left

side disappears and A = AR; again there are no oscillations and ∆B → ∞. The third

case is when sa = L/4 and the right and left lobes have equal area AR = AL = A/2.

Then, the left and right lobes enter symmetrically into Eq 2.20, except for a negative

sign. The sign results from the fact that when a particle tunnels, it skips the right lobe

but traverses the left lobe one extra time (or vice versa), causing the phases of each lobe

enter oppositely. In this case, Eq 2.21 shows that again, oscillations disappear.

The second prediction is that phase shifts occur for the Laughlin states when the

quasiparticle number in either lobe changes, and the phase shift might differ for each

lobe. When a quasiparticle is added to the left lobe, the phase shift is ∆ϕ = 4π
m

sa
L
, but

when a quasiparticle is added to the right lobe, the phase shift is ∆ϕ = 2π
m

(
1− 2sa

L

)
.

There will also be a phase shift ∆ϕ = 2π
m

if a quasiparticle moves from the left to the

right lobe. One simplifying case is when the droplet has symmetry about the y-axis
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and sa = L/4: in this case both phase shifts are π/m and the oscillations in magnetic

field disappear. Without oscillations in magnetic field, it might be easier to observe the

statistical phase shift.

This interferometer has the same basic features as the scheme proposed in Ref 33

and executed in Refs 36,85,90,97,98, where ∆B = mA/Φ0 and ∆ϕ = 2π/m always.

However, our scheme has the additional feature that there is a different phase shift

when a quasiparticle is added to the right lobe compared to when one is added to the left

lobe, which makes it possible to see where quasiparticles are added when magnetic flux is

varied. Moreover, it is possible to disentangle the electromagnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect

due to the magnetic flux from the effect of quasiparticle braiding statistics. For instance,

when AR = AL (which also means that sa = L/4), changing the magnetic field has

no effect whatsoever on the electromagnetic Aharonov-Bohm phase difference between

trajectories encircling the left and right lobes. However, a change in the magnetic field

may result in the creation of a quasiparticle which will be in either the right lobe or the

left lobe (unless the electrostatics of the device causes us to be in the unlucky situation

in which the quasiparticle sites right at the point contact), which will lead to a change

in the interference phase ϕ of, respectively π/m or −π/m. The complication is that the

phase shifts are non-universal and depend on the ratio sa/L.
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2.4.2 Amplitude of oscillations at low temperature

Next we want to determine where to place the QPC to maximize the amplitude of

oscillations. Both H and G depend on sa; we first consider H. If we assume η ≪ 2πv/L,

then H takes the simplified form when evaluated at the center of a peak,

H(ω = 2πnv/L) =
2y(k)sin(ksa)

L2η(ω)v

∑

k′ 6=k

y(k′)sin(k′sa)

k′ − k (2.22)

where k = ω/v. For simplicity, we consider a droplet whose lobes are perfect cir-

cles of radius R1 and R2, and assume that the qualitative features of any droplet

with two rounded lobes are captured by this double-circle shape. We then define

the ratio f = sa/L = R1/(R1 + R2), which specifies the position of the QPC. To

find the optimal position of sa, we evaluate numerically the dimensionless function

Hn(f) ≡ (η(ω)v(2π)5/L3)H(2πnv/L), shown in Fig 2.4a for the first few peaks. For the

n = 1 peak, the oscillations are largest for circles of differing radii, but remain sizable

throughout the region .1 < f < .4.

We now consider G in the low temperature limit:

G(β ≫ L/vπ) =
e−γ/m

(
2L
a
sin(2πf)

)1/m
(2.23)

where we have introduced a short-distance cutoff a, and γ is the Euler-Mascheroni

constant. In Fig 2.4b, we plot the ratio G(f)/G(f = .25) for ν = 1, 1/3, 1/5, 1/7. G is

at minimum for the symmetrical droplet and diverges as the droplet reaches maximum
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asymmetry. Hence, barring the ability to know precisely the shape of the droplet and

evaluate Eq 2.17 explicitly, an experiment would have to test a variety of asymmetric

droplets to find the optimal shape that maximizes the product of H and G.

2.4.3 Decay of oscillations with temperature

In the previous section, we estimated the magnitude of oscillations in the limit

πβv/L≫ 1, when the temperature dependence dropped out. This is the correct limit for

a very small droplet with L = 2µm, for which the inequality is satisfied for T ≪ 120mK,

but for intermediate droplets L = 10 − 50µm, we are not likely to be in this regime.

Here we consider the opposite limit when βvπ/L≪ 1. In this case, the temperature will

define a length scale LT above which the magnitude of oscillations decays exponentially

through the function G ∝ e−L/LT . We can roughly estimate the scale of decay by taking

only the first term in the sum over k in Eq 2.19, yielding

LT =
βπvm

1− cos(4πf)
≥ βπvm/2 ≡ Lmin

T (2.24)

The symmetric droplet (f = 1
4
) achieves the minimum limit LT = Lmin

T . The length

scale diverges for the maximally asymmetric droplets with f = 0 or f = .5. Taking

v = 104m/s and ν = 1/3, Lmin
T = 7µm at 50mK and Lmin

T = 18µm at 20mK. This

temperature dependence is shown in Fig 2.4c at ν = 1/3 for the symmetric droplet with

f = .25. For asymmetric shapes, the droplet could be larger.
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2.5.1 Droplet with no QPC

The edge theories of the Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states consist of a charged sector

and a neutral sector. The charged sector consists of a free chiral boson φ. The neutral

sector consists of a chiral Majorana fermion, ψ and its accompanying twist field σ. The

neutral sector is related to the critical point of the 1+1-D transverse Ising model: at

its critical point, the Ising model in the continuum limit is described by a massless

Majorana fermion. Because the mapping from the original spin field of the model to the

fermion field is non-local, the spin field introduces a branch cut to the fermion. In the

same way, the twist field σ introduces a branch cut for the fermion ψ in the Pfaffian and

anti-Pfaffian edge theories.

In the Pfaffian state, the charged and neutral modes have the same chirality, while in

the anti-Pfaffian state, the charged and neutral modes have opposite chirality, which can

be seen from deriving the anti-Pfaffian as the particle-hole conjugate to the Pfaffian.53,54

However, this difference will not affect the absorption spectrum. The same derivation

shows that the anti-Pfaffian state actually has three chiral Majorana modes, but since

they are uncoupled in our model, we need only consider one of them.

In both theories, the bosonic edge modes are described by the Lagrangian of Eq 2.2

with m = 2, which couple to the electric field through Eq 2.3. The neutral fermions do

not couple to the electric field and, consequently, do not affect the spectrum of a droplet
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without a QPC. Hence, the analysis of a droplet without a QPC is identical to that of

the integer and Laughlin states. The absorption spectrum for an arbitrary shape is the

same as in Sec 2.3.1, where it is given in Eq. 2.8. There will be peaks at all frequencies

that are multiples of 2πv/L and the peak placement is a direct measurement of the

bosonic edge velocity. At non-zero temperature, there is a pre-factor coth(βω/2).

Another leading candidate to describe filling fraction ν = 5/2 is the Abelian (3,3,1)

state.20 In the limit of a clean edge, this state has a different interferometric signature:

following Sec 2.3.2, we would expect to see two series of peaks in the absorption spectrum

corresponding to the two edge modes, in contrast to the single series for the Pfaffian

and anti-Pfaffian. However, the states will be indistinguishable if there is disorder on

the edge that drives the edge modes to equilibrate. Henceforth, we will focus on the

Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states.

2.5.2 Non-Abelian interferometry with a QPC

We see new effects when a QPC is introduced. There are several types of quasipar-

ticles, all of which could tunnel across the QPC, but the most relevant tunneling term

is that for charge e/4 quasiparticles, given by

L5/2
tun = λΦ1/4(sa, t)Φ

†
1/4(sb, t) + h.c. (2.25)
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where Φ1/4 = σeiφ/2 is the annihilation operator for a charge e/4 quasiparticle. In Ap-

pendix B.2, we detail the method to compute the correction to the absorption spectrum

to order λ. The result for a droplet symmetrical over the x-axis is

δR(ω) = 4|λ|
[
E2

16
coth

βω

2
H(ω)G(β)

]

|G(sa)| cos(ϕ5/2) (2.26)

where H and G are the same as for the integer and Laughlin fractions and are given by

Eq 2.18-2.19 with m = 2. The phase ϕ5/2 is given by

ϕ5/2 =
π

2

(
ΦR

Φ0

+
nR

2
− 2sa

L

(
Φ

Φ0

+
ntot

2

))

+
π

16
+ α (2.27)

As in the Abelian case, the interference phase is essentially controlled by the difference

in the phase associated with encircling the right droplet and the left droplet. The glaring

difference between the Abelian and non-Abelian case is the presence of the function

G(sa) ≡ 〈σ(sa)σ(L− sa)〉 (2.28)

in Eq 2.26, which is the topological contribution to the phase and will be the focus of

the rest of the discussion in this section. G depends on the total topological charges

in the right and left lobes, which we denote by FR/L ∈ {I, ψ, σ}. When there are no

quasiparticles in the bulk,

G(sa)no qp = G0(sa) ≡ eiπ/16
(
L

π
sin(2πsa/L)

)−1/8

(2.29)

For other topological charges, the result is proportional to G0(sa), as shown in Table 2.5.
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FL FR G(sa)/G0(sa)
I ψ −cos(2πsa/L)
I σ (sin(πsa/L))

1/2

ψ ψ 1

ψ σ (sin(πsa/L))
1/2

σ σ 0

Figure 2.5: Ratio of topological pre-factor to peak height.

Table 2.5 shows that having quasiparticles in the bulk can reduce the amplitude of

oscillations. In particular, when there is an odd number of σ quasiparticles in each

lobe, oscillations disappear completely. The disappearance is a direct consequence of

non-Abelian statistics: if the two bulk quasiparticles are fused to I (or ψ), the tunneling

quasiparticles will flip their fused state from I to ψ (or vice versa), causing the first

order term to disappear. This term will re-appear to second-order from virtual tun-

neling processes (and might be visible as smaller oscillations). Hence, if the number of

quasiparticles is varied, either explicitly or by changing the area of the droplet or the

magnetic flux penetrating it, we would expect to see oscillations that disappear when

there are an odd number of quasiparticles in each lobe. This effect was predicted for

an interferometer with two QPCs in Ref 58,96, has been analyzed in great detail in

Ref 96,101–104 and has been seen experimentally in Ref 60,87,99. The experiment we

propose would be complementary to existing experiments and has the advantage that

oscillations are first-order in the tunneling amplitude.
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Finally, we note that there is a simple statistical mechanical interpretation of this

table. The correlation function G(sa) is the expectation value of the spin 〈σ〉 in the

critical Ising model (either the critical classical 2D Ising model or the critical transverse

field quantum Ising model) on a strip of length L/2 with specified boundary conditions.

If there are no quasiparticles in the bulk, the Ising model has fixed + boundary conditions

at both ends, and 〈σ〉 is given by the power-law decay from the ends characteristic of

the critical point. If the total charge (of both lobes combined) is ψ, then the two ends

have opposite fixed boundary conditions, + at one end and − at the other. Then 〈σ〉

vanishes at the midpoint of the strip and is either positive or negative to the left or right

of the midpoint (i.e. if the left or right lobe is larger, sa < L/4 or sa > L/4). If the total

topological charge is σ, then one end of the Ising model has fixed boundary conditions

and the other free boundary conditions, and 〈σ〉 is given by the power-law decay from

one end characteristic of the critical point. Finally, if there is topological charge σ in

each lobe, then the Ising model has free boundary conditions at both ends and 〈σ〉 is

simply zero.

2.6 Discussion

In this chapter we propose a new method to probe the edge of a quantum Hall droplet

by measuring its microwave absorption spectrum. For a simple, circular droplet, this
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measurement would reveal the number of charged modes and their velocities. For edges

with counter propagating edge modes, this information would resolve open questions

about how current is carried at the edge. When a QPC is introduced, the droplet

can serve as an interferometer. Its capabilities are similar to existing proposals and

experiments, but has the advantage that the amplitude of oscillations is first-order in

the tunneling amplitude. There are also subtle differences from transport through a two

point contact interferometer, such as a dependence on the side of the QPC to which a

quasiparticle has been added, which leads to a non-universal phase shift.

At ν = 5/2, such a measurement could determine if the state of the system is non-

Abelian: if it is, then oscillations in the absorption spectrum appear when there are

an even number of σ quasiparticles in each lobe but not when there is an odd number.

This experiment would be complementary to existing interferometry experiments87 at

ν = 5/2 and, as in the Abelian case, has the advantage of having oscillations at first-order

in the tunneling amplitude.

Thus far, quasiparticle properties of fractional quantum Hall states have been de-

duced from resistance oscillations in mesoscopic devices. Here, we propose a new ap-

proach in which this information is gathered from the absorption spectrum. It could

confirm existing experimental results and, in doing so, resolve questions on the funda-

mental tenets of the theory of the fractional quantum Hall effect.
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Moreover, by coupling a quantum Hall device to microwaves, we open the possibility

of using photons as a quantum bus to transfer information from a ν = 5/2 qubit50,95 to

superconducting or even semiconductor quantum dot qubits.
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Unexpected tunneling current from

downstream neutral modes

In this chapter, we analyze transport through a quantum point contact in fractional

quantum Hall states with counter-propagating neutral edge modes. We show that both

the noise (as expected and previously calculated by other authors) and (perhaps surpris-

ingly) the average transmitted current are affected by downstream perturbations within

the standard edge state model. We consider two different scenarios for downstream per-

turbations. We argue that the change in transmitted current should be observable in

experiments that have observed increased noise.
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This chapter is reprinted with permission from “Unexpected tunneling current from

downstream neutral modes,” by Jennifer Cano and Chetan Nayak, Phys. Rev. B 90,

235109. Copyright 2014 by the American Physical Society.

3.1 Introduction

The current traversing the edge of a quantum Hall device is elegantly described by

chiral Luttinger liquid (CLL) theory.27 For Laughlin states, the theory has only one

edge mode, while for more complicated states, there might be multiple edge modes.

Particle-hole conjugate states were originally predicted to have charged edge modes

propagating in both directions,39–41 but such counter-propagating charged modes were

never detected.42 This mystery was resolved when it was shown that in the presence of

disorder and interactions, certain edges with counter-propagating charged modes could

reconstruct into an edge with a single charged mode and counter-propagating neutral

modes.28,43 The question then remained, how can one detect the elusive neutral mode(s)?

The question was answered by Bid, et al.,46 who observed an increase in the noise across

a quantum point contact (QPC) caused by a downstream perturbation, which they

interpreted as evidence for the existence of neutral excitations.

Measuring the shot noise across a QPC to confirm the e/3 charge of Laughlin’s pre-

dicted quasiparticles was a breakthrough development in quantum Hall physics.30–32,105
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Since then, significant effort has been devoted to using shot noise measurements to gain

insight into more complicated edges.44,47,56,106–116 The experiment of Ref. 46 consists of a

Hall bar with a QPC across which noise and current are measured, as shown in Fig 3.1.

Current is then injected into one edge, downstream of the QPC (here downstream always

refers to the net direction of charged current), and the change in current and shot noise

are measured. Intuitively, if the edge is chiral, then the current injection should not

change the shot noise or current across the QPC; if the edge has a non-chiral charged

mode, then the shot noise and current across the QPC should both change; if the edge

has a non-chiral neutral mode, then shot noise across the QPC should increase but cur-

rent should remain unchanged. Using this intuition, Ref 46 confirmed the existence of

the counter-propagating neutral modes for ν = 2/3, 3/5 and 5/2, as well as confirmed

the pure chirality of the edge at ν = 1/3, 2/5 and 1. This was a breakthrough experiment

in understanding quantum Hall edge physics at particle-hole conjugate states.

At that time, a rigorous theoretical model of the experiment using CLL theory was

absent. In trying to fill that void, we have found a surprising result that defies the

intuitive prediction: a non-chiral neutral mode can change both the current and shot

noise across the QPC.

Our model assumes weak coupling between the quantum Hall edge and the external

lead that injects current downstream of the QPC, which allows us to treat the effect

of the current injection perturbatively. In Sec 3.2.1, we consider a toy model with
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fermionic edge modes, which illustrates our unexpected result without the (technical)

complication of fractionalization. In Sec 3.2.2, we consider a general model with multiple

Luttinger liquid edge modes that allows fractionalization and is expected to describe

several Abelian particle-hole conjugate states. In both cases, we observe that injecting

current downstream of the QPC changes the charged current across the QPC through

the upstream propagation of neutral modes. The sign of the change depends on the

scaling dimension of the tunneling quasiparticles.

In Sec 3.3, we consider the model proposed in Refs 117 and 118, which assumes that

the effect of injecting current into an edge is to increase the temperature of that edge.

We show that the increased temperature also changes the tunneling current across the

QPC.

Finally, in Sec 3.4, we compare the theoretical models to experimental results at

ν = 2/3. Both models predict a decrease in the magnitude of the tunneling current,

which could reach tenths of nanoamps over the parameter regime of the experiment.

Given the precision of the experiment, we believe this to be an observable effect. We

then discuss directions for future work.
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source is a metallic lead which is weakly coupled to the quantum Hall edge and tunnels

electrons between the two. We first compute the tunneling current and shot noise across

the QPC in the absence of the injected current. We then turn on the current injection

and compute the change in current and shot noise. If the edge is completely chiral, then

the injected current, which enters downstream of the QPC, has no effect on the shot

noise and current across the QPC. Here, we are interested in the more interesting case

in which the edge consists of a chiral charged mode and an anti-chiral neutral mode; this

can result from the equilibration of two counter-propagating charged modes, as in the

particle-hole conjugates of the Laughlin states. We warm up by considering a toy model

of free fermion edge modes and then generalize to an arbitrary edge, which permits

fractionally charged excitations.

3.2.1 Free fermion edge

The purpose of this section is to show in a simple free fermion model that the change

in noise, as well as the perhaps unexpected change in current, is a general result. This

should give the reader confidence that the technical calculations in the next section are

correct.

The edge of our free fermion model consists of a counterclockwise-propagating charged

mode and a clockwise-propagating neutral mode. We denote the fermion annihilation

operators for these modes ψc and ψn, respectively. Since the ‘top’ (T) and ‘bottom’ (B)
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edges, as indicated in Fig 3.1, are separated by grounded contacts, each annihilation

operator has a subscript T/B and the Lagrangian is a sum of separate Lagrangians on

each edge L = LT + LB, where

LT/B =
1

2π

∫

dx
(

ψ†
c,T/B(±∂t + vc,T/B∂x)ψc,T/B

+ψ†
n,T/B(∓∂t + vn,T/B∂x)ψn,T/B

)

(3.1)

The signs ±,∓ correspond to the T/B edge and vc/n,T/B is the velocity of the indicated

mode. The QPC at x = 0 is incorporated in the Lagrangian through the tunneling term

L1
tun = −λ1ψ†

c,Tψc,Bδ(x) + h.c. (3.2)

This term contributes equally to the current whether or not the current injection is

present because it does not involve the neutral mode. Hence, the change in current

attributed to the presence of the current injection is due to the pair-tunneling term that

mixes the charged and neutral modes:

L2
tun = −λ2ψ†

c,Tψ
†
n,Tψc,Bψn,Bδ(x) + h.c. (3.3)

Similar single- and pair-tunneling terms involving only the neutral modes may also be

present, but they do not contribute to the shot noise or current. Terms involving more

fields or derivatives might also be present, but we do not need to consider them here.

We will usually consider an applied voltage, V0, across the QPC, which is incorporated

through the phase of the tunneling coefficients: λ1,2 → λ1,2e
−iω0t, where ω0 = eV0.
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We model the current injection by a second QPC at x = d that allows tunneling from

an external lead, whose fermion annihilation operator we denote by Ψ. We will always

take d < 0, as shown in Fig 3.1. Single electron tunneling across the QPC is included

by the term:

L1
inj = −Λ1Ψ

†ψc,T δ(x− d) + h.c. (3.4)

Similarly to L1
tun, this term contributes equally to the current whether or not the current

injection is present because it does not involve the neutral mode. Hence, the change in

current attributed to the current injection is due to the pair tunneling term that mixes

the charged and neutral fermion modes:

L2
inj = −Λ2Ψ

†Ψ†
nψc,Tψn,T δ(x− d) + h.c. (3.5)

To conserve charge, we have assumed the lead also has a neutral fermion mode, Ψ†
n.

The voltage difference V1 between the external lead and the top edge of the Hall bar is

incorporated through the tunneling coefficients by Λ1,2 → Λ1,2e
−iω1t, where ω1 = eV1.

The charged current operator across the QPC at x = 0 is given by Itun = e d
dt
〈N〉 =

−ie〈[N,H]〉 = I1 + I2, where N = ψ†
c,Tψc,T is the electron number of the charged field

and

I1 = −ieλ1e−iω0tψ†
c,Tψc,Bδ(x) + h.c. (3.6)

I2 = −ieλ2e−iω0tψ†
c,Tψ

†
n,Tψc,Bψn,Bδ(x) + h.c. (3.7)
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Similarly, the operator that measures current across the QPC at x = d is given by

Iinj = IΨ1 + IΨ2, where

IΨ1 = −ieΛ1e
−iω1tΨ†ψc,T δ(x− d) + h.c. (3.8)

IΨ2 = −ieΛ2e
−iω1tΨ†Ψ†

nψc,Tψn,T δ(x− d) + h.c. (3.9)

It is straightforward to compute 〈Itun〉0 and 〈Iinj〉0, where the subscript 0 indicates the

lowest order in perturbation theory:

〈Itun〉0 = 2πeω0|λ1|2 +
πe

3
ω3
0|λ2|2 (3.10)

〈Iinj〉0 = 2πeω1|Λ1|2 +
πe

3
ω3
1|Λ2|2 (3.11)

We have absorbed vi,T/B into the tunneling coefficients. We now show that to the next

order in perturbation theory, 〈Itun〉 depends on the injected current at x = d, even

though only neutral excitations move the towards the QPC at x = 0. Specifically, we

define

∆Itun ≡ 〈Itun〉 − 〈Itun〉|Λi=0 (3.12)

and show that ∆Itun 6= 0. It is not hard to show that I1 is independent of the current

injected downstream (and hence independent of Λ1,2) because it depends only on the

charged edge mode, which moves from x = d to the left ground without passing the

QPC at x = 0. Hence, ∆Itun = 〈I2〉 − 〈I2〉|Λi=0, which can be computed perturbatively
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by,

∆Itun = 〈I2
(

i

∫

dt1L2
tun

)(

i

∫

dt2L2
inj

)(

i

∫

dt3L2
inj

)

〉0 +O(|λ2|2|Λ2|4, |λ2|4|Λ2|2)

(3.13)

Because the system is not in equilibrium at non-zero voltage, the correlation function

in Eq (3.13) requires careful treatment, which is explained in Appendix C.1. The full

calculation is shown in Appendix C.2. Here we state the result:

∆Itun =
4π3

3
e|λ2|2|Λ2|2ω0ω

4
1 (3.14)

We have assumed that the neutral fermions are Majorana fermions, which yields the

physically reasonable result that ∆Itun = 0 when ω0 = 0. If this is not the case, then

∆Itun will have additional terms which are odd in ω1. These terms are computed in

Appendix C.2.

Eq (3.14) shows the main point of this work and gives an experimental prediction

for this fictitious edge: the charged current measured across the QPC at x = 0 will

change when current is injected at x = d, even though it is only carried to x = 0

by the neutral mode. Physically, we understand this as the presence of extra neutral

fermions enhancing the probability of a pair-tunneling event. Since tunneling events in

one direction are favored to begin with, due to the voltage bias, the probability for these

events is more enhanced, leading to increased current. That this is realized in such a
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simple model hints that it is a general result, which applies to any edge with oppositely

propagating neutral and charged modes and tunneling operators that mix the two.

3.2.2 Luttinger liquid edge

To generalize the results of the previous section to edges with fractional excitations,

we describe the edge by a Luttinger liquid with counter-propagating charged and neutral

modes, denoted by the bosonic fields φc and φn. We assume the Lagrangian is diagonal

in these modes after scattering and interactions have been included. In the set-up

shown in Fig 3.1, the Lagrangian is a sum of Lagrangians on the top and bottom edges,

L = LT + LB, where

LT/B =
1

4π

∫

dx
(
gc
(
±∂t + vc,T/B∂x

)
φc,T/B∂xφc,T/B+gn

(
∓∂t + vn,T/B∂x

)
φn,T/B∂xφn,T/B

)

(3.15)

where T/B denotes the top or bottom edge, the v’s denotes the velocities, and gc and

gn are integers that determine the scaling dimensions of operators in the theory. A

quasiparticle is labelled by an integer pair q = (qn, qc), which determines its annihilation

operator, Φq = eiqnφn+iqcφc and its charge, qce
∗, where e∗ is the minimum quasiparticle

charge. By convention, we take qc > 0; the hermitian conjugate terms correspond to

creation operators. The scaling dimension of Φq is given by q2/2, where we have defined

the inner product q2 = q · q ≡ q2c/gc + q2n/gn. For a particular edge theory, not all pairs
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are allowed excitations; for example, for the ν = 2/3 edge that we will discuss in more

detail in Sec 3.4, gc = 6, gn = 2, e∗ = 1/3 and allowed excitations have qc = qn mod 2.43

The QPC at x = 0 is included in the Lagrangian through the tunneling term,

Ltun = −
∑

q,q′

λqq′Φ
†
q,TΦq′,Bδ(x) + h.c. (3.16)

For λqq′ to be nonzero, the quasiparticles q and q′ must have the same charge and

statistics, but not necessarily the same neutral component. If there is a voltage V0 across

the QPC then λq → λqe
−iqcω0t, where ω0 = e∗V0. The current injection is described by

a QPC at x = d that tunnels electrons between an external lead and the quantum Hall

edge. Let Ψ denote the electron annihilation operator of the lead. Then the current

injection is described by the Lagrangian,

Linj = −
∑

r

ΛRΨ
†Φr,T δ(x− d) + h.c. (3.17)

where Λr is only nonzero if rce
∗ = e, so that the sum is over all electron operators in

the theory. If there is a voltage V1 across the QPC at x = d then Λr → Λre
−iω1t, where

ω1 = eV1. Less relevant terms that tunnel pairs of electrons across the QPC might also

be present, but we do not consider them here.

The tunneling current operators are given by Itun =
∑

q,q′ Iqq′ and Iinj =
∑

r IrΨ,

where

Iqq′ = −iqce∗λqq′Φ†
q,TΦq′,Bδ(x) + h.c. (3.18)
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IrΨ = −ieΛrΨ
†Φr,T δ(x− d) + h.c. (3.19)

It is straightforward to compute to lowest order in perturbation theory, absorbing the

velocities into the tunneling constants,

〈Itun〉0 =
∑

q,q′

2πe∗qc
Γ(q2 + q′2)

|λqq′ |2sgn(ω0)|qcω0|q
2+q′2−1 (3.20)

〈Iinj〉0 =
∑

r

2πe

Γ(1 + r2)
|Λr|2sgn(ω1)|ω1|r

2

(3.21)

These results are identical to Eqs (3.10) and (3.11) when the scaling dimensions of the

tunneling terms are matched. The zeroth order, zero-frequency shot noise is given by

the sum

S(ω = 0) =
∑

q,q′

qce
∗ |〈Iqq′〉0| (3.22)

As in the previous section, we want to find the change in tunneling current at x = 0

in the presence of the injection at x = d, when d < 0, so the current moving from the

injection to the QPC at x = 0 is carried only by the neutral mode. We define the change

in current by ∆Itun in Eq (3.12). To leading order,

∆Itun = 〈Itun
(

i

∫

dt1Ltun

)(

i

∫

dt2Linj

)(

i

∫

dt3Linj

)

〉0 (3.23)

To ensure that ∆Itun = 0 when ω0 = 0, we assume that the tunneling coefficient λqq′ for

tunneling a quasiparticle with q = (qn, qc) from the top edge is the same as that for a

quasiparticle with opposite neutral charge, q = (−qn, qc), and similarly for tunneling q′
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from the bottom edge and r to the external lead Λr.
1 Here we state the result in two

limiting cases; the full expression is given in Appendix C.3. In the limit |ω1| ≪ |ω0|,

∆Itun
e∗sgn(ω0)

=
∑

q,q′,r
rn,qn 6=0

bqq′,r
|ω1|r2+1|ω0qc|q2+q′2−3

Γ(r2 + 2)Γ(q2 + q′2 − 2)
(3.24)

while in the limit |ω1| ≫ |ω0|,

∆Itun
e∗sgn(ω0)

=
∑

q,q′,r
rn,qn 6=0

0<q2+q′2<2

−bqq′,r
|ω1|r2−1|ω0qc|q2+q′2−1

Γ(r2)Γ(q2 + q′2)
+

∑

q,q′,r
rn,qn 6=0
q2+q′2>2

bqq′,r
|ω1|r2+q2+q′2−3|ω0qc|
Γ(r2 + q2 + q′2 − 2)

(3.25)

where bqq′,r ∝ qc|λqq′ |2|Λr|2 is a positive constant. Eqs (3.24) and (3.25) agree with

Eq (3.14) after identifying r2 = 3, q′2 + q2 = 4 and show our main result in general

form: electrons injected into the edge at x = d will cause a change in the charged

tunneling current at x = 0, even though only the neutral part of the injected electrons

move from x = d to x = 0. This general formulation is applicable to any bosonized

Abelian quantum Hall edge with counter-propagating modes. We expect it could be

extended to a non-Abelian edge by matching the scaling dimensions of the tunneling

operators. Interestingly, though, the sign of ∆Itun depends on the magnitude of the

scaling dimensions q and q′ and the simple picture of enhanced tunneling in the fermionic

1This assumption is consistent with the experimental observation46 that excess shot noise is symmet-
ric under reversing the sign of the source current Is. An observation of excess shot noise not symmetric
under Is → −Is would demonstrate that quasiparticles with opposite neutral charge qn do not have
equal tunneling amplitudes.
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model is generalized to enhanced or diminished tunneling depending on the scaling

dimensions of the tunneling quasiparticles.

When we compare to experimental data we will want the excess zero-frequency shot

noise, which is also computed in Appendix C.3. We find that in the limit |ω1| ≪ |ω0|,

∆Stun = (e∗)2
∑

q,q′,r
rn,qn 6=0

qcbqq′,r
|ω1|r2+1|ω0qc|q2+q′2−3

Γ(r2 + 2)Γ(q2 + q′2 − 2)
(3.26)

while in the limit |ω1| ≫ |ω0|,

∆Stun = (e∗)2
∑

q,q′,r
rn,qn 6=0

qcbqq′,r|ω1|r2+q2+q′2−2

Γ(r2 + q2 + q′2 − 1)
(3.27)

3.3 Temperature difference model

In the previous section, we modeled the current injection by an external lead weakly

coupled to the edge of the Hall bar by a QPC. An alternate approach is used in Refs 117

and 118. There, they assume that the sole effect of the current injection is to increase

the temperature of the top edge of the Hall bar, while the temperature of the bottom

edge remains constant. The increase in temperature is responsible for an increase in

shot noise across the QPC at x = 0, which is computed in Refs 117 and 118. However,

it does not appear to have been noted that the increase in temperature also changes the

magnitude of the tunneling current. Here, we write an expression for ∆Itun when there
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is a temperature difference between the two edges of the Hall bar and describe how it

differs qualitatively from our prediction for ∆Itun in the previous section.

We again describe the edge of the quantum Hall bar using Luttinger liquid theory.

We consider an edge with counter-propagating charged and neutral modes, described by

the Lagrangian L = LT + LB, where LT/B are given by Eq (3.15). Quasiparticles are

labelled by integer pairs q = (qn, qc), with their charge given by qce
∗ and annihilation

operator Φm. The QPC at x = 0 is described by Ltun in Eq (3.16). When there is a

voltage V0 applied across the QPC, λq → λqe
−iqcω0t, where ω0 = e∗V0. Following Ref 118,

the tunneling current from a particular species of quasiparticle Φq from the top edge of

the Hall bar to a species Φq′ on the bottom edge can be computed when the top edge is

at temperature TT and the bottom edge at TB using the finite temperature prescription

for correlation functions described in Sec C.3.1, yielding

〈Itun〉0=sgn(ω0)4
∑

q,q′

qce
∗|λqq′ |2(πTB)q

2+q′2−1 sin(
π

2
(q2 + q′2))F

(
qc|ω0|
πTB

,
TT
TB

)

(3.28)

where F is the integral

F (α, β)=

∫ ∞

0

dx
βq2 sin(αx)

(sinh(βx))q2(sinh(x))q′2
(3.29)

We have absorbed the edge mode velocities into the tunneling coefficients. When there

are multiple species of quasiparticles, their contributions to the tunneling current add.
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Define the excess current ∆Itun = 〈Itun〉 − 〈Itun〉TT=TB
. The contribution to ∆Itun

from tunneling from Φq to Φq′ , transferring charge qce
∗, is proportional to

F

(
qc|ω0|
πTB

,
TT
TB

)

− F
(
qc|ω0|
πTB

, 1

)

< 0 (3.30)

where the inequality results from imposing the physical constraint TT/TB > 1. Conse-

quently, when sin(π
2
(q2 + q′2)) > 0, increasing the injected current decreases the magni-

tude of the tunneling current, while in the opposite case, the magnitude of the tunneling

current decreases. As in the previous section, the sign of the change in current depends

on the scaling dimensions of the tunneling quasiparticles.

To fit the temperature difference theory to the experimental data in the next section,

we will need the expression for zero-frequency noise measured at the voltage probe when

In = 0, which is computed in Ref 118. The contribution to the noise from the process

of tunneling Φq on the top edge to Φq′ on the bottom edge is

Stun|TT=TB
= − 2

π
(2πTB)

2q2+2q′2−1(qce
∗)2|λqq′ |2 sinh

(
1

2
παq

)

× iB(q2 + q′2 +
iαq

2
, q2 + q′2 − iαq

2
)

(

ψ(q2 + q′2 +
iαq

2
)− ψ(q2 + q′2 − iαq

2
)

)

(3.31)

where αq = qcω0/(πTB), B is the beta function and ψ is the digamma function. The

contributions from multiple species of quasiparticles add. Note that there is an impor-

tant diference between this model and the model of a weak downstream perturbation in

Section 3.2. If the two edges are at different temperatures, then all tunneling processes
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are affected by the temperature difference. However, in the case of a weak downstream

perturbation, only tunneling processes involving counter-propagating neutral modes will

be affected. In the case of the ν = 2/3 state, these would be charge-e/3 tunneling pro-

cesses; charge-2e/3 tunneling processes, which do not involve the neutral modes, would

be independent of the downstream perturbation in the limit of vanishing interaction

between charged and neutral modes.

3.4 Comparison to experiment at ν = 2/3

We have shown that injecting current downstream from the QPC should produce a

change in the tunneling current across the QPC. In this section, we try to estimate the

magnitude of this change when the system is at filling fraction ν = 2/3 to determine

whether it could be observed in experiment. When we model the current injection by

weakly coupling a lead to the edge of the Hall bar, as described in Sec 3.2, we do this

by fitting our theoretical expression for ∆Stun to the measured excess shot noise in

Ref 46. The best-fit values of the tunneling amplitudes allow us to estimate ∆Itun. In

the temperature difference model of Sec 3.3 we fit the measured shot noise at In = 0

from Ref 46 and use best-fit parameters from Ref 118 to estimate ∆Itun. Coincidentally,

in both models we find that there should be tunneling current on the order of .1 nA,

which should be observable in experiment.
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3.4.1 Theoretical description of the ν = 2/3 edge

The ν = 2/3 edge is expected to be described by the Lagrangian (3.15), with gc =

6, gn = 2 and e∗ = e/3.43 Tunneling across the QPC at x = 0, as described by Eq

(3.16), is dominated by three equally most-relevant terms. Two of these terms tunnel

charge e/3 quasiparticles, described by qn = ±1, qc = 1 and the third tunnels a charge

2e/3 quasiparticle with qn = 0, qc = 2. Other quasiparticles are less relevant and we

will not consider them here. Either species of charge-e/3 quasiparticle can tunnel from

the top edge of the Hall bar to either species at the bottom edge; let |λ1|2 denote the

sum of the squares of the amplitudes corresponding to charge e/3 tunneling across the

Hall bar and let |λ2|2 denote the square of the amplitude corresponding to tunneling

charge 2e/3 across the Hall bar. Tunneling from the external electron lead, described

in Eq (3.17), is dominated by two most-relevant terms, which have rn = ±1, rc = 3.

We denote their respective couplings Λ1,Λ2. Hence, all of these most-relevant tunneling

terms have q2 = 2/3 and r2 = 2.

The experimental data is in terms of the source current, Is, and the injected current,

In, which we need to express in terms of our theoretical parameters V0 and V1 (weakly

coupled lead) or V0, TT and TB (temperature difference model). The source current is

related to the voltage V0 applied across the Hall bar by the Hall conductance, Is =
2
3
e2

h
V0.

In the weak coupling case, Eq (3.21) yields In ≡ 〈Iinj〉0 ∝ sgn(ω1)ω
2
1, where ω1 = eV1.
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In the temperature difference model, we use the fit from Ref 118, which expresses the

temperatures in terms of the injected current by TT/TB−1 ∝ |In|p, where p is determined

from the fit.

3.4.2 Theoretical prediction of excess current for the ν = 2/3

edge weakly coupled to the current injection

We fit our theoretical expression for ∆Stun to data in Ref 46 and use the fit to predict

∆Itun. The experimental data includes a measurement of excess shot noise as a function

of In when Is = 0 and as a function of Is for several values of In.

The excess shot noise as a function of In when Is = ω0 = 0 is shown in Fig 3.2,

overlaid with the experimental data for several transmission probabilities t from Fig 2

in Ref 46. Using Eq (3.27), our theory predicts the scaling ∆Stun ∝ |ω1|4/3 ∝ |In|2/3,

which is plotted with only an overall scaling factor for each t. We have taken T = 0

for simplicity. The theoretical model fits the experimental data well at all transmission

probabilities. It is especially good at t = 99%, where perturbation theory is most

applicable.

In Fig 3.3 we show the excess shot noise ∆Stun as a function of the source current Is,

for several values of injected current, In. The dots show the experimental data from Fig

3a in Ref 46, where the noise at In = 0 has been subtracted from the noise measured
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Figure 3.2: Excess shot noise as a function of In at ν = 2/3. Dots show experimental

data at several transmission probabilities t and lines indicate the theoretical prediction

∆Stun ∝ |In|2/3.

at finite In. The lines show our theoretical prediction, described in Sec 3.2.2 and shown

explicitly in Appendix C.3.5 for the ν = 2/3 edge:

∆Stun = 2a

(
1

3

)2

sgn(In)
(

sgn(c
√

|In| − πIs)|πIs − c
√

|In||4/3

+sgn(πIs + c
√

|In|)|πIs + c
√

|In||4/3 −
8

3
c
√

|In||πIs|1/3
)

(3.32)

where a ∝ |λ1|2|Λ1|2 and c = sgn(In)|Λ1|−1/
√
2π . We have taken |Λ1| = |Λ2|, consistent

with the symmetry of the measured data under Is → −Is. From here on, we will take

the tunneling amplitudes to be constant for simplicity.2 The constant a is only known up

to proportionality, as described in Appendix C.3. The factor of 2 in front is consistent

with the definition of shot noise in Ref 46. Fitting ∆Stun at In = −.5,−1.0,−1.5,
2Experimental data on transmission, as in Ref 46, is inconsistent with this assumption, but it does

not qualitatively affect our point.
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Figure 3.3: Excess shot noise as a function of source current at finite In at

ν = 2/3. Dots show the measured shot noise at the indicated value of In, where the

contribution at In = 0 has been subtracted. Lines indicate the theoretical prediction.
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and −2.0 nA and averaging the best fit values yields a = 4.4 × 10−30A2/Hz/nA4/3 and

c = sgn(In)4.9 nA1/2. Fig 3.3 shows the excess noise at all four values of In overlaid

with the theoretical prediction using the averaged best fit values. The fits show that a

change in temperature is not necessary to fit the excess noise that is measured.

We then use the fit parameters to predict the change in current, ∆Itun, that re-

sults from injecting the neutral current, as described in Sec 3.2.2 and computed in

Appendix C.3.5:

∆Itun =
a

e

1

3
sgn(In)

(

−|πIs − c
√

|In||4/3 + |πIs + c
√

|In||4/3 −
8

3
c
√

|In|sgn(Is)|πIs|1/3
)

(3.33)

This prediction for excess current is shown in Fig 3.4 using the best-fit values. ∆Itun has

the opposite sign as Is and a maximum magnitude of .12nA when In = −2nA. Given

that In is measured in tenths of nanoamps, we expect ∆Itun = .12nA to be observable.

This prediction might explain the slight decrease in transmission in Fig 3a of Ref 46,

but it is difficult to discern from the measurement whether the effect is real. It would

helpful to increase In further and observe whether the change in transmission becomes

significant.
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Figure 3.4: Prediction of excess current when the injection lead is weakly

coupled to the edge of the Hall bar at ν = 2/3. The absolute value in Eq (3.33)

causes the kink in each curve, which would be smooth at finite temperature.

3.4.3 Theoretical prediction of excess current for the ν = 2/3

system with a temperature difference between the edges

In the temperature difference model, the excess noise at In = 0 is given by Eq (3.31)

applied to the ν = 2/3 edge,

Stun|TT=TB
= − 4

π
(2πTB)

1/3|λ1|2
[(

1

3

)2

sinh(
πα

2
)B

(
2

3
+ i

α

2
,
2

3
− iα

2

)

iψ

(
2

3
+ i

α

2

)

+ θ

(
2

3

)2

sinh(πα)B

(
2

3
+ iα,

2

3
− iα

)

iψ

(
2

3
+ iα

)]

+ h.c. (3.34)

where α = Is/TB and θ = |λ2|2/|λ1|2. There is an extra factor of 2, consistent with

the definition of shot noise used in Ref 46. Using the best-fit value of θ = .39 obtained

in Ref 118, we fit the shot noise at In = 0 to find TB = 48mK and |λ1|2 = 1.8 ×

10−29K−1/3A2Hz−1. These values yield the fit in Fig 3.5 and allow us to predict the
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magnitude of excess current using Eqs (3.28) and (3.29):

∆Itun = sgn(ω0)4C

(
∫ ∞

0

dx
β2/3

(
1
3
sin(αx) + 2

3
θ sin(2αx)

)

(sinh(βx))2/3(sinh(x))2/3
−

1
3
sin(αx) + 2

3
θ sin(2αx)

(sinh(x))4/3

)

(3.35)

where C = (πTB)
1/3 |λ1|2 sin(2π/3) and β = TT/TB. For simplicity we have taken

the tunneling amplitudes to be constant. In Ref 118, the authors find the fit β =

1 + 5.05|In nA−1|.54, which predicts that β increases from 1 to 8 as In is turned up to 2

nA. The predicted current is shown in Fig 3.6, where the maximum change in current

is seen to be .12 nA. Coincidentally, this is the same magnitude as predicted from the

weak tunneling model. We believe this current to be observable in experiment.

The theoretical prediction is a good fit to the data but both the best-fit temperature

of TB = 48mK and the best-fit temperature increase by a factor of β ∼ 8 at In = −2

nA are significantly larger than the increase from 10mK to 25mK estimated in Ref 46.

This might be attributed to a discrepancy between the modified free-fermion model

used in Ref 46 to fit the data and the Luttinger liquid model used here. An independent

measurement in Ref 121 found the temperature of a ν = 2/3 edge to increase from 30mK

to 130mK over a similar range of In, using quantum dot thermometry.45,122 However,

it is not clear whether the measurement in Ref 110 of excess noise that varies with

transmission probability at a QPC that has neutral modes impinging from both edges can

be explained completely by the temperature difference model: since both edges would be
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raised to the same temperature there would no longer be a temperature gradient across

the QPC.
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Figure 3.5: Excess noise when In = 0 at ν = 2/3. Dots show the measured noise

while lines show the theoretical best fit.

3.5 Discussion

We have used a theoretical model to predict that for an edge with counter-propagating

neutral modes, current injected downstream of the QPC causes a change in both the

shot noise and tunneling current across the QPC. In the specific case of ν = 2/3, we have

compared our expression for excess shot noise to the values measured in experiment to

determine two fitting parameters. We then used these fitting parameters to predict that

the magnitude of the tunneling current could decrease by as much as .1 nA when down-

stream current is injected. This current should be barely large enough to be observed
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Figure 3.6: Prediction of excess current in the temperature difference model

at ν = 2/3.

experimentally; it would increase if the injected current increased, which could perhaps

be a subject of future work.

In a different model of the system which incorporates the injected current as a tem-

perature difference between the two edges of the Hall bar, fitting the experimental shot

noise data also (coincidentally) predicts that the tunneling current should change by ap-

proximately .1 nA. This fit yields a ratio of the temperatures TT/TB ≈ 8, which seems

high, but is not unreasonable, given the measurements in Ref 121.

It is likely that the physical edge is described by a theory that contains elements from

both models. Since both models predict a measurable change in transmission when

current is injected downstream of the QPC, we believe this change is a real feature.

The prediction runs counter to the intuition that motivated the seminal experiment in

Ref 46; hence, it would be interesting to systematically study this effect experimentally.
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We expect that our theory could be applied to the ν = 5/2 state by matching the scaling

dimensions of the tunneling operators, but the non-Abelian nature of some candidate

states might prove to be non-trivial. Another future direction would be to study the

dependence of the shot noise and tunneling current on the distance between the current

injection site and the QPC at x = 0.
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Chapter 4

Bulk-Edge Correspondence in

(2 + 1)-Dimensional Abelian

Topological Phases

In this chapter, we show that the same bulk two-dimensional topological phase can

have multiple distinct, fully-chiral edge phases. We give examples of this effect in the

integer quantum Hall states at ν = 8 and 12 and the Abelian fractional states at

ν = 8/7, 12/11, 8/15, 16/5. We give a general criterion for the existence of multiple

distinct chiral edge phases for the same bulk phase and discuss experimental conse-

quences. We find that edge phases correspond to lattices while bulk phases correspond

to genera of lattices. Since there are typically multiple lattices in a genus, the bulk-
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edge correspondence is typically one-to-many. We explain these correspondences using

the theory of integral quadratic forms. We show that fermionic systems can have edge

phases with only bosonic low-energy excitations and discuss a fermionic generalization

of the relation between bulk topological spins and the central charge. The latter follows

from our demonstration that every fermionic topological phase can be represented as

a bosonic topological phase, together with some number of filled Landau levels. Our

analysis shows that every Abelian topological phase can be decomposed into a tensor

product of theories associated with prime numbers p in which every quasiparticle has a

topological spin that is a pn-th root of unity for some n. It also leads to a simple demon-

stration that all Abelian topological phases can be represented by U(1)N Chern-Simons

theory parameterized by a K-matrix.

This chapter is reprinted with permission from “Bulk-edge correspondence in (2 +

1)-dimensional Abelian topological phases,” by Jennifer Cano, Meng Cheng, Michael

Mulligan, Chetan Nayak, Eugeniu Plamadeala, and Jon Yard, Phys. Rev. B 89, 115116.

Copyright 2014 by the American Physical Society.

4.1 Introduction

In the limit of vanishing electron-electron interactions, the edge excitations of an

integer quantum Hall state form a multi-channel chiral Fermi liquid. These excitations
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are stable with respect to weak interactions by their chirality.123 However, the Coulomb

energy in observed integer quantum Hall states is larger than the energy of the lowest

gapped edge excitation. Therefore, interactions are not weak in these experiments, and

we must consider whether interactions with gapped unprotected non-chiral excitations

can alter the nature of the gapless protected chiral edge excitations of an integer quantum

Hall state even when the bulk is unaffected.1

In this chapter, we show that sufficiently strong interactions can drive the edge of an

integer quantum Hall state with ν ≥ 8 into a different phase in which the edge excita-

tions form a multi-channel chiral Luttinger liquid while the bulk remains adiabatically

connected to an integer quantum Hall state of non-interacting electrons. This chiral

Luttinger liquid is also stable against all weak perturbations, but it is not adiabatically

connected to the edge of an integer quantum Hall state of non-interacting electrons even

though the bulk of the system is. For ν ≥ 12, there are several possible such stable

chiral edge phases corresponding to the same bulk phase. The edge excitations of many

fractional quantum Hall states, such as the principal Jain series with ν = n
2pn+1

form a

multi-channel chiral Luttinger liquid, which is stable against weak perturbations due to

its chirality. We show that such edges can also be subject to reconstruction into a dif-

ferent chiral Luttinger liquid as a result of strong interactions with gapped unprotected

1In fact, the Coulomb energy is often larger than the bulk cyclotron energy, too, so it is not a given
that the bulk state is in the same universality class as the non-interacting integer quantum Hall state,
but we will assume that this is true.
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excitations at the edge. The new chiral Luttinger liquid is also stable against all weak

perturbations.

A similar phenomenon was recently analyzed in the context of bosonic analogues

of integer quantum Hall states.124 Without symmetry, integer quantum Hall states of

bosons that only support bosonic excitations in the bulk, not anyons, occur only when

the chiral central charge, c− = cR − cL, the difference between the number of right- and

left-moving edge modes, is a multiple of eight (or, equivalently, when the thermal Hall

conductance is κxy = c−
π2k2BT

3h
with c− = 8k for integers k).125 There is a unique126,127

bulk state for each possible value of c− = 8k, but there are many possible chiral edge

phases when the chiral central charge is greater than 8: there are two chiral edge phases

for c− = 16, twenty-four chiral edge phases for c− = 24, more than one billion for

c− = 32, and larger numbers of such edge phases for c− > 32. The transition between

the two possible chiral edge phases was studied in detail in the c− = 16 case.124,128

These fermionic and bosonic quantum Hall states illustrate the fact that the boundary-

bulk correspondence in topological states is not one-to-one. There can be multiple pos-

sible edge phases corresponding to the same bulk phase. This can happen in a trivial

way: two edge phases may differ by unstable gapless degrees of freedom, so that one

of the edge theories is more stable than the other.30,129–132 (One interesting refinement

of this scenario is that the additional gapless degrees of freedom can be protected by a

symmetry so that, in the presence of this symmetry, both edge phases are stable.133)
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However, our focus here is the situation in which there are multiple edge phases, each of

which is stable to weak perturbations without any symmetry considerations and none of

which is more “minimal” than the others. In other words, in the integer and fractional

quantum Hall states that we discuss here – which have the additional property that they

are all chiral – all of the edge phases are on the same footing. Although they can bound

the same bulk, such edge phases generically have different exponents and scaling func-

tions for transport through point contacts and tunneling in from external leads. In some

cases, the differences only show up in three-point and higher edge correlation functions.

In Sections 4.7.1, 4.7.2 of this chapter, we discuss fermionic integer quantum Hall

states at ν = 8 and ν = 12, their possible stable chiral edge phases, and the experimental

signatures that could distinguish these phases. In Section 4.7.3, we discuss the simplest

fractional quantum Hall states with multiple chiral edge phases, which occur at ν =

8/7, 8/15, 16/5 (fermions) and ν = 12/23 (bosons). Some of the edge phases that we

construct do not support gapless excitations with the quantum numbers of an electron.

When the Hall conductance is non-zero, the edge must have gapless excitations; in a

system of electrons, there must be a finite-energy excitation everywhere in the system

with an electron’s quantum numbers. However, it is not necessary that the electron

be among the gapless edge excitations of an electronic quantum Hall state; it may be

a gapped excitation at the edge, above the gapless excitations that are responsible for

carrying the Hall current.
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Given the above statement that the same bulk phase can have multiple distinct

chiral edge phases, we should ask what breaks down in the usual relation between bulk

topological phases and their associated edge spectra. By the usual relationship, we mean

the “integration by parts” of a bulk Abelian Chern-Simons action that gives an edge

theory of chiral bosons with the same K-matrix.134,135 The answer is simply that the

usual relation focuses only upon the lowest energy excitations of a system and ignores

higher-energy excitations. These higher-energy excitations are necessarily adiabatically

connected to a topologically-trivial band insulator in the bulk and, generically, gapped

excitations at the edge. Surprisingly, interactions between these “trivial” modes and the

degrees of freedom responsible for the topologically non-trivial state can drive an edge

phase transition that leads to a distinct edge phase without closing the bulk gap. We refer

to the relationship between these two distinct edge theories associated with the same

bulk as stable equivalence. At the level of the gapless edge modes, this manifests itself

in the form of an edge reconstruction. While the interpolation at the edge necessarily

involves strong interactions, these can be understood using standard Luttinger liquid

techniques.

The relationship between the edge and the bulk can also be viewed in the following

manner. Each quasiparticle in the bulk has a topological twist factor θa = e2πiha ,

with 0 < ha < 1. If the edge is fully chiral, each such quasiparticle corresponds to

a tower of excitations. The minimum scaling dimension for creating an excitation in
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this tower is min∆a = ha + na for some integer na. The other excitations in the

tower are obtained by creating additional bosonic excitations on top of this minimal

one; their scaling dimensions are larger than the minimal one by integers. But if the

edge has a different phase, the minimal scaling dimension operator in this tower may

be min∆a = ha + ña. Therefore, the spectrum of edge operators can be different, even

though the fractional parts of their scaling dimensions must be the same. (In the case of

a fermionic topological phase, we must compare scaling dimensions modulo 1/2, rather

than modulo 1. By fermionic topological phase, we mean one which can only occur in

a system in which some of the microscopic consitutents are fermions. At a more formal

level, this translates into the existence of a fermionic particle which braids trivially with

all other particles.)

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the precise conditions under which two

different edge phases can terminate the same bulk state, i.e. are stably equivalent.

These conditions are intuitive: the braiding statistics of the quasiparticle excitations of

the bulk states must be identical and the chiral central charges of the respective states

must be equal.

Let us summarize the general relation between bulk Abelian topological states and

their associated edge phases in slightly more mathematical terms. Edge phases are de-

scribed by lattices Λ equipped with an integer-valued bilinear symmetric form B.19,136–140

We collectively write this data as E = (Λ, B). The signature of B is simply the chiral
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central charge c− of the edge theory. Given a basis eI for Λ, the bilinear form determines

a K-matrix KIJ = B(~eI , ~eJ). In a bosonic system, the lattice Λ must be even while in

a fermionic system, the lattice Λ is odd. (An odd lattice is one in which at least one

basis vector has (length)2 equal to an odd integer. The corresponding physical system

will have a fermionic particle that braids trivially with all other particles. This particle

can be identified with an electron. An even lattice has no such vectors and, therefore,

no fermionic particles that braid trivially with all other particles. Hence, it can occur

in a system in which none of the microscopic constituents are fermions. Of course, a

system, such as the toric code, may have fermionic quasiparticles that braid non-trivially

with at least some other particles.) Given the lattice Λ, vertex operators of the edge

theory are associated with elements in the dual lattice Λ∗. For integer quantum Hall

states, Λ∗ = Λ, however, for fractional states Λ ⊂ Λ∗. The operator product expansion

of vertex operators is simply given by addition in Λ∗.

Each bulk phase is characterized by the following data concisely written as B =

(A, q, c− mod 24):136,138–142 a finite Abelian group A encoding the fusion rules for the

distinct quasiparticle types, a finite quadratic form q on A that gives the topological

spin to each particle type, and the chiral central charge modulo 24. As we will discuss

at length, since the map E → B associating edge data E to a given bulk B is not

one-to-one, several different edge phases may correspond to the same bulk phase. We

will provide an in-depth mathematical description of the above formalism in order to
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precisely determine when two distinct edge phases correspond to the same bulk phase.

To determine all of the edge phases that can bound the same bulk, one can perform

a brute force search through all lattices of a given dimension and determinant. (For

low-dimensional cases, the results of such enumeration is in tables in Ref. 143 and in,

for instance, G. Nebe’s online Catalogue of Lattices.) Moreover, one can use a mass

formula described in Section 4.5 to check if a list of edge phases is complete.

We will exemplify the many-to-one nature of the map E → B through various ex-

amples. The most primitive example occurs for integer quantum Hall states. For such

states, the lattice is self-dual, Λ∗ = Λ so there are no non-trivial quasiparticles. For

c− < 8, there is a unique edge theory for the fermionic integer quantum Hall state,

however, at c− = 8, there are two distinct lattices: the hypercubic latttice I8 and the E8

root lattice. Therefore, the associated gapless edge theories corresponding to each lattice

may bound the same bulk state; there exists an edge reconstruction connecting the two

edge phases. Fractional states for which A is non-trivial enrich this general structure.

A rather remarkable corollary of our analysis is the following: all rational Abelian

topological phases in 2+1 dimensions can be described by Abelian Chern-Simons theory.

By rational, we mean that there is a finite number of bulk quasiparticle types, i.e., the

group A has finite order. As may be seen by giving a physical interpretion to a theorem

of Nikulin144 the particle types, fusion rules, and topological twist factors determine a

genus of lattices, from which we can define an Abelian Chern-Simons theory. A second
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result that follows from a theorem of Nikulin144 is that any fermionic Abelian topological

phase can be mapped to a bosonic topological phase, together with some number of filled

Landau levels.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin in Section 4.2 by

reviewing the formalism used to describe the bulk and boundary excitations of Abelian

Hall states. As a means to both motivate the general mathematical structure and

because of their intrinsic interest, we provide two examples of stable equivalence in the

fractional quantum Hall setting in Section 4.3 and summarize their physically distinct

signatures. In Section 4.4, we abstract from these two examples the general method for

understanding how distinct edge phases of a single bulk are related via an edge phase

transition. In Section 4.5, we explain the bulk-edge correspondence through the concepts

of stable equivalence and genera of lattices. In Section 4.6, we explain how fermionic

topological phases can be represented by bosonic topological phases together with some

number of filled Landau levels. In Section 4.7, we analyze observed integer and fractional

quantum Hall states that admit multiple stable, fully chiral edge phases. In Section 4.8,

we explain how a number of theorems due to Nikulin, that we use throughout the text,

apply to the description of all Abelian topological field theories in (2+1)-D. We conclude

in Section 4.9. We have three appendices that collect ideas used within the text.
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4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Edge Theories

In this section, we review the formalism that describes the edges of conventional in-

teger and Abelian fractional quantum Hall states. We begin with the edges of fermionic

integer quantum Hall states. We assume that the bulks of these states are the con-

ventional states that are adiabatically connected to the corresponding states of non-

interacting fermions. As we will see in later sections, the edge structure is not uniquely

determined, even if we focus solely on chiral edge phases that are stable against all weak

perturbations.

All integer quantum Hall states have one edge phase that is adiabatically connected

to the edge of the corresponding non-interacting fermionic integer quantum Hall state.

This edge phase has effective action S0 + S1, where

S0 =

∫

dxdt ψ†
J (i∂t + At + vJ(i∂x + Ax))ψJ (4.1)

and J = 1, 2, . . . , N . We shall later study two interesting examples that occur when

N = 8 or N = 12. The operator ψ†
J creates an electron at the edge in the J th Landau

level; vJ is the edge velocity of an electron in the J th Landau level. Inter-edge interactions

take the form

S1 =

∫

dx dt
(
tJK(x) e

i(kJF−kKF )x ψ†
JψK + h.c. + vJKψ

†
JψJψ

†
KψK + . . .

)
. (4.2)
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The . . . in Eq. (4.2) represent higher-order tunneling and interaction terms that are

irrelevant by power counting. We neglect these terms and focus on the first two terms.

Electrons in different Landau levels will generically have different Fermi momenta. When

this is the case, the tunneling term (the first term in Eq. (4.2)) will average to zero in

a translationally-invariant system. In the presence of disorder, however, tIJ(x) will

be random and relevant (e.g. in a replicated action which is averaged over tIJ(x)).

Moreover, it is possible for the Fermi momenta to be equal; for instance, in an N -layer

system in which each layer has a single filled Landau level, the Fermi momenta will be

the same if the electron density is the same in each layer. Fortunately, we can make the

change of variables:

ψJ(x)→
(

P exp

(

i

∫ x

−∞
dx′M(x′)

))

JK

ψK(x),

where M(x) is the matrix with entries MJK = tJK(x
′) ei(k

J
F−kKF )x′

/v, v =
∑

J vJ/N ,

and P denotes anti-path-ordering. When this is substituted into Eq. (4.1), the first

term in Eq. (4.2) is eliminated from the action S0 + S1. This is essentially a U(N)

gauge transformation that gauges away inter-mode scattering. An extra random kinetic

term proportional to (vJ − v)δIJ is generated, but this is irrelevant in the infrared when

disorder-averaged.

The second term in Eq. (4.2) is an inter-edge density-density interaction; vJK is the

interaction between edge electrons in the J th and Kth Landau levels. This interaction
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term can be solved by bosonization. The action S0 + S1 from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) can

be equivalently represented by the bosonic action

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
δIJ∂tφ

I∂xφ
J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π

∑

I

ǫµν∂µφ
IAν

)

, (4.3)

where VII ≡ vI+vII (no summation) and VIJ ≡ vIJ for I 6= J . The electron annihilation

operator is bosonized according to ψJ ∼ ηJe
iφJ

. Here ηJ is a “Klein factor” satisfying

ηJηK = −ηKηJ for J 6= K, which ensures that ψJψK = −ψKψJ . Products of even

numbers of Klein factors can be diagonalized and set to one of their eigenvalues, ±1,

if all terms in the Hamiltonian commute with them. They can then be safely ignored.

This is the case in all of the models studied in this paper. This action can be brought

into the following diagonal form (setting the external electromagnetic field to zero for

simplicity):

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
δIJ∂tφ̃

I∂xφ̃
J − 1

4π
vIδIJ∂xφ̃

I∂xφ̃
J

)

(4.4)

with an orthogonal transformation φI = OI
J φ̃

J that diagonalizes VIJ , O
I
LVIJO

J
K = ṽLδLK .

Two-point correlation functions take the form

〈

eimIφ
I

e−imKφK
〉

=
N∏

J=1

1

(x− ṽJt)mImKOI
JO

K
J

. (4.5)

There is no sum over J in the exponent on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.5). The electron

Green function in the Ith Landau level is a special case of this with mK = δIK .

It is now straightforward to generalize the preceding discussion to the case of an

arbitrary Abelian integer or fractional quantum Hall state.27 For simplicity, we will
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focus on the case of fully chiral phases in which all edge modes move in the same

direction. Such phases do not, in general, have a free fermion representation and can

only be described by a chiral Luttinger liquid. They are characterized by equivalence

classes of positive-definite symmetric integer K-matrices K, and integer charge vectors

t that enter the chiral Luttinger liquid action according to

SLL =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
KIJ∂tφ

I∂xφ
J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π
tIǫµν∂µφ

IAν

)

. (4.6)

The fields in this action satisfy the periodicity condition φI ≡ φI+2πnI for nI ∈ Z. Two

phases, characterized by the pairs (K1, t1) and (K2, t2), are equivalent if K1 = W TK2W

and t1 = t2W , where W ∈ GL(N,Z) since the first and third terms in the two theories

can be transformed into each other by the change of variables φI = W I
J φ̃

J . So long as

W ∈ GL(N,Z), the periodicity condition satisfied by φ̃J is precisely the same as the

periodicity condition satisfied by φI . The matrix VIJ consists of marginal deformations

that do not change the phase of the edge but affect the propagation velocities. (If we

wish, we can think of each phase as a fixed surface under RG flow, and the VIJs are

marginal deformations that parametrize the fixed surface.) All such chiral edge theories

are stable to all weak perturbations by the same reasoning by which we analyzed integer

quantum Hall edges. The simplest fermionic fractional quantum Hall edge theory is

that of the Laughlin ν = 1/3 state, for which K = (3) and t = (1) (a 1× 1 matrix and
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a 1-component vector, respectively). Integer quantum Hall edges are the special case,

KIJ = δIJ or, allowing for basis changes, K = W TW with W ∈ GL(N,Z).

It is useful to characterize these phases by lattices Λ rather than equivalence classes

of K-matrices. Let eaI be the eigenvector of K corresponding to eigenvalue λa: KIJe
a
J =

λaeaI . We normalize eaJ so that eaJe
b
J = δab and define a metric gab = λaδab. Then,

KIJ = gabe
a
Ie

b
J or, using vector notation, KIJ = eI · eJ . We will be focusing mostly on

positive-definite lattices, so that gab has signature (N, 0) but we will occasionally deal

with Lorentzian lattices, for which we take gab has signature (p,N − p). The metric gab

defines a bilinear form B on the lattice Λ (and its dual Λ∗) – this just means we can

multiply two lattice vectors ~eI , ~eJ together using the metric, ~eI ·~eJ = eaIgabe
b
J = B(~eI , ~eJ).

The N vectors eI define a lattice Λ = {mIeI |mI ∈ Z}. The GL(N,Z) transformations

K → W TKW are simply basis changes of this lattice, so we can equally well describe

edge phases by equivalence classes of K-matrices or by lattices Λ. The conventional edge

phases of integer quantum Hall states described above correspond to hypercubic lattices

ZN , which we will often denote by the corresponding K matrix in its canonical basis,

IN . The ν = 1/3 Laughlin state corresponds to the lattice Λ = Z with dual Λ∗ = 1
3
Z.

2 The connection of quantum Hall edge phases to lattices can be exploited more easily

if we make the following change of variables, Xa = eaIφ
I , in terms of which the action

2This statement assumes the periodicity convention, φ ≡ φ+ 2πn, for n ∈ Z.
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takes the form

S =
1

4π

∫

dx dt

(

gab∂tX
a∂xX

b − vab∂xXa∂xX
b.

)

(4.7)

The variables Xa satisfy the periodicity condition X ≡ X + 2πy for y ∈ Λ and

vab ≡ VIJf
I
af

J
b , where f

I
a are basis vectors for the dual lattice Λ∗, satisfying f I

ae
a
J =

eLa(K
−1)LIeaJ = δIJ .

Different edge phases (which may correspond to different bulks or the same bulk; the

latter is the focus of this paper) are distinguished by their correlation functions. The

periodicity conditions on the fields Xa dictate that the allowed exponential operators

are of the form eiv·X, where v ∈ Λ∗. These operators have scaling dimensions

dim
[
eiv·X

]
=

1

2
|v|2. (4.8)

They obey the operator algebra

: eiv1·X :: eiv2·X :∼: ei(v1+v2)·X :, (4.9)

where : · : denotes normal ordering. Thus, the operator spectrum and algebra is entirely

determined by the underlying dual lattice Λ∗.

In a quantum Hall state, there are two complementary ways of measuring some of

the scaling exponents. The first is a quantum point contact (QPC) at which two edges

of a quantum Hall fluid are brought together at a point so that quasiparticles can tunnel

across the bulk from one edge to the other. Even though a single edge is completely
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stable against all weak perturbations, a pair of oppositely-directed edges will, in general,

be coupled by relevant perturbations

S = ST + SB +

∫

dt
∑

v∈Λ∗

vv e
iv·[XT−XB ]. (4.10)

Here, T,B are the two edges, e.g., the top and bottom edges of a Hall bar; we will use

this notation throughout whenever it is necessary to distinguish the two edges. The

renormalization group (RG) equation for vv is

dvv
dℓ

=
(
1− |v|2

)
vv. (4.11)

If v · f ItI 6= 0, the above coupling transfers v · f ItI units of charge across the junction

and this perturbation will contribute to the backscattered current according to

Ib ∝ |vv|2 V 2|v|2−1. (4.12)

A second probe is the tunneling current from a metallic lead:

S = Sedge + Slead

+

∫

dt
∑

v∈Λ
tv

[

ψ†
lead∂ψ

†
lead∂

2ψ†
lead . . .

]

eiv·X.

The term in square brackets [...] contains n factors of ψ†
lead and n(n − 1)/2 derivatives,

where n = v · f ItI must be an integer. The RG equation for tv

dtv
dℓ

=

(

1− n2

2
− 1

2
|v|2
)

tv. (4.13)
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The contribution to the tunneling current from tv (assuming n 6= 0) is

Itun ∝ |tv|2 V |v|2+n2−1. (4.14)

Here, we have assumed that the spins at the edge of the quantum Hall state are fully

spin-polarized and that tunneling from the lead conserves Sz. If, however, either of

these conditions is violated, then other terms are possible in the action. For instance,

charge-2e tunneling can take the form

tpair

∫

dt ψ†
lead,↑ψ

†
lead,↓ e

iv·X, (4.15)

where v · f ItI = 2. Then, we have tunneling current

Itun ∝ |tv|2 V |v|2+1. (4.16)

Generically, two lattices Λ1 and Λ2 can be distinguished by the possible squared

lengths |v|2 for v ∈ Λ∗
1. In many cases of interest, the shortest length, which will

dominate the backscattered current discussed above, is enough to distinguish two edge

phases of the same bulk. However, sometimes, as in the case of the two bosonic integer

quantum Hall states with c = 16 discussed in Ref. 124 the spectrum of operator scaling

dimensions (not just the shortest length, but all lengths along with degeneracies at each

length level) is precisely the same in the two theories, so they could only be distinguished

by comparing three-point correlation functions. In either case, different edge phases can

be distinguished by their correlation functions.
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4.2.2 Bulk Theories

In a later section, we will explain how bulk phases correspond to the mathematical

notion of a genus of lattices, while their associated edge theories are given by lattices

within a genus (or in the case of fermionic theories, a pair of genera, one odd and one

even). In order to explain the relation between the genus of a lattice and a bulk Abelian

phase, we recall some facts about Abelian topological phases.

Suppose that we have a 2 + 1d Abelian topological phase associated to a lattice Λ.

Choosing a basis eI for the lattice Λ, we define KIJ = eI · eJ and write a bulk effective

action

S =

∫

d3x
( 1

4π
ǫµνρKIJa

I
µ∂νa

J
ρ +

1

2π
jµI a

I
µ

)

. (4.17)

A particle in this theory carrying charge mI under the gauge field aI can be associated

with a vector v ≡ mIf
I , where fI is the basis vector of Λ∗ dual to eI and satisfying

(K−1)IJeJ = f I . Recall that because Λ ⊂ Λ∗, any element in Λ can be expressed in

terms of the basis for Λ∗, however, the converse is only true for integer Hall states for

which Λ = Λ∗. Particles v, v′ ∈ Λ∗ satisfy the fusion rule v × v′ = v + v′ and their

braiding results in the multiplication of the wave function describing the state by an

overall phase e2πiv·v
′

. Since this phase is invariant under shifts v→ v+λ for λ ∈ Λ, the

topologically-distinct particles are associated with elements of the so-called discriminant

group A = Λ∗/Λ. The many-to-one nature of the edge-bulk correspondence is a reflection
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of the many-to-one correspondence between lattices Λ and their discriminant groups A.

Equivalent bulk phases necessarily have identical discriminant groups so our initial choice

of lattice is merely a representative in an equivalence class of bulk theories.

We now define a few terms. A bilinear symmetric form on a finite Abelian group A

is a function b : A× A→ Q/Z such that for every a, a′, a′′ ∈ A,

b(a+ a′, a′′) = b(a, a′′) + b(a′, a′′)

and b(a, a′) = b(a′, a). As all bilinear forms considered in this paper will be symmetric,

we will simply call them bilinear forms with symmetric being understood. A quadratic

form q on a finite Abelian group A is a function q : A→ Q/Z such that q(na) = n2q(a)

for every n ∈ Z, and such that

q(a+ a′)− q(a)− q(a′) = b(a, a′)

for some bilinear form b : A × A → Q/Z. In this case, we say that q refines b, or is a

quadratic refinement of b. A bilinear b or quadratic form q is degenerate if there exists

a non-trivial subgroup S ⊂ A such that b(s, s′) = 0 or q(s) = 0 for every s, s′ ∈ S.

Throughout this paper, all bilinear and quadratic forms will be assumed nondegnerate.

Each K-matrix K determines a symmetric bilinear form B on Rn via B(x,y) = xTKy

that takes integer values on the lattice Zn ⊂ Rn. Every other lattice Λ ⊂ Rn on

which B is integral can be obtained by acting on Zn by the orthogonal group {g ∈

GL(N,R) : gKgT = K} of K. On the other hand, an integral symmetric bilinear form
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is equivalent to a lattice according to the construction before Eq. (4.7) in Section 4.2.1.

We are therefore justified in using the terminology “lattice” and “K-matrix” in place

of “integral symmetric bilinear form” throughout this paper. Every diagonal entry of a

K-matrix K is even iff the (length)2 of every element in the lattice ZN is even. We call

K even if this is the case, and otherwise it is odd. Even K-matrices determine integral

quadratic forms on ZN via Q(x) = 1
2
xTKx, while for odd K-matrices they are half-

integral. When we simply write bilinear or quadratic form or, sometimes, finite bilinear

form or finite quadratic form, we will mean a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form,

or nondegenerate quadratic form, whose domain is a finite Abelian group. Throughout,

we abbreviate the ring Z/NZ of integers modulo N as Z/N .

The S-matrix of the theory can be given in terms of the elements of the discriminant

group:

S[v],[v′] =
1

√

|A|
e−2πiv·v′

=
1

√

|A|
e−2πimI(K

−1)IJm′
J , (4.18)

where v = mIf
I ,v′ = m′

J f
J ∈ Λ∗ and |A| is the dimension of the discriminant group.

The bracketed notation [~v] indicates an equivalence class of elements [~v] ∈ Λ∗/Λ = A.

Our normalization convention is to represent elements in the dual lattice Λ∗ with integer

vectors mI . The bilinear form B on Λ∗ reduces modulo Λ to define a finite bilinear form

on the discriminant group Λ∗/Λ via

b([mIf
I ], [m′

J f
J ]) = B(mIf

I ,m′
J f

J) = mI(K
−1)IJm′

J .
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The topological twists θ[v], which are the eigenvalues of the T matrix, are defined by

T[v],[v′] = e−
2πi
24

c− θ[v] δ[v],[v′] (4.19)

where

θ[v] = eπiv·v. (4.20)

Note that Eq. (4.19) implies that the theory is invariant under shifts of c− by 24 so long

as the topological twists θ[v] are invariant, but its modular transformation properties,

which determine the partition function on 3-manifolds via surgery,145 is sensitive to

shifts by c− 6= 0 (mod 24).

If the topological twists are well-defined on the set of quasiparticles A, then they

must be invariant under v 7→ v + λ, where λ ∈ Λ, under which

θ[v] 7→ θ[v+λ] = θ[v] e
πiλ·λ. (4.21)

If the K-matrix is even, so that we are dealing with a bosonic theory, λ · λ is even for

all λ ∈ Λ. If the K-matrix is odd, however – i.e. if the system is fermionic – then there

are some λ ∈ Λ for which λ · λ is odd. In this case, the topological twists are not quite

well-defined, and more care must be taken, as we describe in Section 4.6. Given the

above definition, only T 2 is well-defined.

In a bosonic Abelian topological phase, we can define a finite quadratic form q on

the discriminant group, usually called the discriminant form, according to

q([~v]) =
1

2
~v2 =

1

2
mI(K

−1)IJmJ mod Z, (4.22)
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where ~v = mIf
I . In a topological phase of fermions, we will have to define q with more

care, as we discuss in Section 4.6. Thus, we postpone its definition until then and will

only discuss Abelian bosonic topological phases in the remainder of this section. In

terms of the discriminant form q, the T -matrix takes the form

θa = e2πiq(a), (4.23)

and the S-matrix takes the form

Sa,a′ =
1

√

|A|
e2πi(q(a−a′)−q(a)−q(−a′)) (4.24)

=
1

√

|A|
e−2πi(q(a+a′)−q(a)−q(a′)) (4.25)

The equation for the S-matrix makes use of the fact that the finite bilinear form b can be

recovered from the finite quadratic form according to b(a, a′) = q(a+a′)−q(a)−q(a′). (It

is satisfying to observe that the relation between the bilinear form b and the discriminant

form q coincides exactly with the phase obtained by a wave function when two particles

are twisted about one another.) While the introduction of the discriminant form may

appear perverse in the bosonic context, we will find it to be an essential ingredient when

discussing fermionic topological phases.

In any bosonic topological phase, the chiral central charge is related to the bulk

topological twists by the following relation:146

1

D
∑

a

d2aθa = e2πic−/8. (4.26)
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Here D =
√∑

a d
2
a is the total quantum dimension, da is the quantum dimension of the

quasiparticle type a, and θa is the corresponding topological twist/spin. c− = c − c is

the chiral central charge. In an Abelian bosonic phase described by an even matrix K,

the formula simplifies to

1
√

|A|
∑

a∈A
e2πiq(a) = e2πic−/8, (4.27)

since da = 1 for all quasiparticle types. Here |A| =
√

| detK| and c− = r+ − r− is

the signature of the matrix, the difference between the number of positive and negative

eigenvalues. (We will sometimes, as we have done here, use the term signature to refer

to the difference r+ − r−, rather than the pair (r+, r−); the meaning will be clear from

context.) Notice that e2πiq(a) is just the topological twist of the quasiparticle represented

by a ∈ Λ∗/Λ. This is known as the Gauss-Milgram sum in the theory of integral lattices.

Let us pause momentarily to illustrate these definitions in a simple example: namely,

the semion theory described by the K-matrix, K = (2). This theory has discriminant

group A = Z/2Z = Z2 and, therefore, two particle types, the vacuum denoted by the

lattice vector [0] and the semion s = [1]. Recall that our normalization convention is to

take the bilinear form on A to be b([~x], [~y]) = x · 1
2
· y; the associated quadratic form is

then q([~x]) = 1
2
b([~x], [~x]). The discriminant form, evaluated on the semion particle, is

given by q([1]) = 1
2
· 12

2
. The T matrix equals exp(−2πi/24)diag(1, i), and the S-matrix,

S = 1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
. Evaluating the Gauss-Milgram sum confirms that c− = 1.
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In order to determine the discriminant group from a given K-matrix, we can use the

following procedure. First, we compute the Gauss-Smith normal form of the K-matrix,

which can be found using a standard algorithm.147 Given K, this algorithm produces

integer matrices P , Q, D such that

K = PDQ. (4.28)

Here both P and Q are unimodular |detP | = |detQ| = 1, and D is diagonal. The diag-

onal entries of D give the orders of a minimal cyclic decomposition of the discriminant

group

A ≃
∏

J

Z/DJJ ,

with the fewest possible cyclic factors, giving yet another set of generators for the quasi-

particles. Although more compact, this form does not directly lend itself towards check-

ing the equivalence of discriminant forms.

Now recall that the bases of Λ and Λ∗ are related by K:

eI = KIJ f
J (4.29)

Substituting the Gauss-Smith normal form, this can be rewritten

(P−1)ILeL = DIKQKJ f
J . (4.30)

The left-hand side is just a basis change of the original lattice. On the right-hand side,

the row vectors of Q that correspond to entries of D greater than 1 give the generators
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of the cyclic subgroups of the discriminant group. A non-trivial example is given in

Appendix D.

4.3 Two Illustrative Examples of Bulk Topological

Phases with Two Distinct Edge Phases

The chiral Luttinger liquid action is stable against all small perturbations involving

only the gapless fields in the action in Eq. (4.6) (or, equivalently in the integer case,

the action in Eq. (4.1)). This essentially follows from the chirality of the theory, but it

is instructive to see how this plays out explicitly.123 However, this does not mean that

a given bulk will have only a single edge phase.65 A quantum Hall system will have

additional gapped excitations which we can ignore only if the interactions between them

and the gapless excitations in Eq. (4.6) are weak. If they are not weak, however, we

cannot ignore them and interactions with these degrees of freedom can lead to an edge

phase transition.124

We will generally describe the gapped excitations with a K-matrix equal to σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. We may imagine this K-matrix arising from a thin strip of ν = 1 fluid living

around the perimeter of our starting Hall state.65 For edge phase transitions between

bosonic edges theories, we should instead take the gapped modes to be described by a K-

matrix equal to σx =
(
0 1
1 0

)
. It is important to realize that the existence of the localized
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(gapped) edge modes described by either of these K-matrices implies the appropriate

modification to the Chern-Simons theory describing the bulk topological order. This

addition does not affect the bulk topological order;145 without symmetry, such a gapped

state is adiabatically connected to a trivial band insulator.

We illustrate this with two concrete examples. We begin with the general edge action

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
KIJ∂tφ

I∂xφ
J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π
tIǫµν∂µφ

IAν

)

. (4.31)

The first example is described by the K-matrix

K1 =

(
1 0
0 11

)

, (4.32)

with t = (1,−1)T . This is not an example that is particularly relevant to quantum Hall

states observed in experiments – we will discuss several examples of those in Section

4.7 – but it is simple and serves as a paradigm for the more general structure that we

discuss in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.

Let us suppose that we have an additional left-moving and additional right-moving

fermion which, together, form a gapped unprotected excitation. The action now takes

the form

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
(K1 ⊕ σz)IJ ∂tφI∂xφ

J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π
tIǫµν∂µφ

IAν

)

, (4.33)

where we have now extended t = (1,−1, 1, 1)T . The K-matrix for the two additional

modes is taken to be σz. We will comment on the relation to the σx case in Sections 4.4

and 4.5.
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If the matrix VIJ is such that the perturbation

S ′ =

∫

dx dt u′ cos(φ3 + φ4), (4.34)

is relevant, and if this is the only perturbation added to Eq. (4.33), then the two addi-

tional modes become gapped and the system is in the phase (4.32). Suppose, instead,

that the only perturbation is

S ′′ =

∫

dx dt u′′ cos(φ1 − 11φ2 + 2φ3 + 4φ4). (4.35)

This perturbation is charge-conserving and spin-zero (i.e., its left and right scaling di-

mensions are equal). If it is relevant, then the edge is in a different phase. To find this

phase, it is helpful to make the basis change:

W T (K1 ⊕ σz)W = K2 ⊕ σz, (4.36)

where

K2 =

(
3 1
1 4

)

, (4.37)

and

W =







0 0 1 0
0 −2 0 1
−2 3 0 −2
1 −7 0 4






. (4.38)

Making the basis change φ = Wφ′, we see that

φ1 − 11φ2 + 2φ3 + 4φ4 = φ′
3 + φ′

4. (4.39)
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Therefore, the resulting phase is described by (4.37).

To see that these are, indeed, different phases, we can compute basis-independent

quantities, such as the lowest scaling dimension of any operator in the two theories.

In the K1 theory, it is 1/22 while in the K2 theory, it is 3/22. Measurements that

probe the edge structure in detail can, thereby, distinguish these two phases of the edge.

Consider, first, transport through a QPC that allows tunneling between the two edges

of the Hall bar, as described in Sec 4.2.1. In the state governed by K1, the most relevant

backscattering term is cos(φT
2 −φB

2 ). Applying Eq (4.12), the backscattered current will

depend on the voltage according to

Ib1 ∝ V −9/11. (4.40)

An alternative probe is given by tunneling into the edge from a metallic lead. The most

relevant term in the K1 edge phase that tunnels one electron into the lead is ψ†
leade

iφT
1 .

Applying Eq (4.14) yields the familiar current-voltage relation,

Itun1 ∝ V. (4.41)

In contrast, in the phase governed by K2, the most relevant backscattering term

across a QPC is given by cos(φ′T
2 −φ′B

2 ), which from Eq (4.12) yields the current-voltage

relation

Ib2 ∝ V −5/11, (4.42)
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while the most relevant single-electron tunneling term is given by ψ†
leade

−3iφ′T
1

−iφ′T
2 , which

yields the scaling from Eq (4.14)

Itun2 ∝ V 3. (4.43)

Since the two edge theories given by K1 and K2 are connected by a phase transition

just on the edge, we may expect they bound the same bulk Chern-Simons theory. Indeed,

the bulk quasiparticles can be identified up to ambiguous signs due to their fermionic

nature. First, the discriminant group of the K1 theory is Z/11. We define a quasiparticle

basis for this theory as ψj ≡ (−j,−6j)T , j = 0, 1, . . . , 10. (While the cyclic nature of

the group Z/11 implies the identification (a, b) ≡ (a′, b′) mod (1, 11) for a, b, a′, b′ ∈ Z,

we choose the above basis in order to ensure charge conservation.) The S matrix is

given by Sjj′ =
1√
11
e−

72πi
11

jj′ . For the other theory given by K2, the discriminant group

obviously has the same structure with the generator being (0, 1)T and the quasiparticles

are denoted by ψ′
j. The S matrix is given by S ′

jj′ = 1√
11
e−

6πi
11

jj′ . Now we make the

following identification:

ψ′
j ←→ ψj. (4.44)

This identification preserves the U(1) charge carried by each quasiparticle. The S ma-

trices are also identified:

Sj,j′ =
1√
11
e−

72πi
11

jj′ =
1√
11
e−

6πi
11

jj′ = S ′
jj′ . (4.45)
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Since the diagonal elements of S are basically T 2, it follows that the topological spins

are also identified up to ±1.

Our second example is

K ′
1 =

(
1 0
0 7

)

, (4.46)

with t = (1, 1)T . As before, we suppose that a non-chiral pair of modes comes down

in energy and interacts strongly with the two right-moving modes described by (4.46).

The action now takes the form

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
(K ′

1 ⊕ σz)IJ ∂tφI∂xφ
J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π
tIǫµν∂µφ

IAν

)

. (4.47)

If the matrix VIJ is such that the perturbation

S ′ =

∫

dx dt u′ cos(φ3 + φ4) (4.48)

is relevant and this is the only perturbation added to Eq. (4.47), then the two additional

modes become gapped and the system is in the phase in Eq. (4.46). Suppose, instead,

the only perturbation is the following:

S ′′ =

∫

dx dt u′′ cos(φ1 + 7φ2 + φ3 + 3φ4). (4.49)

This perturbation is charge-conserving and spin-zero. If it is relevant, then the edge is

in a different phase. To find this phase, it is helpful to make the basis change

W ′T (K ′
1 ⊕ σz)W ′ = K ′

2 ⊕ σz, (4.50)
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where

K ′
2 =

(
2 1
1 4

)

(4.51)

and

W ′ =







2 1 0 −1
1 −1 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
−3 2 0 3






. (4.52)

Making the basis change φ = W ′φ′, we see that

φ1 + 7φ2 + φ3 + 3φ4 = φ′
4 − φ′

3. (4.53)

Therefore, the resulting phase is described by (4.51). This is a different phase, as may

be seen by noting that the lattice corresponding to Eq. (4.51) is an even lattice while

the lattice corresponding to Eq. (4.46) is odd.

The difference between the two edge phases is even more dramatic than in the previ-

ous example. One edge phase has gapless fermionic excitations while the other one does

not! This example shows that an edge reconstruction can relate a theory with fermionic

topological order to one with bosonic topological order. Again, these two edge phases of

the ν = 8/7 can be distinguished by the voltage dependence of the current backscattered

at a quantum point contact and the tunneling current from a metallic lead. In the K ′
1

edge phase (4.46), the backscattered current at a QPC is dominated by the tunneling

term cos(φT
2 − φB

2 ); using Eq (4.12) this yields the current-voltage relation

Ib1 ∝ V −5/7, (4.54)
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while the single-electron tunneling into a metallic lead is dominated by the tunneling

term ψ†
leade

iφT
1 , which, using Eq (4.14), yields the familiar linear current-voltage scaling

Itun1 ∝ V. (4.55)

In the K ′
2 edge phase (4.51), the backscattered current at a QPC is dominated by the

backscattering term cos(φ′T
2 − φ′B

2 ), yielding:

Ib2 ∝ V −3/7. (4.56)

The tunneling current from a metallic lead is due to the tunneling of charge-2e objects

created by the edge operator eiφ
′
1
+4iφ′

2 . If we assume that the electrons are fully spin-

polarized and Sz is conserved, then the most relevant term that tunnels 2e into the

metallic lead is ψ†
lead∂ψ

†
leade

iφ′T
1

+4iφ′T
2 . Using Eq (4.14) the tunneling current is propor-

tional to a very high power of the voltage:

Itun2 ∝ V 7. (4.57)

Again, although the theories look drastically different, we can show that the bulk S

matrices are isomorphic. First, the discriminant group of the K ′
1 theory is Z/7 whose

generator we can take to be the (0, 4) quasiparticle. We label all quasiparticles in this

theory as ψj ≡ (0, 4j), j = 0, 1, . . . , 6. The S matrix is given by Sjj′ =
1√
7
e−

32πi
7

jj′ . For

the other theory given by K ′
2, the discriminant group is generated by (0, 1)T and we

denote the quasiparticles by ψ′
j. The S matrix is given by S ′

jj′ =
1√
7
e−

4πi
7

jj′ . Now we
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make the following identification:

ψ′
j ←→ ψj. (4.58)

The S matrices are then seen to be identical:

Sj,j′ =
1√
7
e−

32πi
7

jj′ =
1√
7
e−

4πi
7

jj′ = S ′
jj′ . (4.59)

4.4 Edge Phase Transitions

In the previous section, we gave two simple examples of edge phase transitions that

can occur between two distinct chiral theories. In this section, we discuss how edge

transitions can occur in full generality.

The chiral Luttinger liquid action is stable against all perturbations involving only

the gapless fields in the action in Eq. (4.6) (or, equivalently in the integer case, the action

in Eq. (4.1)). However, as we have seen in the previous section, strong interactions with

gapped excitations can drive a phase transition that occurs purely at the edge. While

the bulk is completely unaffected, the edge undergoes a transition into another phase.

On the way to understanding this in more generality, we first consider an integer

quantum Hall state. At the edge of such a state, we expect additional gapped excitations

that we ordinarily ignore. However, they can interact with gapless excitations. (Under

some circumstances, they can even become gapless.65) Let us suppose that we have an

additional left-moving and and additional right-moving fermion which, together, form a
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gapped unprotected excitation. Then additional terms must be considered in the action.

Let us first consider the case of an integer quantum Hall edge. The action in Eqs. (4.1)

and (4.2) becomes S0 + S1 + Su with

Su =

∫

dx dt
(

ψ†
N+1 (i∂t + vN+1i∂x)ψN+1 + ψ†

N+2 (i∂t − vN+2i∂x)ψN+2 + uψ†
N+1ψN+2

+ vI,N+1ψ
†
IψIψ

†
N+1ψN+1 + vI,N+2ψ

†
IψIψ

†
N+2ψN+2 + h.c.+ LN,L

)

, (4.60)

where ψN+1, ψN+2 annihilate right- and left-moving excitations which have an energy

gap u for vI,N+1 = vI,N+2 = 0. So long as vI,N+1 and vI,N+2 are small, this energy gap

survives, and we can integrate out ψN+1, ψN+2, thereby recovering the action S0 +S1 in

Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), but with the couplings renormalized. However, if vI,N+1 and vI,N+2

are sufficiently large, then some of the other terms in the action, which we have denoted

by LN,L in Eq. (4.60) may become more relevant than u. These include terms such as

LN,L = uIψ
†
IψN+2 + h.c. + . . . . (4.61)

In order to understand these terms better, it is helpful to switch to the bosonic

representation, where there is no additional overhead involved in considering the general

case of a chiral Abelian state, integer or fractional:

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
(K ⊕ σz)IJ ∂tφI∂xφ

J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J

+
∑

mI

umI
cos
(
mIφ

I
)
+

1

2π

∑

I

ǫµν∂µφ
IAν

)

. (4.62)
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Here, I = 1, 2, . . . , N + 2; and (K ⊕ σz)IJ is the direct sum of K and σz: (K ⊕ σz)IJ =

KIJ for I = J = 1, 2, . . . , N , (K ⊕ σz)IJ = 1 for I = J = N + 1, (K ⊕ σz)IJ = −1

for I = J = N + 2, and (K ⊕ σz)IJ = 0 if I ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, J ∈ {N + 1, N + 2}

or vice-versa. The interaction matrix has VI,N+1 ≡ vI,N+1, VI,N+2 ≡ vI,N+2. The mIs

must be integers because the φIs are periodic. For instance, mI = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1,−1)

corresponds to the mass term u(ψ†
N+1ψN+2 +h.c.) in Eq. (4.60), so umI

= u. In the last

term, we are coupling all modes equally to the electromagnetic field, i.e. this term can

be written in the form tIǫµν∂µφ
IAν with tI = 1 for all I. This is the natural choice,

since we expect additional fermionic excitations to carry electrical charge e.

In general, most of the couplings umI
will be irrelevant at the Gaussian fixed point.

An irrelevant coupling cannot open a gap if it is small enough to remain in the basin of

attraction of the Gaussian fixed point. However, if we make the coupling large enough,

it may be in the basin of attraction of another fixed point and it may open a gap. We

will not comment more on this possibility here. However, we can imagine tuning the

VIJs so that any given umI
is relevant. To analyze this possibility, it is helpful to change

to the variables Xa = eaIφ
I , in terms of which the action takes the form

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
ηab∂tX

a∂xX
b − 1

4π
vab∂xX

a∂xX
b

+
∑

mI

umI
cos
(
mIf

I
aX

a
)
+

1

2π

∑

I

fJ
a ǫµν∂µX

aAν .

)

(4.63)
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eaI and f I
a are bases for the lattice ΛN+2 and its dual Λ∗

N+2, where the lattice ΛN+2

corresponds to K⊕σz. The variables Xa satisfy the periodicity condition X ≡ X+2πy

for y ∈ ΛN+2. Note that, since one of the modes is left-moving, the Lorentzian metric

ηab = diag(1N−1,−1) appears in Eq. (4.63).

Since f I
a is a basis of the dual lattice Λ∗

N+2, the cosine term can also be written in

the form

∑

v∈Λ∗
N+2

uv cos (v ·X) .

The velocity/interaction matrix is given by vab = VIJf
I
af

J
b . Now suppose that the

velocity/interaction matrix takes the form

vab = v Oc
aδcdO

d
b, (4.64)

where O ∈ SO(N + 1, 1). Then we can make a change of variables to X̃a ≡ Oa
bX

b. We

specialize to the case of a single cosine perturbation associated with a particular vector

in the dual lattice v0 ≡ pIf
I which we will make relevant (we have also set Aν = 0 since

it is inessential to the present discussion). Now Eq. (4.63) takes the form

S =
1

4π

∫

dx dt

(

ηab∂tX̃
a∂xX̃

b − vδab∂xX̃a∂xX̃
b + uv0

cos
(

pIf
I
a (O

−1)abX̃
b
))

. (4.65)

If this perturbation has equal right and left scaling dimensions (i.e., is spin-zero), then

its scaling dimension is simply twice its left scaling dimension with corresponding beta

function

duv0

dℓ
=
(
2− q2N+2

)
uv0

, (4.66)
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where qb ≡ pIf
I
a (O

−1)ab. The transformation O−1 can be chosen to be a particular boost

in the (N + 2)-dimensional space RN+1,1. Because qa is a null vector (i.e., a light-like

vector) in this space, by taking the boost in the opposite direction of the “spatial”

components of qa, we can “Lorentz contract” them, thereby making qN+2 as small as

desired. Thus, by taking vab of the form (4.64) and choosing O ∈ SO(N + 1, 1) so that

q2N+2 < 2, we can make this coupling relevant.

When this occurs, two modes, one right-moving and one left-moving, will acquire

a gap. We will then be left over with a theory with N gapless right-moving modes.

The gapless excitations exp(iv ·X) of the system must commute with v0 ·X and, since

the cosine fixes v0 · X, any two excitations that differ by v0 · X should be identified.

Thus, the resulting low-energy theory will be associated with the lattice Γ defined by

Γ ≡ Λ⊥/Λ‖, where Λ⊥,Λ‖ ⊂ ΛN+2 are defined by Λ⊥ ≡ {v ∈ ΛN+2 |v · v0 = 0} and

Λ‖ ≡ {nv0 |n ∈ Z}. If gI is a basis for Γ, then we can define a K-matrix in this basis,

K̃IJ = gI · gJ . The low-energy effective theory for the gapless modes is

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
K̃IJ∂tφ

I∂xφ
J − 1

4π
ṼIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π
t̃Iǫµν∂µφ

IAν

)

. (4.67)

When v0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1,−1) is the only relevant operator, φN+1 and φN+2 are gapped

out. Therefore, Γ = Λ and K̃IJ = KIJ . However, when other operators are present,

Γ could be a different lattice Γ ≇ Λ, from which it follows that K̃IJ 6= KIJ (and,

K̃ 6= W TKW for any W ).
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We motivated the enlargement of the theory from K to K ⊕ σz by assuming that an

additional pair of gapped counter-propagating fermionic modes comes down in energy

and interacts strongly with the gapless edge excitations. This counter-propagating pair

of modes can be viewed as a thin strip of ν = 1 integer quantum Hall fluid or, simply,

as a fermionic Luttinger liquid. Of course, more than one such pair of modes may

interact strongly with the gapless edge excitations, so we should also consider enlarging

the K-matrix to K ⊕ σz ⊕ σz . . .⊕ σz. We can generalize this by imagining that we can

add any one-dimensional system to the edge of a quantum Hall state. (This may not

be experimentally-relevant to presently observed quantum Hall states, but as a matter

of principle, this is something that could be done without affecting the bulk, so we

should allow ourselves this freedom.) Any clean, gapless 1D system of fermions is in

a Luttinger liquid phase (possibly with some degrees of freedom gapped). Therefore,

K ⊕ σz ⊕ σz . . .⊕ σz is actually the most general possible form for the edge theory.

One might wonder about the possibility of attaching a thin strip of a fractional quan-

tum Hall state to the edge of the system. Naively, this would seem to be a generalization

of our putative most general form K ⊕ σz ⊕ σz . . . ⊕ σz. To illustrate the issue, let us

consider a bulk ν = 1 IQH state and place a thin strip of ν = 1/9 FQH state at its edge.

The two edges that are in close proximity can be described by the following K-matrix:

K =

(
1 0
0 −9

)

. (4.68)
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As discussed in Ref. 131, this edge theory can become fully gapped with charge-non-

conserving backscattering. Then we are left with the outer chiral edge of the thin strip,

which is described by K = (9), which can only bound a topologically ordered ν = 1/9

Laughlin state. The subtlety here is that a thin strip of the fractional quantum Hall

state has no two-dimensional bulk and should be considered as a purely one-dimensional

system. Fractionalized excitations, characterized by fractional conformal spins only

make sense when a true 2D bulk exists. If the width of the strip is small, so that there is

no well-defined bulk between them, then we can only allow operators that add an integer

number of electrons to the two edges. We cannot add fractional charge since there is no

bulk which can absorb compensating charge. Thus the minimal conformal spin of any

operator is 1/2. In other words, starting from an one-dimensional interacting electronic

system, one cannot change the conformal spin of the electron operators. So attaching a

thin strip of FQH state is no different from attaching a trivial pair of modes.

In a bosonic system, we cannot even enlarge our theory by a pair of counter-

propagating fermionic modes. We can only enlarge our theory by a Luttinger liquid

of bosons or, equivalently, a thin strip of σxy = 2e2

h
bosonic integer quantum hall

fluid.131,133,148 Such a system has K-matrix equal to σx, which only has bosonic exci-

tations. Equivalently, bosonic systems must have even K-matrices – matrices with only

even numbers along the diagonal – because all particles that braid trivially with every

other particle must be a boson. Since the enlarged matrix must have the same de-
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terminant as the original one because the determinant is the ground state degeneracy

of the bulk phase on the torus,137 we can only enlarge the theory by σx, the minimal

even unimodular matrix. Therefore, in the bosonic case, we must enlarge our theory by

K → K ⊕ σx.

In the fermionic case, we must allow such an enlargement by σx as well. We can

imagine the fermions forming pairs and these pairs forming a bosonic Luttinger liquid

which enlarges K by σx. In fact, it is redundant to consider both σz and σx: for an odd

matrix K, W (K ⊕ σz)W T = K ⊕ σx, where

W =












1 0 · · · 0 y1 −y1
0 1 · · · 0 y2 −y2
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 · · · 1 yN −yN
0 0 · · · 0 1 −1
x1 x2 · · · xN s 1− s












(4.69)

Here the vector ~x has an odd length squared, i.e. ~xTK~x is odd; by definition of K

odd, such an ~x must exist. The vector ~y is defined as ~y = −K~x and the integer s by

s = 1
2
(1− ~xTK~x). Thus K ⊕ σx is GL(N + 2,Z)-equivalent to K ⊕ σz and our previous

discussion for fermionic systems could be redone entirely with extra modes described by

σx. However, if K is even, then K ⊕ σx is not GL(N + 2,Z)-equivalent to K ⊕ σz.

We remark that although σz enlargement and σx enlargement are equivalent for

fermionic states when topological properties are concerned, they do make a difference

in charge vectors: the appropriate charge vector for the σz block should be odd and
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typically taken to be (1, 1)T . However the charge vector for the σx block must be even

and needs to be determined from the similarity transformation.

To summarize, a quantum Hall edge phase described by matrix K1 can undergo a

purely edge phase transition to another edge phase with GL(N,Z)-inequivalent K2 (with

identical bulk) if there exists W̃ ∈ GL(N + 2k,Z) such that

K2 ⊕ σx ⊕ . . .⊕ σx = W̃ T (K1 ⊕ σx ⊕ . . .⊕ σx) W̃ . (4.70)

for some number k of σxs on each side of the equation. In a fermionic system with K1

odd, an edge phase transition can also occur to an even matrix K2 if

Keven
2 ⊕ σz ⊕ . . .⊕ σx = W̃ T

(
Kodd

1 ⊕ σx ⊕ . . .⊕ σx
)
W̃ . (4.71)

4.5 Stable Equivalence, Genera of Lattices, and the

Bulk-Edge Correspondence for Abelian Topo-

logical Phases

4.5.1 Stable Equivalence and Genera of Lattices

In the previous section, we saw that a bulk Abelian quantum Hall state associated

with K1 has more than one different stable chiral edge phase if there exists GL(N,Z)-
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inequivalent K2 and W̃ ∈ GL(N + 2k,Z) such that

K2 ⊕ σx ⊕ . . .⊕ σx = W̃ T (K1 ⊕ σx ⊕ . . .⊕ σx) W̃ . (4.72)

This is an example of a stable equivalence; we say that K1 and K2 are stably equivalent

if, for some n, there exist signature (n, n) unimodular matrices Li such that K1 ⊕ L1

and K2 ⊕ L2 are integrally equivalent, i.e. are GL(N + 2n,Z)-equivalent. If there is

a choice of Lis such that both are even, we will say that K1 and K2 are “σx-stably

equivalent” since the Lis can be written as direct sums of σxs. We also saw in Eq. 4.71

that when K1 is odd and K2 is even, we will need L2 to be an odd matrix. We will

call this “σz-stable equivalence” since L2 must contain a σz block. We will use U to

denote the signature (1, 1) even Lorentzian lattice associated with σx. Then σx-stable

equivalence can be restated in the language of lattices as follows. Two lattices Λ1, Λ2

are σx-stably equivalent if Λ1 ⊕ U · · · ⊕ U , and Λ2 ⊕ U · · · ⊕ U are isomorphic lattices.

Similarly, Uz will denote the Lorentzian lattice associated with σz. Occasionally, we will

abuse notation and use σx and σz to refer to the corresponding lattices U , Uz.

Stable equivalence means that the two K-matrices are equivalent after adding “triv-

ial” degrees of freedom – i.e. purely 1D degrees of freedom that do not require any

change to the bulk. This is analogous to the notion of stable equivalence of vector bun-

dles, according to which two vector bundles are stably equivalent if and only if isomorphic

bundles are obtained upon joining them with trivial bundles.
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We now introduce the concept of the genus of a lattice or integral quadratic form.

Two integral quadratic forms are in the same genus 143,149 when they have the same

signature and are equivalent over the p-adic integers Zp for every prime p. Loosely

speaking, equivalence over Zp can be thought of as equivalence modulo arbitrarily high

powers of p, i.e. in Z/pn for every n. The importance of genus in the present context

stems from the following statement of Conway and Sloane:143

Two integral quadratic forms K1 and K2 are in the same genus if and only if K1 ⊕ σx

and K2 ⊕ σx are integrally equivalent.

Proofs of this statement are, however, difficult to pin down in the literature. It

follows, for instance, from results in Ref. 149 about a refinement of the genus called

the spinor genus. Below, we show how it follows in the even case from results stated

by Nikulin.144 This characterization of the genus is nearly the same as the definition

of σx-stable equivalence given in (4.72), except that Eq. (4.72) allows multiple copies

which is natural since a physical system may have access to multiple copies of trivial

degrees of freedom. Its relevance to our situation follows from the following theorem

that we demonstrate below:

Two K-matrices K1 and K2 of the same dimension, signature and type are stably equiv-

alent if and only if K1⊕ σx and K2⊕ σx are integrally equivalent, i.e. only a single copy

of σx is needed in Eq. (4.72).
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Thus any edge phase that can be reached via a phase transition involving multiple

sets of trivial 1D bosonic degrees of freedom (described by K-matrix σx) can also be

reached through a phase transition involving only a single such set. We demonstrate

this by appealing to the following result stated by Nikulin144 (which we paraphrase but

identify by his numbering):

Corollary 1.16.3: The genus of a lattice is determined by its discriminant group A, parity,

signature (r+, r−), and bilinear form b on the discriminant group.

Since taking the direct sum with multiple copies of σx does not change the parity, or

bilinear form on the discriminant group, any K1 and K2 that are σx-stably equivalent

are in the same genus. The theorem then follows from the statement143 above that only

a single copy of σx is needed.

In the even case, the theorem follows directly from two other results by Nikulin:144

Corollary 1.13.4: For any even lattice Λ with signature (r+, r−) and discriminant quadratic

form q, the lattice Λ⊕U is the only lattice with signature (r+ +1, r− +1) and quadratic

form q.

Theorem 1.11.3: Two quadratic forms on the discriminant group are isomorphic if and

only if their bilinear forms are isomorphic and they have the same signature (mod 8).

If lattices Λ1 and Λ2 are in the same genus, they must have the same (r+, r−) and

bilinear form b. According to Theorem 1.11.3, they must have the same quadratic form,
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namely q([x]) = 1
2
b([x], [x]), which is well-defined in the case of an even lattice. Then,

Corollary 1.13.4 tells us that Λ1⊕U is the unique lattice with signature (r+ +1, r− +1)

and quadratic form q. Since Λ2⊕U has the same signature (r++1, r−+1) and quadratic

form q, Λ1⊕U ∼= Λ2⊕U . Thus, we see that any two even K-matrices in the same genus

are integrally-equivalent after taking the direct sum with a single copy of σx. Of course,

our previous arguments that used Nikulin’s Corollary 1.16.3 and the characterization of

genus from Conway and Sloane143 are stronger since they apply to odd matrices.

4.5.2 Bulk-Edge Correspondence

Since the quadratic form q([~u]) gives the T and S matrices according to Eqs. (4.23)

and (4.25), we can equally-well say that the genus of a lattice is completely determined by

the particle types, T -matrix, S-matrix, and right- and left-central charges. For a bosonic

system, the genus completely determines a bulk phase. Conversely, a bulk topological

phase almost completely determines a genus: the bulk phase determines (c+ − c−) mod

24 while a genus is specified by (c+, c−). However, if the topological phase is fully chiral,

so that it can have c− = 0, then it fully specifies a family of genera that differ only by

adding central charges that are a multiple of 24, i.e. 3k copies of the E8 state for some

integer k (see Section 4.7.1 for a discussion of this state). Thus, up to innocuous shifts

of the central charge by 24, we can say that
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A bulk bosonic topological phase corresponds to a genus of even lattices while its edge

phases correspond to the different lattices in this genus.

The problem of detemining the different stable edge phases that can occur for the same

bosonic bulk is then the problem of determining how many distinct lattices there are in

a genus.

In the fermionic case, the situation is more complicated. A fermionic topological

phase is determined by its particle types, its S-matrix, and its central charge (mod 24).

It does not have a well-defined T -matrix because we can always change the topological

twist factor of a particle by −1 simply by adding an electron to it. According to the

following result of Nikulin, these quantities determine an odd lattice:

Corollary 1.16.6: Given a finite Abelian group A, a bilinear form b : A × A → Q/Z,

and two positive numbers (r+, r−), then, for sufficiently large r+, r−, there exists an odd

lattice for which A is its discriminant group. b is the bilinear form on the discriminant

group, and (r+, r−) is its signature.

Since the S-matrix defines a bilinear form on the Abelian group of particle types, this

theorem means that the quantities that specify a fermionic Abelian topological phase

are compatible with an odd lattice. Clearly, they are also compatible with an entire

genus of odd lattices since σx stable equivalence preserves these quantities. Moreover,

by Corollary 1.16.3, there is only a single genus of odd lattices that are compatible with
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this bulk fermionic Abelian topological phase. However, Corollary 1.16.3 leaves open

the possibility that there is also a genus of even lattices that is compatible with this

fermionic bulk phase, a possibility that was realized in one of the examples in Section

4.3. This possibility is discussed in detail in Section 4.6. However, the general result

that we can already state, up to shifts of the central charge by 24 is

A bulk fermionic topological phase corresponds to a genus of odd lattices while its edge

phases correspond to the different lattices in this genus and, in some cases (specificed in

Section 4.6), to the different lattices in an associated genus of even lattices.

In principle, one can determine how many lattices there are in a given genus by using

the Smith-Siegel-Minkowski mass formula143 to evaluate the weighted sum

∑

Λ∈g

1

|Aut(Λ)| = m(K) (4.73)

over the equivalence classes of lattices in a given genus g. Each equivalence class of

forms corresponds to a lattice Λ. The denominator is the order of the automorphism

group Aut(Λ) of the lattice Λ. The right-hand-side is the mass of the genus of K, which

is given by a complicated but explicit formula (see Ref. 143).

Given a K-matrix for a bosonic state, one can compute the size of its automorphism

group3, which gives one term in the sum in (4.73). If this equals the mass formula on the

right-hand-side of Eq. (4.73), then it means the genus has only one equivalence class.

3For generic K-matrices without any symmetries, the automorphism group often only consists of two
elements: W = ±IN×N .
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If not, we know there is more than one equivalence class in the genus. Such a program

shows150 that, in fact, all genera contain more than one equivalence class for N > 10, i.e.

all chiral Abelian quantum Hall states with central charge c > 10 have multiple distinct

stable chiral edge phases. For 3 ≤ N ≤ 10, there is a finite set of genera with only a

single equivalence class;151 all others have multiple equivalence classes. The examples

of ν = 16 analyzed in Ref. 124 and ν = 12/23 that we gave in Section 4.7 are, in fact,

the rule. Bosonic chiral Abelian quantum Hall states with a single stable chiral edge

phase are the exception, they can only exist for c ≤ 10 and they have been completely

enumerated.151

This does not tell us how, given one equivalence class, to find other equivalence classes

of K-matrices in the same genus. However, one can use the Gauss reduced form143 to

find all quadratic forms of given rank and determinant by brute force. Then we can use

the results at the end of previous Section to determine if the resulting forms are in the

same genus.

4.5.3 Primary Decomposition of Abelian Topological Phases

According to the preceding discussion, two distinct edge phases can terminate the

same bulk phase if they are both in the same genus (but not necessarily only if they are

in the same genus in the fermionic case). It may be intuitively clear what this means,

but it is useful to be more precise about what we mean by “the same bulk phase”. In
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more physical terms, we would like to be more precise about what it means for two

theories to have the same particle types and S- and T -matrices. In more formal terms,

we would like to be more precise about what is meant in Nikulin’s Theorem 1.11.3 by

isomorphic quadratic forms and bilinear forms. In order to do this, it helps to view an

Abelian topological phase in a somewhat more abstract light. When viewed from the

perspective of an edge phase or, equivalently, a K-matrix, the bulk phase is determined

by the signature (r+, r−), together with the bilinear form on the discriminant group

Λ∗/Λ induced by the bilinear form on the dual lattice Λ∗ determined by K. As we have

seen, this data uniquely specifies a nondegenerate quadratic form q : Λ∗/Λ → Q/Z on

the discriminant group. Therefore, we may view the genus more abstractly in terms of

an arbitrary finite Abelian group A and a quadratic form q : A→ Q/Z, making no direct

reference to an underlying lattice. We will sometimes call such a quadratic form a finite

quadratic form to emphasize that its domain is a finite Abelian group. The elements of

the group A are the particle types in the bulk Abelian topological phase.

Now suppose we have two bulk theories associated with Abelian groups A, A′,

quadratic forms q : A → Q/Z, q′ : A′ → Q/Z and chiral central charges c−, c
′
−. These

theories are the same precisely when the chiral central charges satisfy c− ≡ c′− mod 24,

and when the associated quadratic forms are isomorphic. This latter condition means

that there exists a group isomorphism f : A′ → A such that q′ = q ◦ f . Note that if the

quadratic forms are isomorphic then the chiral central charges must be equal (mod 8)
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according to the Gauss-Milgram sum. However, the bulk theories are the same only if

they satisfy the stricter condition that their central charges are equal modulo 24.

The implications of this become more apparent after observing that any Abelian

group factors as a direct sum A ≃ ⊕pAp over primes dividing |A|, where Ap ⊂ A

is the p-primary subgroup of elements with order a power of p. Any isomorphism

f : A′ → A must respect this factorization by decomposing as f = ⊕pfp, with each

fp : A
′
p → Ap. Furthermore, every finite quadratic form decomposes into a direct sum

q = ⊕pqp of p-primary forms; we call qp the p-part of q. This ultimately leads to a

physical interpretation for p-adic integral equivalence: if p is odd, two K-matrices are

p-adically integrally equivalent precisely when the p-parts of their associated quadratic

forms are isomorphic. Additional subtleties arise when p = 2 but, as we will see, these

are the reason for the distinction between σx- and σz-equivalence.

The image of a given finite quadratic form q is a finite cyclic subgroup N−1
q Z/Z ⊂

Q/Z isomorphic to Z/Nq, where Nq is the level of the finite quadratic form q. The level

is the smallest integer N such that q factors through Z/N , implying that the topological

spins of particles in Aq are Nqth roots of unity. Because the level of the direct sum of

finite quadratic forms is the least common multiple of the levels of the summands, the

level of q = ⊕pqp is equal to the product Nq =
∏

pNqp of the levels of the qp. If p is

odd, the level of qp is the order of the largest cyclic subgroup of Ap, while it is typically

twice as big for q2. Physically, this means that the entire theory uniquely factors into a
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tensor product of anyon theories such that the topological spins of the anyons in the pth

theory are pth-power roots of unity. This decomposition lets us express a local-to-global

principle for finite quadratic forms: q and q′ are isomorphic iff qp and q′p are for every

p. Indeed, if one views prime numbers as “points” in an abstract topological space4,

this principle says that q and q′ are globally equivalent (at all primes) iff they are locally

equivalent at each prime dividing |A|.

Further information about the prime theories is obtained by decomposing each Ap

into a product

Ap ≃
mp∏

m=0

(Z/pm)dpm (4.74)

of cyclic groups, where dp0 , . . . , dpmp−1 ≥ 0 and dpmp > 0. When p is odd, there is a 1-1

correspondence between bilinear and quadratic forms on Ap because multiplication by

2 is invertible in every Z/pm. Furthermore, given a quadratic form qp on Ap for odd p,

we claim there always exists an automorphism g ∈ Aut(Ap) that fully diagonalizes qp

relative to a fixed decomposition (4.74) such that

qp ◦ g =
⊕

m

(
q+pm ⊕ . . .⊕ q+pm ⊕ q±pm
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dpm terms

)
, (4.75)

where

q+pm(x) =
1

pm
2−1x2 mod Z,

4This space is known as Spec(Z). Rational numbers are identified with functions on this space
according to their prime factorizations.
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q−pm(x) =
1

pm
up2

−1x2 mod Z

and up is some fixed non-square modulo pn. A dual perspective is that, given qp, it is

always possible to choose a decomposition (4.74) of Ap relative to which qp has the form

of the right-hand-side of (4.75). However, not every decomposition will work for a given

qp because Aut(Ap) can mix the different cyclic factors. For example, Aut((Z/p)d) ≃

GL(d,Z/p) mixes the cyclic factors of order p. There will also be automorphisms mixing

lower-order generators with ones of higher order, such as the automorphism of Z/3 ⊕

Z/9 = 〈α3, α9〉 defined on generators by α3 7→ α3 and α9 7→ α3 + α9. Physically, this

means that the anyon theory associated to Ap further decomposes into a tensor product

of “cyclic” theories, although now such decompositions are not unique because one can

always redefine the particle types via automorphisms of Ap.

4.5.4 p-adic Symbols

Two K-matrices are p-adically integrally equivalent iff the diagonalizations of the

p-parts of their associated finite quadratic forms coincide. The numbers dpm and the

sign of the last form in the mth block thus form a complete set of invariants for p-

adic integral equivalence of K-matrices. This data is encoded into the p-adic symbol,

which is written as 1±d
p0p±d

p1 (p2)±d
p2 · · · (terms with dpm = 0 are omitted) and can
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be computed using Sage.152 Two K-matrices are p-adically integrally equivalent iff their

p-adic symbols coincide.

The p-adic symbol can be computed more directly by noting that K-matrices are

equivalent over the p-adic integers when they are equivalent by a rational transformation

whose determinant and matrix entries do not involve dividing by p. Such transformations

can be reduced modulo arbitrary powers of p and give rise to automorphisms of the p-

part Ap of the discriminant group. Given a K-matrix K, there always exists a p-adically

integral transformation g putting K into p-adically block diagonalized 143 form

gKgT = Kp0 ⊕ pKp1 ⊕ p2Kp2 ⊕ · · · , (4.76)

where det(Kpm) is prime to p for every m.

A more direct characterization of the genus can now be given: Two K-matrices are in

the same genus iff they are related by a rational transformation whose determinant and

matrix entries are relatively prime to twice the determinant, or rather, to the level N

of the associated discriminant forms. Such a transformation suffices to simultaneously

p-adically block-diagonalize K over the p-adic integers for every p dividing twice the

determinant, and a similar reduction yields the entire quadratic form on the discriminant

group, with some extra complications when p = 2. Such a non-integral transformation

mapping two edge theories as g(Λ1) = Λ2 does not, however induce fractionalization in

the bulk since it reduces to an isomorphism between the discriminant groups Λ∗
1/Λ1 →
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Λ∗
2/Λ2. For example, the ν = 12/11 K-matrices (4.32) and (4.37) are related by the

following rational transformation that divides by 3:

(
1 0
−1/3 1

)(
3 1
1 4

)(
1 −1/3
0 1

)

=

(
1 0
0 11

)

.

One might be tempted to look at this transformation and conclude that one of the

particle types on the left-hand-side has undergone fractionalization and divided into 3

partons (due to the−1/3 entries in the matrix), thereby leading to the phase on the right-

hand-side. But in mod 11 arithmetic, the number 3 is invertible, so no fractionalization

has actually occurred.

When p 6= 2, the p-adic symbol can be directly computed from any such p-adic block

diagonalization, as the term (pm)±dpm records the dimension dpm = dim(Kpm) and sign

± of det(Kpm), the latter being given by the Legendre symbol

(
det(Kpm)

p

)

=







+1 if p is a square mod p

−1 if p is not a square mod p.

In this case, it is further possible to p-adically diagonalize all of the blocks Kpm , in

which case there exists a p-adically integral transformation g that diagonalizes the form

Q(x) = 1
2
xTK−1x on the dual lattice Λ∗ such that its reduction modulo Λ takes the

form (4.75).

When p = 2, it is possible that only some of the blocks K2m in the decomposition

(4.76) can be 2-adically diagonalized143 (we call these blocks odd). The remaining even
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K-matrix p-adic symbols quadratic form
(
1 0
0 7

)
1+2
0 1+17+1

q+7
(
2 1
1 4

)
1+2
even 1+17+1

(
1 0
0 11

)

1−2
4 1+111+1 q+11

(
3 1
1 4

)

(
3 0
0 5

)
1+2
0 1−13+1 1−15+1

q+3 ⊕ q+5(
2 1
1 8

)
1+2
even 1−13+1 1−15+1

(
2 3
3 16

)

1+2
even 1+123+1 q+23

(
4 1
1 6

)

KA4
1−4
even 1+35+1

q+55⊕ I3 1−4
0 1+35+1

KE8
1+8
even

0I8 1+8
0

KE8
⊕ I4

1+12
4 0I12

KD+
12(
2

2

)
2+2
even q+2,2

KD4
1−2
even2

−2
even q−2,2(

4 2
2 4

)
2−2
even 1+13+1 q−2,2 ⊕ q+3

Figure 4.1: p-adic symbols and discriminant quadratic forms for various K-

matrices appearing in this paper. We begin with the canonical 2-adic symbol in

every case, followed by the symbols for each prime dividing the determinant. Each

block contains inequivalent-but-stably-equivalent matrices. The last few rows contain

K-matrices giving rise to some of the exceptional 2-adic quadratic forms mentioned in

the text.
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blocks can only be block diagonalized into 2× 2 blocks of the form
(
2a b
b 2c

)
with b odd,

or rather, some number of copies of σx and
(
2 1
1 2

)
. As with odd p, the 2-adic symbol

associated to such a block diagonalization records the dimensions d2m of the blocks,

together with the signs of the determinants det(K2m), which are given by the Jacobi

symbols

(
2

det(K2m)

)

=







+1 if det(K2m) ≡ ±1 mod 8

−1 if det(K2m) ≡ ±3 mod 8

and record whether or not det(Kpm) is a square mod 8. In addition to this data, the 2-

adic symbol also records the parities as well as the traces TrK2m mod 8 of the odd blocks.

An additional complication is that a given K-matrix can be 2-adically diagonalized in

more than one way, and while the dimensions and parities of the blocks will be the same,

the signs and traces of the odd blocks – and thus the 2-adic symbols – can be different.

While this makes checking 2-adic equivalence more difficult, it is nonetheless possible to

define a canonical 2-adic symbol143 that is a complete invariant for 2-adic equivalence.

We record these canonical 2-adic symbols for many of the K-matrices considered in this

paper in Table 4.1.

The reason for the additional complexity when p = 2 is because multiplication by 2

is not invertible on the 2-primary part (Q/Z)2 of Q/Z. This implies that if q refines a

bilinear form on a 2-group then so does q+ 1
2
mod Z, and sometimes these refinements are

not isomorphic. For example, there is only one nondegenerate bilinear form b2(x, y) =
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xy
2
mod Z on Z/2, with two non-isomorphic quadratic refinements q±2 (x) = ±x

4
mod Z.

Each of these refinements has level 4 and corresponds respectively to the semion K = (2)

and its conjugate K = (−2). These give the S and T matrices

S2 =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)

, T±
2 = e∓

2πi
24

(
1
±i

)

.

On Z/2 × Z/2, there are two isomorphism classes of nondegenerate bilinear forms.

The first class is represented by

(b2 ⊕ b2)(x, y) = 1
2
(x1y1 + x2y2) mod Z

and has the S-matrix

S2 ⊗ S2 =
1

2







1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1






.

All the refinements in this case have level 4 and are given by tensor products of semions.

Up to isomorphism, this gives three refinements q+2 ⊕q+2 , q+2 ⊕q−2 and q−2 ⊕q−2 , determined

by the K-matrices
(
2
2

)
,
(
2
−2

)
and

( −2
−2

)
with c− = 2, 0,−2 respectively.

The second class of bilinear forms on Z/2× Z/2 contains the single form

b2,2(x, y) =
1
2
(x1y2 + x2y1) mod Z

and gives the S-matrix

S2,2 =
1

2







1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1






.
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It is refined by two isomorphism classes q±2,2 of quadratic forms with T-matrices T±
2,2 =

diag(1,±1,±1,−1) (these have level 2, the exception to the rule), up to the usual phase

of −2πic−/24. The form q+2,2 is given by the K-matrix
(

2
2

)
and corresponds to the toric

code. The form q−2,2 is given by the K-matrix

KD4
=







2 0 1 0
0 2 −1 0
1 −1 2 −1
0 0 −1 2







of SO(8)1, or equivalently, by the restriction of the quadratic form associated to the K-

matrix
(
4 2
2 4

)
to the 2-part of its discriminant group Z/2× Z/2× Z/3. Again, these are

distinguished by their signatures, which are 0 and 4 mod 8. The 2-adic diagonalizations

of these K-matrices contain examples of even blocks, as illustrated in to even blocks in

Table 4.1.

Further complexity arises for higher powers of 2: There are two bilinear forms b±4 on

Z/4, and four b1,3,5,72m on each Z/2m when m ≥ 3. There are also four quadratic forms

q1,3,5,72m on Z/2m for every m ≥ 2, all with level 2m+1. Therefore, the bilinear forms

b±4 have two refinements each, while the rest have unique refinements. On top of all

this, even more complexity arises from the fact that factorizations of such forms is not

typically unique. It is therefore less straightforward to check equivalence of 2-adic forms.

It is nonetheless still possible to define a canonical 2-adic symbol143 that is a complete

invariant for 2-adic equivalence of K-matrices. However, this symbol carries strictly more

information than the isomorphism class of the 2-part of the discriminant form because it
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knows the parity of K. To characterize the even-odd equivalences that we investigate in

the next section, the usual 2-adic equivalence is replaced with equivalence of the 2-parts

of discriminant forms as in the odd p case above.

The 2-adic symbol contains slightly more information than just the equivalence class

of a quadratic form on the discriminant group. This is evident in our even-odd examples,

for which all p-adic symbols for odd p coincide, with the only difference occurring in the

2-adic symbol. It is however clear that two K-matrices Keven and Kodd of different

parities are stably equivalent precisely when either Keven ⊕ 1 and Kodd ⊕ 1 are in the

same genus, or otherwise, when Keven ⊕ σz and Kodd ⊕ σz are in the same genus. A

detailed study of the 2-adic symbols in this context will appear elsewhere.

4.6 Stable Equivalence between Odd and Even Ma-

trices: Fermionic Bulk States with Bosonic Edges

We now focus on the case of fermionic systems, which are described by odd K-

matrices (i.e., matrices that have at least one odd number on the diagonal). We ask:

Under what circumstances is such a K-matrix equivalent, upon enlargement by σz (or

σx, since it makes no difference for an odd matrix), to an even K-matrix enlarged by σz:

Kodd ⊕ σz = W T (Keven ⊕ σz)W? (4.77)
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This question can be answered using the theory of quadratic refinements.141,142

As we have alluded to earlier, the naive definition of a quadratic form on the discrimi-

nant group breaks down for odd matrices. To be more concrete, 1
2
~u2 (mod 1) is no longer

well-defined on the discriminant group. In order to be well-defined on the discriminant

group, shifting ~u by a lattice vector λ ∈ Λ must leave q(~u) invariant modulo integers,

so that e2πiq(~u) in Eq. (4.23) is independent of which representative in Λ∗ we take for an

equivalence class in A = Λ∗/Λ. When K is odd, there are some vectors λ in the original

lattice Λ such that

q(~u+ λ) ≡ q(~u) +
1

2
mod 1. (4.78)

Physically, such a vector is just an electron (λ · λ is an odd integer). One can attach

an odd number of electrons to any quasiparticle and change the exchange statistics

by −1. In a sense, the discriminant group should be enlarged to A ⊕ (A + λodd):

quasiparticles come in doublets composed of particles with opposite fermion parity, and

therefore opposite topological twists. The Gauss-Milgram sum over this enlarged set of

quasiparticles is identically zero, which is a clear signature that the Abelian topological

phase defined by an odd K-matrix is not a TQFT in the usual sense.

While the T matrix is not well-defined for a fermionic theory, the S matrix, which

is determined by the discriminant bilinear form b([~v], [~v′]), makes perfect sense. This

is because a full braid of one electron around any other particle does not generate a

non-trivial phase.
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Given a bilinear form b, a systematic approach for defining a quadratic form that is

well-defined on the discriminant group comes from the theory of quadratic refinements.

The crucial result is that a given bilinear form can always be lifted to a quadratic form

q on the discriminant group. The precise meaning of “lifting” is that there exists a

well-defined discriminant quadratic form such that b([~v], [~v′]) = q([~v + ~v′]) − q([~v]) −

q([~v′]).141,142 With q, the topological twists are well-defined: e2πiq(~u) = e2πiq(~u+
~λ) for all

~u ∈ Λ∗ and λ ∈ Λ. We will give a constructive proof for the existence of such a q, given

any odd K-matrix.

Once the existence of such a quadratic form q([~v]) is established, we can evaluate the

Gauss-Milgram sum (4.27) and determine c− mod 8. We then appeal to the following

result of Nikulin:144

Corollary 1.10.2: Given an Abelian group A, a quadratic form q on A, and positive

integers (r+, r−) that satisfy the Gauss-Milgram sum for q, there exists an even lattice

with discriminant group A, quadratic form q on the discriminant group, and signature

(r+, r−), provided r+ + r− is sufficiently-large.

Using Corollary 1.10.2, we immediately see that an even lattice characterized by

(A, q, c− mod 8) exists, whose Gram matrix is denoted by Keven. Recall that the chiral

central charge c− is equal to the signature σ = r+− r− of the lattice. Next we show that

Keven is σz-stably equivalent to the odd matrix we started with: namely, (4.77) holds for
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this Keven. Since Keven and K share the same discriminant group and S matrix, they

are stably equivalent upon adding unimodular lattices, according to Theorem 1. 1. 9.

In other words, there exist unimodular matrices U and U ′ such that

K ⊕ U ≃ Keven ⊕ U ′. (4.79)

Apparently U ′ must be odd. We now add to both sides of the equation the conjugate of

U ′ denoted by U ′:

K ⊕ (U ⊕ U ′) ≃ Keven ⊕ (U ′ ⊕ U ′). (4.80)

On the right-hand side, U ′ ⊗ U ′ is equivalent to σz ⊕ σz ⊕ · · · σz. On the left-hand

side, U ⊕ U ′ can be transformed to the direct sum of In where n = σ(U) − σ(U ′) =

σ(Keven) − σ(K) and several σz/x’s. Here In is the |n| × |n| identity matrix and when

n is negative we take it to be −I|n|. If n 6= 0 mod 8, then Keven has a different chiral

central charge as K. Therefore we have arrived at the following theorem:

For any odd K matrix, K⊕ In is σz-stably equivalent to an even K-matrix for an appro-

priate n.

The physical implication is that by adding a certain number of Landau levels the edge

phase of a fermionic Abelian topological phase is always stably equivalent to a purely

bosonic edge phase which has no electron excitations in its low-energy spectrum.
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The possible central charges of the bosonic edge theory are cferm+n+8m for m ∈ Z.

We can consider a fermionic system with an additional 8m + n Landau levels, where

m is the smallest positive integer such that 8m + n > 0. Such a fermionic theory has

precisely the same discriminant group as the original fermionic theory and, consequently,

is associated with precisely the same bosonic system defined by the refinement q([~u]).

So even if the original fermionic theory does not have a stable chiral edge phase with

only bosonic excitations, there is a closely-related fermionic theory with some extra

filled Landau levels which does have a chiral edge phase whose gapless excitations are

all bosonic. A simple example of this is given by the ν = 1/5 Laughlin state, which has

K = 5. The corresponding bosonic state has c = 4, so the ν = 1/5 Laughlin state does

not have a chiral edge phase whose gapless excitations are all bosonic. However, the

central charges do match if, instead, we consider the ν = 3+ 1
5
= 16/5 state. This state

does have a bosonic edge phase, with K-matrix

KA4
=







2 1 0 0
1 2 1 0
0 1 2 1
0 0 1 2







(4.81)

corresponding to SU(5)1. (Ordinarily, the Cartan matrix for SU(5) is written with −1s

off-diagonal, but by a change of basis we can make them equal to +1.)

In the following we demonstrate concretely how to obtain a particular discriminant

quadratic form q, starting from the odd lattice given by K. We already know that the

naive definition 1
2
~u2(mod 1) does not qualify as a discriminant quadratic form. In order
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to define a quadratic form on the discriminant group, we first define a quadratic function

Qw(~u) according to:

Qw(~u) =
1

2
~u2 − 1

2
~u · ~w, (4.82)

for ~w ∈ Λ∗. Such a linear shift preserves the relation between the quadratic function (T

matrix) and the bilinear form (S matrix):

Qw(~u+ ~v)−Qw(~u)−Qw(~v) = ~u · ~v. (4.83)

(Notice that ~u · ~v is the symmetric bilinear form b(~u,~v) in Stirling’s thesis142). Notice

that at this stage Qw is not yet a quadratic form on A, being just a quadratic function.

If, for any λ ∈ Λ, Qw satisfies Qw(~u+ λ) ≡ Qw(~u)mod 1 or, in other words,

λ · λ ≡ λ · ~wmod 2. (4.84)

then we can define the following quadratic form on the discriminant group:

q([~u]) = Qw(~u).

Expanding ~w in the basis of the dual lattice ~w = wI
~f I and expanding λ

I~eI , we find that

this condition is satisfied if we take wI ≡ KII mod 2. Thus, for a Hall state expressed

in the symmetric basis, we may identify ~w with twice the spin vector sI = KII/2.
135,153

A central result of Ref. 141 is that such a ~w leads to a generalized Gauss-Milgram

sum:

1
√

|A|
e

2πi
8

~w2
∑

~u

e2πiQ~w(~u) = e2πiσ/8, (4.85)
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where, in order for the notation to coincide, we have replaced the chiral central charge

with the signature σ on the right-hand-side of the above equation. Note that the choice

of ~w here is not unique. We can check that the modified Gauss-Milgram sum holds for

~w + 2λ∗ where λ
∗ ∈ Λ∗. First note that

Q~w+2λ∗(~u) =
1

2
~u2 − 1

2
~u · ~w − ~u · λ∗ = Q~w(~u− λ

∗)− 1

2
λ

∗2 − 1

2
λ

∗ · ~w, (4.86)

while at the same time

(~w + 2λ∗)2 = ~w2 + 4λ∗ · ~w + 4λ∗2. (4.87)

Therefore,

e
2πi
8

(~w+2λ∗)2
∑

~u

e2πiQ~w+2λ∗ (~u) = e
2πi
8

~w2
∑

~u

e2πiQ~w(~u−λ∗) = e2πiσ/8. (4.88)

One can freely shift ~w by 2λ∗. Consequently, ~w is really an equivalence class in Λ∗/2Λ∗.

In Appendix E, we further prove that such a representative ~w can always be chosen

to lie in the original lattice Λ. We denote such a ~w by ~w0. The advantage of such a

choice can be seen from the expression

e2πiQ~w0
(~u) = eπi~u

2

eπi~u·~w0

the topological twists. Since ~w0 now lives in Λ, we have ~u · ~w0 ∈ Z and eπi~u·~w0 = ±1.

This corroborates our intuition that one can salvage the Gauss-Milgram sum in the case

of odd matrices by inserting appropriate signs in the sum.
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In addition, we can prove that our quadratic function now defines a finite quadratic

form because Q~w0
(n~u) ≡ n2Q~w0

(~u) mod Z. To see why this is true, we use the definition

of q:

Q~w0
(n~u) =

n2

2
~u2 − n

2
~u · ~w0 ≡

(
n2

2
~u2 − n2

2
~u · ~w0

)

mod Z. (4.89)

The second equality follows from the elementary fact that n2 ≡ n (mod 2) together with

~u · ~w0 ∈ Z. Therefore the definition q([~u]) = Q~w0
(~u) mod Z is well-defined.

Having found the discriminant quadratic form q(~u), the generalized Gauss-Milgram

sum now can be re-interpreted as the ordinary Gauss-Milgram sum of a bosonic Abelian

topological phase. As aforementioned, there exists a lifting to an even lattice with the

signature σ′ ≡ (σ − ~w2
0)mod 8 where σ is the signature of the odd matrix K and thus

the number of Landau levels we need to add is n = −~w2
0 mod 8.

Hence, we have the sufficient condition for the existence of an even lattice that is

stably equivalent to a given odd lattice: σ′ = σ, or ~w2
0 ≡ 0mod 8.

An obvious drawback of this discussion is that it is not constructive (which stems

from the non-constructive nature of the proof of Nikulin’s theorem144): we do not know

how to construct uniquely the even matrix corresponding to a given discriminant group,

quadratic form q, and central charge c. The distinct ways of lifting usually result in

lattices with different signatures.
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4.7 Novel Chiral Edge Phases of the Conventional

Bulk Fermionic ν = 8, 12, 8
15,

16
5 states

Now that the general framework has been established, in this section we consider a

few experimentally relevant examples and their tunneling signatures.

4.7.1 ν = 8

The integer quantum Hall states are the easiest to produce in experiment and are

considered to be well understood theoretically. But surprisingly, integer fillings, too, can

exhibit edge phase transitions. The smallest integer filling for which this can occur is

at ν = 8, because eight is the smallest dimension for which there exist two equivalence

classes of unimodular matrices. One class contains the identity matrix, I8, and the other

contains KE8
, defined in Appendix F, which is generated by the roots of the Lie algebra

of E8. KE8
is an even matrix and hence describes a system whose gapless excitations

are all bosonic124,133 (although if we consider the bosons to be paired fermions, it must

contain gapped fermionic excitations.) Yet, counterintuitively, it is stably equivalent to

the fermionic I8; for W8 defined in Appendix F,

W T
8 (KE8

⊕ σz)W8 = I8 ⊕ σz, (4.90)
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This is an example of the general theory explained in Section 4.6, but it is an extreme

case in which both phases have only a single particle type – the trivial particle. The

chiral central charges of both phases are equal and so Nikulin’s theorem guarantees

that the two bulk phases are equivalent (when the bosonic E8 state is understood to be

ultimately built out of electrons) and that there is a corresponding edge phase transition

between the two chiral theories.

The action describing the I8 state with an additional left- and right-moving mode is

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
(I8 ⊕ σz)IJ ∂tφI∂xφ

J − 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J +

1

2π

∑

I

ǫµν∂µφ
IAν

)

. (4.91)

The charge vector is implicitly tI = 1 for all I. As we have shown in previous sections,

the basis change φ′ = W8φ makes it straightforward to see that if the perturbation

S ′ =

∫

dxdtu′ cos (φ′
9 ± φ′

10) (4.92)

is the only relevant term, then the two modes φ′
9 and φ′

10 would be gapped and the

system would effectively be described by KE8
.

As in the previous examples, measurements that probe the edge structure can distin-

guish the two phases of the edge. Consider, first, transport through a QPC that allows

tunneling between the two edges of the Hall bar. In the ν = 8 state with K = I8, the

backscattered current will be proportional to the voltage

IbI8 ∝ V (4.93)
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because the most relevant backscattering operators, cos(φT
I −φB

I ), correspond to the tun-

neling of electrons. In contrast, whenK = KE8
, there is no single-electron backscattering

term. Instead, the most relevant operator is the backscattering of charge-2e bosons – i.e.

of pairs of electrons – from terms like cos(φ′T
1 − φ′T

4 − φ′B
1 + φ′B

4 ), which yields different

current-voltage relation

IbE8
∝ V 3. (4.94)

An alternative probe is given by tunneling into the edge from a metallic lead. In the

K = I8 case, the leading contribution is due to electrons tunneling between the lead and

the Hall bar from the terms ψ†
leade

iφT
I , yielding

ItunI8
∝ V. (4.95)

However, in the KE8
case there are no fermionic charge-e operators to couple to the

electrons tunneling from the lead. Instead, the leading term must involve two electrons

from the lead tunneling together into the Hall bar. The amplitude for this event may

be so small that there is no detectable current. If the amplitude is detectable, then

we consider two cases: if the quantum Hall state is not spin-polarized or if spin is

not conserved (e.g. due to spin-orbit interaction), then the leading contribution to the

tunneling current is from terms like ψ†
lead,↓ψ

†
lead,↑e

iφ′T
1

−iφ′T
4 , which represents two electrons

of opposite spin tunneling together into the Hall bar, yielding

ItunE8
∝ V 3. (4.96)
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If the quantum Hall state is spin-polarized, and tunneling from the lead is spin-conserving,

then the pair of electrons that tunnels from the lead must be a spin-polarized p-wave

pair, corresponding to a tunneling term like ψ†
lead,↓∂ψ

†
lead,↓e

iφ′T
1

−iφ′T
4 in the Lagrangian,

and we instead expect

ItunE8
∝ V 5. (4.97)

Another important distinction between the two edge phases is the minimal value of

electric charge in the low-energy sector, which can be probed by a shot-noice measure-

ment,29,30 as was done in the ν = 1/3 fractional quantum Hall state.31,32 The I8 phase

has gapless electrons, so the minimal charge is just the unit charge e. However, the E8

edge phase is bosonic and consequently the minimal charge is at least 2e (i.e. a pair of

electrons). (Electrons are gapped and, therefore, do not contribute to transport at low

temperatures and voltages.) Quantum shot noise, generated by weak-backscattering at

the QPC is proportional to the minimal current-carrying charge and the average cur-

rent. So we expect a shot-noise measurement can also distinguish the two edge phases

unambiguously.

4.7.2 ν = 12

In dimensions-9, -10, and -11, there exist two unique positive definite unimodular

lattices, whose K-matrices are (in the usual canonical bases) I9,10,11 or KE8
⊕ I1,2,3. In
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each dimension, the two lattices, when enlarged by direct sum with σz, are related by

the similarity transformation of the previous section. However in dimension-12, a new

lattice appears, D+
12, defined in Appendix F. One salient feature of this matrix is that it

has an odd element along the diagonal, but it is not equal to 1, which is a symptom of

the fact that there are vectors in this lattice that have odd (length)2 but none of them

have (length)2=1. The minimum (length)2 is 2. Upon taking the direct sum with σz,

the resulting matrix is equivalent to I12 ⊕ σz – and hence to KE8
⊕ I4 ⊕ σz using the

transformation of the previous section – by the relation W T
12(KD+

12
⊕ σz)W12 = I12 ⊕ σz,

where W12 is defined in Appendix F.

Consider the action of the ν = 12 state with two additional counter propagating

gapless modes and with the implicit charge vector tI = 1:

S =

∫

dx dt

(
1

4π
(I12 ⊕ σz)IJ ∂tφI∂xφ

J− 1

4π
VIJ∂xφ

I∂xφ
J+

1

2π

∑

I

ǫµν∂µφ
IAν

)

. (4.98)

The matrix W12 suggests a natural basis change φ′ = W12φ in which the perturbation

S ′ =

∫

dxdtu′ cos (φ′
9 ± φ′

10) (4.99)

can open a gap, leaving behind an effective theory described by KD+
12
.

It is difficult to distinguish the I12 edge phase from the E8 ⊕ I4 phase because both

phases have charge-e fermions with scaling dimension-1/2. However, both of these edge

phases can be distinguished from the D+
12 phase in the manner described for the ν = 8

phases in the previous subsection. At a QPC, the most relevant backscattering terms
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will have scaling dimension 1; one example is the term cos(φ′T
11 − φ′B

11), which yields the

current-voltage relation

Ib
D+

12

∝ V 3. (4.100)

This is the same as in the E8 edge phase at ν = 8 because the most-relevant backscat-

tering operator is a charge-2e bosonic operator with scaling dimension 2. There is a

charge-e fermionic operator exp(i(φ′T
2 + 2φ′T

12)), but it has scaling dimension 3/2. Its

contribution to the backscattered current is ∝ V 5, which is sub-leading compared to the

contribution above, although its bare coefficient may be larger. However, if we couple

the edge to a metallic lead via ψ†
lead exp(i(φ

′T
2 + 2φ′T

12)), single-electron tunneling is the

dominant contribution for a spin-polarized edge, yielding

Itun
D+

12

∝ V 3, (4.101)

while pair tunneling via the coupling ψ†
lead∂ψ

†
leade

iφ′T
11 gives a sub-leading contribution

∝ V 5. If the edge is spin-unpolarized, pair tunneling via the coupling ψ†
lead,↑ψ

†
lead,↓e

iφ′T
11

gives a contribution with the same V dependence as single-electron tunneling.

4.7.3 Fractional Quantum Hall States with Multiple Edge Phases

In Section 4.3, we discussed the ν = 8/7 state, which has two possible edge phases.

Our second fermionic fractional quantum Hall example is

K1 =

(
3 0
0 5

)

(4.102)
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with t = (1, 1)T . We again assume that a pair of gapped modes interacts with these two

modes, and we assume that they are modes of oppositely-charged particles (e.g. holes),

so that t = (1, 1,−1,−1)T . Upon enlarging by σz, we find thatK1⊕σz = W T (K2⊕σz)W ,

where

K2 =

(
2 1
1 8

)

(4.103)

and

W =







1 3 0 1
0 3 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 8 0 3






. (4.104)

If the following perturbation is relevant, it gaps out a pair of modes:

S ′ =

∫

dx dt u′ cos(−3φ1 − 5φ2 + φ3 + 3φ4). (4.105)

Under the basis change (4.104), −3φ1 − 5φ2 + φ3 + 3φ4 = φ′
3 + φ′

4, so the remaining

theory has K-matrix (4.103).

In the K1 edge phase (4.102), the backscattered current at a QPC is dominated by

the tunneling term cos(φT
2 − φB

2 ), which yields

Ib1 ∝ V −3/5, (4.106)

while the tunneling current from a metallic lead is dominated by the single-electron

tunneling term ψ†
leade

3iφT
1 , which yields

Itun1 ∝ V 3. (4.107)
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In the K2 edge phase (4.103), the backscattered current at a QPC is dominated by the

tunneling term cos(φ′T
2 − φ′B

2 ), yielding

Ib1 ∝ V −11/15, (4.108)

while the tunneling current from a metallic lead is dominated by the pair-tunneling term

ψ†
lead∂ψ

†
leade

iφ′T
1

−7iφ′T
2 , which assumes a spin-polarized edge, and yields

Itun2 ∝ V 11. (4.109)

As we discussed in Section 4.6, the ν = 16/5 state can have two possible edge phases,

one with

K1 =







1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 5






, (4.110)

which is essentially the edge of the ν = 1/5 state, together with 3 integer quantum Hall

edges. The other possible phase has

K2 =







2 1 0 0
1 2 1 0
0 1 2 1
0 0 1 2






. (4.111)

Upon enlarging by a pair of gapped modes, the two matrices are related by K1 ⊕ σz =

W T (K2 ⊕ σz)W , where

W =











1 0 0 2 0 −1
−1 1 0 −4 0 2
1 −1 1 6 0 −3
−1 1 −1 −8 1 4
0 0 0 5 0 −2
−1 1 −1 −10 1 5











(4.112)
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If the gapped modes are oppositely charged holes, then the following perturbation carries

no charge:

S ′ =

∫

dxdtu′ cos(−φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − 5φ4 + φ5 + 3φ6) (4.113)

If this perturbation is relevant, it will gap out a pair of modes and leave behind an

effective theory describe by the K-matrix (4.111),

The two edge phases of the ν = 16/5 state can be distinguished by the voltage

dependence of the current backscattered at a quantum point contact and the tunneling

current from a metallic lead. In the K1 edge phase, the backscattered current at a

QPC is dominated by the quasiparticle backscattering term cos(φT
4 − φB

4 ), yielding the

current-voltage relation

Ib1 ∝ V −3/5. (4.114)

In the K2 edge phase, there are several terms that are equally most-relevant, including,

for example cos(φ′T
1 − φ′B

1 ), which yield the current-voltage relation

Ib2 ∝ V 3/5. (4.115)

Meanwhile, in the K1 edge phase, single-electron tunneling from a metallic lead given

by, for example, ψ†
leade

iφT
1 , yields the dependence

Itun1 ∝ V, (4.116)
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while in the K2 edge phase there are only pair-tunneling terms; one such term for a

spin-polarized edge is ψ†
lead∂ψ

†
leade

iφ′T
1

+iφ′T
4 , which yields

Itun2 ∝ V 5. (4.117)

We now consider an example of a bosonic fractional quantum Hall state with ν =

12/23,

Kb
1 =

(
2 3
3 16

)

(4.118)

and t = (1, 1)T . (This is a natural choice of charge vector for bosonic atoms in a

rotating trap. For paired electrons in a magnetic field, it would be more natural to have

t = (2, 2)T ) By a construction similar to the one discussed in the fermionic cases of

ν = 8, 12, 8/7, 8/15 and the bosonic integer quantum Hall cases of ν = 8, 16, this state

has another edge phase described by

Kb
2 =

(
4 1
1 6

)

(4.119)

and t = (1,−1)T . As in the previous cases, the two edge phases can be distinguished by

transport through a QPC or tunneling from a metallic lead.
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4.8 Some Remarks on Genera of Lattices and Bulk

Topological Phases

The focus in this paper is on the multiple possible gapless edge phases associated with

a given bulk topological phase. However, having established that the former correspond

to lattices while the latter correspond to genera of lattices (or, possibly, pairs of genera

of lattices), we note here that some results on genera of lattices published by Nikulin in

Ref. 144 have direct implications for bulk topological phases. We hope to explore these

relations more thoroughly in the future.

We begin by noting that the data that determine a genus of lattices is precisely the

data that determine a 2 + 1-D Abelian topological phase. Recall that the elements of

the discriminant group A of a lattice form the particle content of an Abelian topological

phase. We can turn this around by noting that the particle content and fusion rules

of any Abelian topological phase can be summarized by an Abelian group A whose

elements are the particle types in the theory and whose multiplication rules give the

fusion rules of the theory. The fusion rules take the form of the multiplication rules

of an Abelian group because only one term can appear on the right-hand-side of the

fusion rules in an Abelian topological phase. Meanwhile, specifying the S-matrix for the

topological phase is equivalent to giving a bilinear form on the Abelian group A according

to S[v],[v′] =
1√
|A|
e−2πib([v],[v′]). A quadratic form q on the Abelian group A determines
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the topological twist factors or, equivalently, the T -matrix of an Abelian topological

phase according to θ[v] = e2πiq([~v]). Finally, the signature of the form, the number of

positive and negative eigenvalues r+ and r− of the quadratic form q, determines the

right and left central charges, according to cR = r+ and cL = r−. The chiral central

charge c− = cR − cL is given by c− = r+ − r− which, in turn, determines the modular

transformation properties of states and, consequently, the partition functions of the bulk

theory on closed 3-manifolds (e.g. obtained by cutting a torus out of S3, performing a

Dehn twist, and gluing it back in). The signature is determined (mod 8) by the quadratic

form q, according to the Gauss-Milgram sum:

1
√

|A|
∑

a∈A
e2πiq(a) = e2πic−/8

We now consider Nikulin’s Theorem 1.11.3, given in Section 4.5 and also his result

Proposition 1.11.4: There are at most 4 possible values for the signature (mod 8) for the

quadratic forms associated with a given bilinear form on the discriminant group.

Theorem 1.11.3 (given in Section 4.5) states that the S-matrix and r+− r− (mod 8)

completely and uniquely determine the T -matrix, up to relabellings of the particles that

leave the theory invariant. In Section 4.6 we show constructively that such a T -matrix

exists in the fermionic case. Proposition 1.11.4 tells us that, for a given S-matrix, there

are at most 4 possible values for the signature r+ − r− (mod 8) and, therefore, at most
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4 possible T -matrices. One way to interpret this is that the elements of the T -matrix

are the square roots of the diagonal elements of the S-matrix; therefore, they can be

determined, up to signs from the S-matrix. There are, at most, four consistent ways of

doing this, corresponding to, at most, four possible values of the Gauss-Milgram sum.

Then, Theorem 1.10.2, stated in Section 4.6, tells us that the quadratic form defines

an even lattice. Thus, to any fermionic Abelian topological phase, we can associate a

bosonic Abelian topological phase with the same particle types, fusion rules, and S-

matrix. The bosonic phase has a well-defined T -matrix, unlike the fermionic phase. In

addition, we have:

Theorem 1.3.1: Two lattices S1 and S2 have isomorphic bilinear forms on their discrim-

inant groups if and only if there exist unimodular lattices L1, L2 such that S1 ⊕ L1
∼=

S2 ⊕ L2.

In other words, two lattices have isomorphic bilinear forms if they are stably equiv-

alent under direct sum with arbitrary unimodular lattices, i.e. if we are allowed to take

direct sums with arbitrary direct sums of σx, σz, 1, and KE8
. One example of this is two

lattices in the same genus. They have the same parity, signature, and bilinear form and

are stably equivalent under direct sum with σx, as required by the theorem. However, we

can also consider lattices that are not in the same genus. The example that is relevant

to the present discussion is a pair of theories, one of which is fermionic and the other
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bosonic. They have the same S-matrix but may not have the same chiral central charges.

The theorem tells us that the difference can be made up with unimodular theories. But

since σx and σz do not change the chiral central charge, the unimodular lattices given

by the theorem must be hypercubic lattices. (In the fermionic context, the E8 lattice

is σz-stably equivalent to the 8-dimensional hypercubic lattice.) In other words, every

fermionic Abelian topological phase is equivalent to a bosonic Abelian topological phase,

together with some number of filled Landau levels.

Finally, we consider Nikulin’s Corollary 1.16.3, given in Section 4.5, which states

that the genus of a lattice is determined by its parity, signature, and bilinear form

on the discriminant group. Recall that the parity of a lattice is even or odd according

whether its K-matrix is even or odd. The even case can occur in a purely bosonic system

while the odd case necessarily requires “fundamental” fermions, i.e. fermions that braid

trivially with respect to all other particles. Therefore, specifying the parity, signature,

and bilinear form on an Abelian group A is equivalent to specifying (1) whether or not

the phase can occur in a system in which the microscopic constituents are all bosons,

(2) the S-matrix, and (3) the chiral central charge. (According to the previous theorem,

the T -matrix is determined by the latter two.) This is sufficient to specify any Abelian

topological phase. According to Corollary 1.16.3, these quantities specify a genus of

lattices. Thus, given any Abelian topological phase, there is an associated genus of

lattices. We can take any lattice in this genus, compute the associated K-matrix (in
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some basis) and define a U(1)r++r− Chern-Simons theory. A change of basis of the lattice

corresponds to a change of variables in the Chern-Simons theory. Different lattices in the

same genus correspond to different equivalent U(1)r++r− Chern-Simons theories for the

same topological phase. Therefore, it follows from Corollary 1.16.3 that every Abelian

topological phase can be represented as a U(1)N Chern-Simons theory.

4.9 Discussion

A theoretical construction of a bulk quantum Hall state typically suggests a particular

edge phase, which we will call K1. The simplest example of this is given by integer

quantum Hall states, as we discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.7. However, there is no reason

to believe that the state observed in experiments is in this particular edge phaseK1. This

is particularly important because the exponents associated with gapless edge excitations,

as measured through quantum point contacts, for instance, are among the few ways to

identify the topological order of the state.50,154 In fact, such experiments are virtually the

only way to probe the state in the absence of interferometry experiments33,58,87,94,96,99,155

that could measure quasiparticle braiding properties. Thus, given an edge theory K2

that is deduced from experiments, we need to know if a purely edge phase transition

can take the system from K1 to K2 – in other words, whether the edge theory K2

is consistent with the proposed theoretical construction of the bulk state. We would
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also like to predict, given an edge theory K2 deduced from experiments, what other

edge phases K3, K4, . . . might be reached by tuning parameters at the edge, such as the

steepness of the confining potential. In this paper, we have given answers to these two

questions.

The exotic edge phases at ν = 8, 12 discussed in this paper may be realized in exper-

iments in a number of materials which display the integer quantum Hall effect. These

include Si-MOSFETs,2 GaAs heterojunctions and quantum wells (see, e.g. Refs. 5, 156

and references therein), InAs quanutm wells,157 graphene,158 polar ZnO/MgxZn1−xO

interfaces.159 In all of these systems, edge excitations can interact strongly and could

be in an E8 phase at ν = 8 or the D+
12 phase or the E8 ⊕ I4 phase at ν = 12. To the

best of our knowledge, there are no published studies of the detailed properties of edge

excitations at these integer quantum Hall states.

The novel edge phase that we have predicted at ν = 16/5 could occur at the ν =

3+1/5 state that has been observed160 in a 31 million cm2/Vs mobility GaAs quantum

well. This edge phase is dramatically different than the edge of the ν = 1/5 Laughlin

state weakly-coupled to 3 filled Landau levels. Meanwhile, a ν = 8/15 state could occur

in an unbalanced double-layer system (or, possibly, in a single wide quantum well) with

ν = 1/3 and 1/5 fractional quantum Hall states in the two layers. Even if the bulks

of the two layers are very weakly-correlated, the edges may interact strongly, thereby

leading to the alternative edge phase that we predict. Finally, if an ν = 8/7 state is
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observed, then, as in the two cases mentioned above, it could have an edge phase without

gapless fermionic excitations.

We have focussed on the relationship between theK-matrices of different edge phases

of the same bulk. However, in a quantum Hall state, there is also a t-vector, which

specifies how the topological phase is coupled to the electromagnetic field. An Abelian

topological phase specified by a K-matrix splits into several phases with inequivalent

t-vectors. Therefore, two different K-matrices that are stably equivalent may still belong

to different phases if the corresponding t-vectors are are not related by the appropriate

similarity transformation. However, in all of the examples that we have studied, given a

(K, t) pair, and aK ′ stably equivalent toK, we were always able to find a t′ related to t by

the appropriate similarity transformation. Said differently, we were always able to find an

edge phase transition driven by a charge-conserving perturbation. It would be interesting

to see if there are cases in which there is no charge-conserving phase transition between

stably-equivalent K, K ′ so that charge-conservation symmetry presents an obstruction

to an edge phase transition between K, K ′.

When a bulk topological phase has two different edge phases, one that supports

gapless fermionic excitations and one that doesn’t, as is the case in the ν = 8 integer

quantum Hall state and the fractional states mentioned in the previous paragraph, then

a domain wall at the edge must support a fermionic zero mode. For the sake of concrete-

ness, let us consider the ν = 8 IQH edge. Suppose that the edge of the system lies along
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the x-axis and the edge is in the conventional phase with K = I8 for x < 0 and the KE8

phase for x > 0. The gapless excitations of the edge are fully chiral; let us take their

chirality to be such that they are all right-moving. A low-energy fermionic excitation

propagating along the edge cannot pass the origin since there are no gapless fermionic

excitations in the E8 phase. But since the edge is chiral, it cannot be reflected either.

Therefore, there must be a fermionic zero mode at the origin that absorbs it.

We discussed how the quadratic refinement allows us to relate a given fermionic

theory to a bosonic one. One example that we considered in detail related K1 =

(
1 0
0 7

)

to K2 =

(
2 1
1 4

)

. Both of these states are purely chiral. However, we noted that we

are not restricted to relating purely chiral theories; we could have instead considered a

transition between the ν = 1/7 Laughlin edge and the non-chiral theory described by

K =





2 1 0
1 4 0
0 0 −1



. This transition does not preserve chirality, but the chiral central

charges of the two edge theories are the same. It can be shown that there exist regions

in parameter space where the non-chiral theory is stable – for example, if the interaction

matrix, that we often write as V , is diagonal, then the lowest dimension backscattering

operator has dimension equal to 4. Even more tantalizingly, it is also possible to consider

the ν = 1/3 Laughlin edge which admits an edge transition to the theory described by

K ′ =

(
−2 −1
−1 −2

)

⊕ I3×3. The upper left block is simply the conjugate or (−1) times the

Cartan matrix for SU(3)1. About the diagonal V matrix point, the lowest dimension

backscattering term is marginal; it would be interesting to know if stable regions exist.
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The theory of quadratic refinements implies that any fermionic TQFT can be realized

as a bosonic one, together with some filled Landau levels, as we discussed as the end of

Sec. 4.8. In particular, it suggests the following picture: a system of fermions forms a

weakly-paired state in which the phase of the complex pairing function winds 2N times

around the Fermi surface. The pairs then condense in a bosonic topological phase. The

winding of the pairing function gives the additional central charge (and, if the fermions

are charged, the same Hall conductance) as N filled Landau levels. The remarkable

result that follows from the theory of quadratic refinements is that all Abelian fermionic

topological phases can be realized in this way.

In this paper, we have focused exclusively on fully chiral states. However, there are

many quantum Hall states that are not fully chiral, such as the ν = 2/3 states. The

stable edge phases of such states correspond to lattices of indefinite signature. Once

again, bulk phases of bosonic systems correspond to genera of lattices while bulk phases

of fermionic systems correspond either to genera of lattices or to pairs of genera – one

even and one odd. Single-lattice genera are much more common in the indefinite case

than in the definite case.143 If an n-dimensional genus has more than one lattice in it

then 4[
n
2
]d is divisible by k(

n
2) for some non-square natural number k satisfying k ≡ 0 or 1

(mod 4), where d is the determinant of the associated Gram matrix (i.e. the K-matrix).

In particular, genera containing multiple equivalence classes of K-matrices must have
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determinant greater than or equal to 17 if their rank is 2; greater than or equal to 128

if their rank is 3; and 5(
n
2) or 2 · 5(n2) for, respectively, even or odd rank n ≥ 4.

Quantum Hall states are just one realization of topological phases. Our results apply

to other realizations of Abelian topological states as well. In those physical realizations

which do not have a conserved U(1) charge (which is electric charge in the quantum Hall

case), there will be additional U(1)-violating operators which could tune the edge of a

system between different phases.

Although we have, in this paper, focussed on Abelian quantum Hall states, we believe

that non-Abelian states can also have multiple chiral edge phases. This will occur

when two different edge conformal field theories with the same chiral central charge are

associated with the same modular tensor category of the bulk. The physical mechanism

underlying the transitions between different edge phases associated with the same bulk

is likely to be the same as the one discussed here. In this general case, we will not be

able to use results on lattices and quadratic forms to find such one-to-many bulk-edge

correspondances. Finding analogous criteria would be useful for interpreting experiments

on the ν = 5/2 fractional quantum Hall state.
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Future Directions

The experiment described in Chapter 2 is currently in progress. We look forward to

seeing the signatures of various fractional edge phases.

We are also curious if the microwave experiment could be carried out in topological

insulators to provide evidence of the topological phase, complementary to the conduc-

tance plateau. In the topological phase, there would be a single peak because both edge

modes have the same velocity under time reversal symmetry; the experiment would

measure this velocity. Upon applying a magnetic field, the peaks would split and then

disappear.

We would like to extend the results of Chapters 3 and 4 to non-Abelian states. It

is clear how to compute the tunneling current and shot noise described in Chapter 3

for the ν = 5/2 state, but the calculation is technically more difficult. However, it
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is not immediately clear how to extend the classification scheme of Chapter 4 to non-

Abelian states because the K-matrix description does not apply. This result could be

important regarding the ν = 5/2 state because some existing experiments strive to

distinguish candidate states by their tunneling signatures, which could change if the

system transitioned to a different edge phase.

Another immediate question that arises from Chapter 4 is how to tune the transition

between different edge phases experimentally. In the integer case, this would require a

10-fermion interaction term, which seems intractable. In the fractional case, it might

only require a 4-fermion term, which is more feasible. However, there is no experimental

precedent for tuning the interactions at the edge in a controlled manner.

There is a lot more to learn. We hope to continue the investigations described in

this work and uncover more of the mysteries hidden in quantum Hall edges.
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Appendix A

Magnetoplasmon lifetime from

phonon coupling

Here we calculate the decay rate of the magnetoplasmon edge modes at Laughlin

fractions ν = 1/m by considering their coupling to phonons, following Ref. 161

Smp−ph =

∫

dtd3~xd3~x′ρ3D(~x, t)Vij(~x− ~x′)∂iuj(~x′, t) (A.1)

where the field ~u is the ion displacement field, ρ3D is the 3D charge density, and V is

symmetric in its indices and contains the deformation potential, which is the effect of

deformations of the lattice on the local electron density, and the piezoelectric effect,

which is the long-ranged electric field caused by lattice distortions, according to (as
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discussed, for instance, in Ref 162)

Vij(~x− ~x′) = Dδ(~x− ~x′)δij + eh14Vij(~x− ~x′) (A.2)

where D is the deformation potential constant, h14 is the piezoelectric coupling constant,

and the electric potential generated by a lattice strain satisfies

∑

i

qiVij(~q) =
∑

λ

iMλ(q̂)
(
ǫλ~q
)

j
(A.3)

where ǫλ~q is the polarization vector for a phonon with polarization λ and wave vector ~q,

h14 is a piezoelectric coupling constant and Mλ is an anisotropy factor.

We consider here a circular geometry,

ρ3D(~x) = δ(z)δ(R− |r|)ρ(s) (A.4)

for which the interaction action can be rewritten as

Smp−ph =

∫
dω

2π

1

L

∑

k

∫
d3~q

(2π)3
φ(k, ω)uj(~q,−ω)Cj(k, ~q) (A.5)

where

Cj(k, ~q) = −qik
L

2π
Vij(~q)einkθ~q(i)nkJnk

(
L

2π
q‖) (A.6)

and θ~q is the azimuthal angle of ~q; q‖ is the magnitude of the component of ~q that lies in

the plane of the droplet; Jn is the nth Bessel function of the first kind; and nk ≡ kL/2π.

The decay rate of the edge modes is given by the self-energy

Σ(k, ω) = − 2πi

Lmk

∫
d3~q

(2π)3
〈ui(~q, ω)uj(−~q,−ω)〉Ci(k, ~q)Cj(−k,−~q) (A.7)
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The imaginary part of the self-energy gives us the decay rate of the edge mode. Using

the phonon propagator,

〈ui(~q, ω)uj(−~q,−ω)〉 =
1

ρ

i(ǫλ~q )i(ǫ
λ
−~q)j

ω2 − (vλq)2 + iδ
(A.8)

where ρ is the mass density of the device, we find the imaginary part of the self-energy,

Im [Σ(k, ω)] =
kL

2πmρ

∫
d3~q

(2π)3
(
Jnk

(
q‖L/2π

))2

(

D2q2 + e2h214
∑

λ

(Mλ(q̂))
2

)

πδ(ω2 − v2λq2)

(A.9)

We immediately find the contribution proportional to D2:

Im [Σ(k, ω)]D = D2 kω2

8πmρv4l
(A.10)

To find the piezoelectric contribution requires the anisotropy factors for a 2DEG oriented

on the (001) plane of GaAs:163

(
Ml(q‖, q⊥)

)2
=

9q2⊥q
4
‖

2(q2⊥ + q2‖)
3

(
Mt(q‖, q⊥)

)2
=

8q4⊥q
2
‖ + q6‖

4(q2⊥ + q2‖)
3

(A.11)

where q⊥ is the component of ~q perpendicular to the plane of the 2DEG, from which we

find,

Im [Σ(k, ω)]pz = e2h214
k

8πmρ

(
13

32

1

v2t
+

9

32

1

v2l

)

(A.12)

We now specialize to the parameter values for a GaAs quantum well:161,164,165 D = 12eV,

h14 = 1.2 × 107V/cm, vl = 5.14 × 103m/s, vt = 3.04 × 103m/s and ρ = 5.3g/cm3. For
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droplets with L = 10− 50µm, these numbers yield

Im [Σ(k, ω)]D = (νn3
k)× (.01− 1.5kHz)

Im [Σ(k, ω)]pz = (νnk)× (2.8− 14MHz) (A.13)

where nk = Lk/2π is the mode number.
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Correction to absorption peak

heights in the presence of a QPC

B.1 Integer and Laughlin states

To find the first order correction δR(ω) in the presence of Ltun it is helpful to define

the retarded Green’s function χ(s1, s2, t) ≡ −iΘ(t)〈[φ(s1, t), φ(s2, 0)]〉 and its Fourier

transform χ(k1, k2, ω) ≡
∫ L

0
ds1ds2e

−ik1s1−ik2s2
∫
dteiωtχ(s1, s2, t), in terms of which we

can write the absorption spectrum using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

R(ω) =
E2

16π2L2
coth

βω

2

∑

k1,k2

(−k1k2)y(k1)y(k2)
(

iχ(−k1,−k2, ω)− iχ(−k2,−k1,−ω)
)

(B.1)
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To find the order λ correction to R(ω) we need to find the order λ correction to χ. We

do perturbation theory in imaginary time:

δχ(s1, s2, ωn) =

∫ β

0

dτdτ ′eiωnτ
(

〈φ(s1, τ)φ(s2, 0)Ltun(τ
′)〉0 − 〈φ(s1, τ)φ(s2, 0)〉0〈Ltun(τ

′)〉0
)

=

∫ β

0

dτdτ ′eiωnτ
(

〈φ(s1, τ)(φ(sa, τ ′)−φ(sb, τ ′))〉0〈φ(s2, 0)(φ(sa, τ ′)−φ(sb, τ ′))〉0〈Ltun(τ
′)〉0
)

=(χ0(s1, sa, ωn)− χ0(s1, sb, ωn)) (χ0(s2, sa,−ωn)− χ0(s2, sb,−ωn)) 〈Ltun(0)〉0 (B.2)

where all the expectation values are imaginary time ordered and the subscript 0 indi-

cates correlation functions calculated at λ = 0. We have omitted contributions to a

zero frequency peak. The middle equality comes from the identity for quadratic fields

〈Ô1Ô2e
iαÔ3〉 =

(

〈Ô1Ô2〉 − α2〈Ô1Ô3〉〈Ô2Ô3〉
)

〈eiαÔ3〉 and time translational invariance

allows us to change the argument of Ltun in the last line. Using the Lagrangian (2.2),

we find,

χ0(si, sj, ωn) = −
2π

mL

∑

kj

1

kj

eik(si−sj)

iωn − kv
(B.3)

From which we can simplify Eq B.2

δχ(s1, s2, ωn) =
4π2

m2L2

∏

j=1,2




∑

kj

eikjsj
(
e−ikjsa − e−ikjsb

)

kj((−1)j+1(iωn)− kjv)



 〈Ltun(0)〉0 (B.4)

and find the order λ correction to Eq B.1 by taking iωn → ω + iη,

δR(ω) = − E2

4m2
coth

βω

2
〈Ltun(0)〉0

1

L2

∑

k1,k2

y(k1)y(k2)(e
ik1sa − eik1sb)(eik2sa − eik2sb)

× 2

v(k1 + k2)

(
η(ω)

η(ω)2 + (ω + k1v)2
− η(ω)

η(ω)2 + (ω − k2v)2
)

(B.5)
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There is a subtlety in calculating the expectation value of the tunneling Lagrangian

〈Ltun(0)〉0. As mentioned in Sec 2.3.1, electrons acquire a phase θ upon circling the

droplet, so the field φ is not perfectly periodic. Instead, Ψel(s = 0) = Ψel(s = L)eiθ,

where Ψel = eimφ is the electron annihilation operator, from which it follows that φ(0) =

φ(L) + θ/m. Hence, the mode expansion of φ includes a zero-mode proportional to θ:

φ(s, t) = − θ

m

s

L
+

√

2π

mL

∑

k= 2πn
L

>0

1√
k

(

eik(s−vt)φk + e−ik(s−vt)φ†
k

)

(B.6)

We can regard θ as a classical variable that commutes with the φk, which themselves

satisfy
[

φk, φ
†
k′

]

= δk,k′ . The value of θ is fixed by macroscopic parameters:

θ = 2π(Φ/Φ0 + ntot) (B.7)

where Φ is the flux penetrating the droplet, Φ0 = h/e is the flux quantum and ntot is

the number of charge e/m quasiparticles in the bulk in the Laughlin case (in the integer

case, ntot = 0.) Consistency with the definition of θ requires arg(λ) = −θL/m+α, where

α is independent of magnetic field and quasiparticle number and θL = 2π(ΦL/Φ0 + nL)

is the Aharonov Bohm phase an electron would acquire from circling only the left lobe

of the droplet when there is flux ΦL piercing the left lobe and nL quasiparticles inside.

Using the mode expansion (B.6), we can now correctly evaluate:

〈Ltun(0)〉0 = |λ|2cos
(

arg(λ)− (sa − sb)θ
Lm

)

exp

[

π

mL

∑

k>0

2

k
(cos(k(sa−sb))−1)coth

βvk

2

]

(B.8)
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B.2 ν = 5/2

To find the first order correction δR(ω) to the absorption spectrum at ν = 5/2 in

the presence of L52
tun we follow the calculation in Appendix B.1 and reach Eq B.5 with

m = 2 and

〈Ltun(0)〉0 → 〈L5/2
tun(0)〉0 = λ〈σ(sa, 0)σ(sb, 0)〉〈eiφ(sa,0)/2e−iφ(sb,0)/2〉+ h.c. (B.9)

We can find

〈eiφ(sa,0)/2e−iφ(sb,0)/2〉 = exp

[

π

L

∑

k>0

1

k
(cos(k(sa − sb))− 1) coth

βvk

2
− iθ5/2

4

sa − sb
L

]

(B.10)

where we have used the mode expansion

φ(s, t) =

√
π

L

∑

k>0

1√
k

(

eik(s−vt)φk + e−ik(s−vt)φ†
k

)

− θ5/2
2

s

L
(B.11)

where θ5/2 = 2π (Φ/Φ0 + ntot/2) and ntot is the number of e/4 quasiparticles in the bulk,

to account for the non-periodicity of φ, as described in Appendix B.1. Consistency with

the choice of θ5/2 requires arg(λ) = −θL/4 + α, where α is the non-Aharonov Bohm

contribution to the phase and θL = 2π(ΦL/Φ0 + nL) is the Aharonov-Bohm phase an

electron would acquire from circling the left lobe of the droplet.

We now seek the correlation function 〈σ(sa)σ(sb)〉. When there are no bulk quasi-

particles, the correlation function is given by166

〈σ(sa)σ(sb)〉no qp =
e−iπ/16

(
L
π
sin
(
π
L
(sa − sb)

))1/8
(B.12)
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A quasiparticle in the bulk contributes a branch cut that crosses the perimeter of the

droplet at some point sj for all times. We can think of this branch cut as coming from the

creation of a quasiparticle at sj at a time in the far past and its subsequent annihilation

in the far future. Hence, the two point function with one quasiparticle in the bulk is

computed by

〈σ(sa, t)σ(sb(t)〉bulk qp = lim
T→∞

〈(σ(sj, T )σ(sa, t)σ(sb, t)σ(sj,−T )〉no qp

〈σ(sj, T )σ(sj,−T )〉no qp

(B.13)

The numerator and denominator can be calculated using bosonization,166 specifically,

by the method of 167. Additional quasiparticles can be included by adding more pairs

to the numerator and denominator. When we do this, we always assume that the pair

of σ quasiparticles at the QPC are fused to the identity, i.e. there is an energy cost for

creating a fermion on the edge. We also assume that the fermion parity of the entire

system, consisting of the droplet and the point at infinity, is even. We cite the results

for specific cases in earlier sections.
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Non-equilibrium correlation

functions

C.1 Introduction

Because current flows from one edge of the Hall bar to the other, the system at

hand is not in equilibrium. Hence, we rely on the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism168,169

to calculate correlators: to do this, we double the time contour so that t goes from −∞

to +∞ and back to −∞ again. It is convenient to label the forward and backward

moving time paths by a superscript µ = ±, so that each time t is now labeled by tµ

and an integral over all times is now
∫

K
dt ≡

∫∞
−∞ dt+ +

∫ −∞
∞ dt− =

∫∞
−∞ dt+ −

∫∞
−∞ dt−.

Correlation functions now depend on which side of the contour the times lie on. A
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thorough explanation of bosonic correlators is given in Refs 29 and 92. Here we state

the result for right- or left-moving bosonic fields φR/L:

〈φR/L(t
µ
1 , x1)φR/L(t

ν
2, x2)〉 ≡ − lnGµν

R/L(t1 − t2, x1 − x2)

= − ln
(
ǫ+ iKµν(t1 − t2)(vR/L(t1 − t2)∓ (x1 − x2))

)
(C.1)

where

Kµν(t) = Θ(µν)sgn(µt) + Θ(−µν)sgnν (C.2)

vR/L > 0 denotes the velocity of the respective mode and ǫ is a small positive number.

Fermions get an extra minus sign:

〈ψR/L(t
µ
1 , x1)ψ

†
R/L(t

ν
2, x2)〉 =

Kµν(t1 − t2)
Gµν

R/L(t1 − t2, x1 − x2)
(C.3)

Similarly to the minus sign for fermions, we need to consider the Klein factors for

the bosonic tunneling operators when we consider systems with two QPCs, as in Sec 3.2.

Without the Klein factors, the tunneling terms in the Lagrangian at x = 0 and x = d

generically do not commute:

(
eiqφT (0)eiqφB(0)

) (
eiΦ(d)e−irφT (d)

)
=
(
eiΦ(d)e−irφT (d)

) (
eiqφT (0)eiqφB(0)

)
eiπ(qnrn−qcrc)sgn(d)

(C.4)

(We have bosonized the external lead Ψ ∼ e−iΦ and shown the spatial arguments but

suppressed the time arguments.) However, because the product of the pair of operators

in each set of parenthesis is bosonic, they are physically required to commute. This
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discrepancy is resolved by including Klein factors. The prescription is as follows: to each

tunneling quasiparticle or electron operator, we attach a Klein factor κx,T/B/E, where the

subscript x = 0, a indicates the position at which the tunneling operator acts and T/B/E

indicates the edge: top/bottom/external lead. For example: eiqφT (0) → κ†0,T e
iqφT (0). The

κs then must satisfy the commutation relation:

κ†0,Tκ0,Bκ
†
d,Eκd,T = κ†d,Eκd,Tκ

†
0,Tκ0,Be

−iπ(qnrn−qcrc)sgn(d) (C.5)

In the calculation of any physical quantity, the κs will come in pairs κ†0/d,Tκ0/d,B/E.

Following Ref 170, it is convenient to bosonize these pairs:

κ†0,Tκ0,B = e−iθ0 , κ†d,Eκd,T = e−iθd (C.6)

Using sgn(d) = −1, we find [θ0, θd] = −iπ(qnrn − qcrc). If qcrc > qnrn then conventional

raising and lowering operators can be defined by a = 1√
2π(qcrc−qnrn)

(θ0 + iθd), where

〈a†a〉0 = 0, 〈aa†〉 = 1. This readily yields 〈θ0θd〉 = −〈θdθ0〉 = i〈θ0θ0〉 = i〈θdθd〉 =

iπ
2
(qcrc − qnrn). (If qnrn > qcrc, the roles of a and a† are reversed). Finally, since the

system is not in equilibrium, we will actually need to use 〈θ0(tµ1)θd(tν2)〉 = iπ
2
Kµν(t1 −

t2)(qcrc − qnrn).

The Klein factors drop out of the leading order current and noise calculations, which

only include one QPC, but are important in computing the excess noise and current.
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C.2 Fermionic excess current and noise calculations

Here we show the details of how to find ∆Itun to leading order as written in Eq (3.13)

using the correlators described in Sec C.1. As a warm-up, we calculate the leading order

noise and current across a QPC using the Keldysh formalism. Model the current injection

at x = d by the tunneling term

Ltun = −λe−iω0tψ†
1 · · ·ψ†

nψn+1 · · ·ψ2nδ(x− d) + h.c. (C.7)

where each of the fermion fields obeys the Lagrangian (3.1) for some chirality that will

not be important here. The current operator corresponding to this tunneling term is

Itun = e d
dt
NT = ie[NT , H] = −iercλe−iω0tψ†

1 · · ·ψ†
nψn+1 · · ·ψ2n + h.c., where NT is the

number operator for the charged electron fields on the top edge and rc is an integer that

counts the charged fields. Then the current across the QPC is given to leading order by

〈Itun〉0 = 〈Ituni
∫

dtLtun〉

= erc|λ|2
∫

K

dt
n∏

j=1

〈ψ†
j(0

+)ψj(t
µ)〉

2n∏

j=n+1

〈ψj(0
+)ψ†

j(t
µ)〉e−iω0t + h.c.

= erc|λ|2
∫

K

(
K+µ(−t)
G+µ(−t)

)2n

(−2i sin(ω0t))

= −2ierc|λ|2
(
∫ ∞

−∞
dt
(sgn(−t))2n
(ǫ+ i|t|)2n −

(−1)2n
(ǫ+ it)2n

)

sin(ω0t)

=
2π

Γ(2n)
erc|λ|2(ω0)

2n−1 (C.8)
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where here we have absorbed the velocity into the coupling constants. We have placed

the time 0 on the + side of the Keldysh contour (as long as it is fixed, either side is

correct) and integrated the time t over both sides. We have suppressed the space index

because it does not enter. Notice that in the second to last line, the integrand disappears

when t > 0, which enforces chirality. This result yields Eqs (3.10) and (3.11).

The noise across the junction S(t) = 1
2
{Itun(t+), Itun(0−)} is similarly computed and

its Fourier transform S(ω) is found to be

S(ω) =
1

2
ercItun

(
|1− ω/ω0|2n−1 + |1 + ω/ω0|2n−1

)
(C.9)

which yields the usual relation in the zero-frequency limit S(ω = 0) = ercItun. However,

when there are multiple tunneling terms Ltun,k that tunnel different amounts of charge

nk, the proportionality of the total current and noise that are measured is lost, and

S(ω = 0)/Itun = e (
∑

k nkItun,k) / (
∑

k Itun,k).

C.2.1 Excess current

We now tackle the next order in perturbation theory to find ∆Itun. Using Eqs (3.3),

(3.5), and (3.13) and the correlation functions of the previous section yields

∆Itun
e|λ2|2|Λ2|2

= 2

∫

K

dtµ1dt
ν
2dt

σ
3

2i sin(ω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))
(G+µ(−t1, 0))2 (Gνσ(t2 − t3, 0))2

×
(

FL(0, 1, 2, 3) + FL(0, 3, 1, 2)
)(

FR(0, 1, 2, 3) + FR(0, 3, 1, 2)
)

(C.10)
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where

FL/R(i, j, k, l) =
Kµiµj(ti − tj)Kµkµl(tk − tl)

G
µiµj

L/R (ti − tj, xi − xj)G
µkµl

L/R (tk − tl, xk − xl)
(C.11)

and t0 = 0, x0 = x1 = 0, x2 = x3 = d. The subscripts R/L have been omitted where

there is no x argument. The factor of 2 in front of Eq (C.10) is from another set of terms

that occurs in Eq (3.13) which is related by t2 ↔ t3.

We now consider each term in Eq (C.10) when the product in the second line is

expanded. The term FL(0, 1, 2, 3)FR(0, 1, 2, 3) disappears when all parts of the Keldysh

contour are summed over (even before integration) because it does not mix times 0

and t1 with t2, t3. We now consider the term FL(0, 1, 2, 3)FR(0, 3, 1, 2), which, when

each contribution of the Keldysh contour is added, contributes to the right hand side of

Eq (C.10)

∆Itun,12 =

∫ 0

−∞
dt1dt2dt3

4i sin(ω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ− it1)3

×
(

1

(sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

− 1

(−ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

− 1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

+
1

(−sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

)

+ h.c.

= Θ(−dR)π
∫ ∞

−∞
dt1dt34i sin(−ω0t1 + ω1t3)

(
1

(ǫ− it1)3
+

1

(ǫ+ it1)3

)

×
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(
1

(ǫ− it3)3(ǫ− i(t3 − t1))
− 1

(ǫ+ it3)3(ǫ+ i(t3 − t1))

)

= 8π2Θ(−dR)
∫ ∞

−∞
dt1

(
1

(ǫ− it1)3
+

1

(ǫ+ it1)3

)

×
(−ω1t1 cos(ω0t1) + sin(ω0t1)(1− 1

2
t21ω

2
1)− sin((ω0 − ω1)t1)

t31

)

(C.12)

We have introduced dR/L = d/vR/L and absorbed overall factors of velocity into the

tunneling constant. In the first line of Eq (C.12), the integral is only written for ti < 0

because the ti > 0 terms cancel; this is an example of how the Keldysh contour enforces

chirality. To get the first equality, we used the expression for a delta-function

lim
ǫ→0

ǫ

ǫ2 + x2
= πδ(x) (C.13)

with some algebraic manipulations. The second equality is from doing the t3 integral

exactly. The denominator 1/t31 in the first line should not be a concern because the limit

of the entire term in parenthesis is a constant as t1 → 0. Consequently, we can push the

pole at t1 = 0 to either side of the imaginary axis in order to do the contour integral.

This strategy yields

∆Itun,12 = −
2

15
π3
(
10ω2

0ω
3
1 − 5ω0ω

4
1 + ω5

1

)
Θ(−dR) (C.14)

We now impose the condition that the neutral fermions are Majorana fermions. This gen-

erates an extra term in the 4-point correlation function 〈ψ0(0, 0)ψ0(t1, 0)ψ0(t2, d)ψ0(t3, d)〉

of Eq (C.10) that is equivalent to taking ω1 → −ω1. Consequently, when the neutral
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fermions are Majorana fermions,

∆Itun,12 =
4

3
π3ω0ω

4
1Θ(−dR) (C.15)

This yields Eq (3.14) in the main text.

The next term in Eq (C.10) to consider is the term that contains the product

FL(0, 3, 1, 2)FR(0, 1, 2, 3). By symmetry, this term will yield Eq (C.15) with d ↔ −d.

The final term in Eq (C.10) is that which contains FL(0, 3, 1, 2)FR(0, 3, 1, 2) and con-

tributes to the right hand side of Eq (C.10),

∆Itun,22 =

∫ 0

−∞
dt1dt2dt3

4i sin(ω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ− it1)2

×
(

(ǫ− i(t3 + dL))
−1(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 − dL))−1

(sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

− (−ǫ− i(t3 + dL))
−1(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 − dL))−1

(−ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

− (ǫ− i(t3 + dL))
−1(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 − dL))−1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

+
(−ǫ− i(t3 + dL))

−1(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 − dL))−1

(−sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

)

+ h.c.

=

∫ 0

−∞
dt1dt2dt3

4i sin(ω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ− it1)2

(
1

−(dR + dL)2

)

×
(

1

(sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

− 1

(−ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(sgn(t1 − t2)ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

− 1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

+
1

(−sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t1 − t2 + dR))

)

+ h.c.
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= − 4π

(dR + dL)2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt1dt2i sin(ω0t1 − ω1t2)

(
1

(ǫ− it1)2
− 1

(ǫ+ it1)2

)

×
(

1

(ǫ− it2)2(ǫ− i(t2 + t1))
+

1

(ǫ+ it2)2(ǫ+ i(t2 + t1))

)

= − 8π2

(dR + dL)2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt2

(

ω0 cos(ω1t2)

(
1

(ǫ− it2)3
+

1

(ǫ+ it2)3

)

− sin(ω1t2)

(
i

(ǫ− it2)4
− i

(ǫ+ it2)4

))

= − 8π3

(dR + dL)2

(

ω0ω
2
1 +

1

3
ω3
1

)

(C.16)

where we have absorbed overall factors of velocity into the tunneling constant. In the

first equality, we have taken dR/L < 0 and removed the infinitesimal ǫ’s from terms in the

denominator that are not small and approximated their values (specifically, the integral

is dominated by t3, t2 ≈ dR < 0 and t1 ≈ 0, so ±ǫ − i(t3 + dL) ≈ −i(dR + dL) while

±ǫ + i(t1 − t2 − dL) ≈ −i(dR + dL). By symmetry, we will get the same answer when

dR/L > 0. The second equality again utilizes the delta-function identity (C.13), along

with some algebra. The third equality uses the derivative of the delta-function identity

and integration by parts. In the main text, we consider the case where the injected

current is far away from the tunneling QPC, so that |dR + dL| ≫ 1/ω0, 1/ω1, and hence

∆Itun,22 ≪ ∆Itun,12. However, ∆Itun,22 is present, and in a future experiment where d is

of the same scale as the length scale set by the voltages, we would expect it to have an

effect, which is independent of the sign of a.
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C.2.2 Excess noise

The excess shot noise is defined by

∆Stun(t) =
1

2
(〈{I2(t), I2(0)}〉|Λi

− 〈{I2(t), I2(0)}〉|Λi=0)

=
1

2
〈{I2(t), I2(0)}

(

i

∫

dt2L2
inj

)(

i

∫

dt3L2
inj

)

〉0 (C.17)

We will compute ∆Stun(ω) =
∫
dteiωt∆Stun(t) using the tunneling terms Eqs (3.3) and

(3.5):

∆Stun(ω)

e2|λ2|2|Λ|2
= −

∫ ∞

−∞
dt2 cos(ωt)

∫

K

dtν2dt
σ
3

2 cos(ω0t+ ω1(t3 − t2))
(G+−(−t, 0))2(Gνσ(t2 − t3, 0))2

×

(FL(0, 1, 2, 3) + FL(0, 3, 1, 2)) (FR(0, 1, 2, 3) + FR(0, 3, 1, 2)) (C.18)

The factor of 1
2
that is in the definition of S(t) is cancelled by a factor of 2 that comes

from a different term that takes t2 ↔ t3. Eq (C.18) looks very similar to Eq (C.10) so

we can provide an abbreviated analysis.

The term that contains the product FL(0, 1, 2, 3)FR(0, 1, 2, 3) disappears, as in the ex-

cess current calculation. We now consider the term that contains FL(0, 1, 2, 3)FR(0, 3, 1, 2),

the analogue of ∆Itun,12 defined in the previous section:

∆Stun,12(ω) = 4

∫ ∞

−∞
dt cos(ωt)

∫ 0

−∞
dt2dt3

cos(ω0t+ ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ+ it)3

×
(

1

(sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

− 1

(−ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))
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− 1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

+
1

(−sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))3(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

)

= Θ(−dR)4π
∫ ∞

−∞
dtdt3 cos(ωt) cos(ω0t− ω1t3)

(
1

(ǫ+ it)3
− 1

(ǫ− it)3
)

×
(

1

(ǫ+ it3)3(ǫ− i(t− t3))
− 1

(ǫ− it3)3(ǫ+ i(t− t3))

)

= Θ(−dR)8π2i

∫ ∞

−∞
dt cos(ωt)

(
1

(ǫ+ it)3
− 1

(ǫ− it)3
)

1

t3

×
(

cos(ω0t)(−1 +
1

2
t2ω2

1)− tω1 sin(ω0t) + cos((ω0 − ω1)t)

)

ω=0−−→ Θ(−dR)
2π3

15

(
−|ω0|5 − 10ω2

1|ω0|3 + 5ω1sgn(ω0)|ω0|4 + |ω0 − ω1|5
)

ω=0−−→







Θ(−dR)2π
3

15
|ω1|5 |ω0| ≪ |ω1|

−Θ(−dR)4π
3

3
ω2
0|ω1|3sgn(ω0ω1) |ω0| ≫ |ω1|

(C.19)

As in the previous section, we have absorbed overall factors of velocity in the coupling

constants. To obtain the limits of integration in the first line, we used the fact that

the integral is dominated by t ≈ 0 and t2, t3 ≈ dR because of the placement of the

poles. The rest of the equalities follow similarly to the excess current calculation in

the previous section. The result is that in either the limit |ω0| ≫ |ω1| or |ω1| ≫ |ω0|,

|∆Stun,12(ω = 0)| = e|∆Itun,12|, but generically, this proportionality does not hold. If the

neutral fermions are Majorana fermions then the extra term in the 4-point correlation

function contributes an overall factor of two.
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Returning to Eq (C.18), the term containing FL(0, 3, 1, 2)FR(0, 1, 2, 3) is the same

as ∆Stun,12 with d → −d. The final term is that containing FL(0, 1, 2, 3)FR(0, 3, 1, 2).

Similarly to the calculation of ∆Itun,22, we compute

∆Stun,22(ω) = 4

∫ ∞

−∞
dt cos(ωt)

∫ 0

−∞
dt2dt3

cos(ω0t+ ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ+ it)2

×
(

(ǫ− i(t3 + dL))
−1(ǫ+ i(t− t2 − dL))−1

(sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

− (−ǫ− i(t3 + dL))
−1(ǫ+ i(t− t2 − dL))−1

(−ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

− (ǫ− i(t3 + dL))
−1(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 − dL))−1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

+
(−ǫ− i(t3 + dL))

−1(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 − dL))−1

(−sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

)

= − 4

(dR + dL)2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt cos(ωt)

∫ 0

−∞
dt2dt3

cos(ω0t+ ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ+ it)2

×
(

1

(sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

− 1

(−ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

− 1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

+
1

(−sgn(t2 − t3)ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))2(−ǫ− i(t3 − dR))(−ǫ+ i(t− t2 + dR))

)

= − 4π

(dR + dL)2

∫ ∞

−∞
dtdt2 cos(ωt) cos(ω0t− ω1t2)

(
1

(ǫ+ it)2
+

1

(ǫ− it)2
)

×
(

1

(ǫ− it2)2(ǫ− i(t2 + t))
+

1

(ǫ+ it2)2(ǫ+ i(t2 + t))

)

=
8π2

(dR + dL)2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt cos(ωt)

(
1

(ǫ+ it)2
+

1

(ǫ− it)2
)

1

t2
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× (cos((ω0 + ω1)t)− cos(ω0t) + tω1 sin(ω0t))

=
4π3

3(dR + dL)2
(
−
(
|ω + ω0 + ω1|3 + |ω − ω0 − ω1|3

)
+
(
|ω + ω0|3 + |ω − ω0|3

)

+3ω1

( |ω + ω0|2
sgn(ω + ω0)

− |ω − ω0|2
sgn(ω − ω0)

))

ω=0−−→ 8π3

3(dR + dL)2
(
−|ω0 + ω1|3 + |ω0|3 + 3ω1sgn(ω0)|ω0|2

)

ω=0−−→







− 8π3

3(dR+dL)2
|ω1|3 |ω0| ≪ |ω1|

− 8π3

(dR+dL)2
|ω0|ω2

1 |ω0| ≫ |ω1|
(C.20)

We have absorbed overall factors of velocity into the coupling constants. We assumed

d < 0 and since the result is symmetry under d→ −d, it holds for d > 0 as well.

From these results, we see that in any of the limits |ω0| ≫ |ω1| ≫ 1/dR/L, |ω1| ≫

|ω0| ≫ 1/dR/L, |ω0| ≪ |ω1| ≪ 1/dR/L, or |ω1| ≪ |ω0| ≪ 1/dR/L, the excess noise and

excess current are proportional via ∆Stun(ω = 0) = e∆Itun.

C.3 Bosonic excess current and noise calculation

Here we will show the details of how to find ∆Itun to leading order as written in

Eq (3.23) using the correlators and Klein factors described in Appendix C.1 and the

tunneling terms in Eq (3.16) and (3.17). We first find the leading order current and noise,

which follow similarly to the fermion case of the previous section. For the remainder of

this section, we will omit the sum over quasiparticles and consider the contribution to
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the tunneling noise and current from a single species described by q = (qn, qc) tunneling

from the top edge at x = 0 to a single species q′ = (q′n, q
′
c = qc) at the bottom edge,

with amplitude λ and a single charge-e species tunneling to the external lead described

by r = (rn, rc) with tunneling amplitude Λ.

〈Itun〉0 = 〈Ituni
∫

dtLtun〉

= qce
∗|λ|2

∫

K

dt〈eiqnφn,T (0+)e−iqnφn,T (tµ)〉〈eiqcφc,T (0+)e−iqcφc,T (tµ)〉

〈e−iq′nφn,B(0+)eiq
′
nφn,B(tµ)〉〈e−iq′cφc,B(0+)eiq

′
cφc,B(tµ)〉e−iqcω0t + h.c.

= qce
∗|λ|2

∫

K

dt
−2i sin(qcω0t)

(ǫ+ iK+µ(−t)(−t))q2+q′2

= qce
∗|λ|2

∫ 0

−∞
dt (−2i sin(qcω0t))

(
1

(ǫ− it)q2+q′2
− 1

(ǫ+ it)q2+q′2

)

=
2πqce

∗|λ|2sgn(ω0)|qcω0|q2+q′2−1

Γ(q2 + q′2)
(C.21)

The generalization from Eq (C.8) for fermions is clear. A similar calculation yields:

〈Iinj〉0 =
2πe|Λ|2sgn(ω1)|ω1|r2

Γ(1 + r2)
(C.22)

where we have absorbed overall factors of velocity into the coupling constant.

The leading order contribution to the shot noise at the QPC at x = 0 is found in the

same way, yielding

Stun(ω) =
π|λ|2(qce∗)2
Γ(q2 + q′2)

(

|ω + qcω0|q
2+q′2−1 + |ω − qcω0|q

2+q′2−1
)

ω=0−−→ 2π|λ|2(qce∗)2
Γ(q2 + q′2)

|qcω0|q
2+q′2−1 (C.23)
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This yields the expected proportionality Stun(ω = 0) = qce
∗Itun. However, if there are

multiple species of tunneling quasiparticles, then the total current and shot noise are a

sum over the contributions from all quasiparticles and their proportionality is lost.

C.3.1 Finite temperature

At finite temperature the correlation functions can be deduced from the zero-temperature

correlators by conformal transformation. The result is171

Gµν(t, x)→ sin(πTGµν(t, x))

πT
(C.24)

where T indicates the temperature. Consequently, the results of the previous section are

modified as follows:

〈Itun〉0 = e∗|λ|2
∫ ∞

−∞
dt
−2i sin(qcω0t)(πT )

q2+q′2

(sin(πT (ǫ− it))q2+q′2

=
e∗|λ|2

(2πT )1−q2−q′2
2i sin

(
π (q2 + q′2)

2

)

B

(

1− q2 + q′2,− iqcω0

2πT
+
q2 + q′2

2

)

+ h.c.

(C.25)

where B is the beta-function B(x, y) = Γ(x)Γ(y)/Γ(x+ y). Similarly,

Stun(ω = 0) = (e∗)2|λ|2(2πT )q2+q′2−12 cos
(π

2

(
q2 + q′2

))

×
(

B

(

1− q2 + q′2,− iqcω0

2πT
+
q2 + q′2

2

)

+ h.c.

)

(C.26)

There will be an additional contribution from interactions between the QPC and the

noise in the source current.
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C.3.2 Excess current

We now compute the correction to ∆Itun from the injected current. This is similar to

the calculation in Appendix C.2.1, but more difficult because the bosonized edge allows

for fractional exponents. Expanding on the definition of ∆Itun in Eq (3.23) we find

∆Itun
qce∗|λ|2|Λ|2

= 2

∫

K

dtµ1dt
ν
2dt

σ
3

2i sin(qcω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))
(G+µ(−t1, 0))q2+q′2 (Gνσ(t2 − t3, 0))1+r2

H1RH2L (C.27)

where

Hj,R/L =
((−1)ji)qjrj(K+σ(−t3)+Kµν(t1−t2))

((−1)ji)qjrj(K+ν(−t2)+Kµσ(t1−t3))

(

G+ν
R/L(−t2,−d)

)qjrj (

Gµσ
R/L(t1 − t3,−d)

)qjrj

(

G+σ
R/L(−t3,−d)

)qjrj (

Gµν
R/L(t1 − t2,−d)

)qjrj

=
(iǫK+ν(−t2)− (−t2 ± dR/L))

qjrj

(iǫK+σ(−t3)− (−t3 ± dR/L))qjrj
(iǫKµσ(t1 − t3)− (t1 − t3 ± dR/L))

qjrj

(iǫKµν(t1 − t2)− (t1 − t2 ± dR/L))qjrj

(C.28)

the index j = 1, 2 corresponds to n, c. We have introduced dR/L = d/vR/L and absorbed

overall factors of velocity into the coupling constants. The R/L index has been sup-

pressed on the correlation functions that have no spatial argument. The powers of i in

Hj,R/L keep track of the Klein factors, as discussed in Appendix C.1. When we sum over

both sides of the Keldysh contour for the times ti, we see that only times ti < 0 survive;

this is another example of the Keldysh method enforcing causality. Hence, the integral

(C.27) is dominated by t1 ≈ 0, t2,3 ≈ dR < 0. (As shown in Fig 3.1, we are interested in

d < 0, although by the symmetry of Eq (C.27), the computation for d > 0 will be the

same as that for d < 0 if we swap qn, rn ↔ qc, rc.) Consequently, the branch cuts in H2L
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do not approach zero, so we can take ǫ = 0 in H2L, as well as t2 = t3, and find H2L = 1.

We cannot make these approximations in H1R because ǫ will matter when the branch

cuts get close to zero. Writing out the sum over all parts of the Keldysh contour with

this simplification yields

∆Itun
qce∗|λ|2|Λ|2

= 4i

∫ 0

−∞
dt1dt2dt3

sin(qcω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))
(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2

×
[

1

(ǫ+ i|t2 − t3|)1+r2

(
(iǫ− (−t2 + dR))(iǫsgn(t1 − t3)− (t1 − t3 + dR))

(iǫ− (−t3 + dR))(iǫsgn(t1 − t2)− (t1 − t2 + dR))

)qnrn

− 1

(ǫ− i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(
(iǫ− (−t2 + dR))(−iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))

(−iǫ− (−t3 + dR))(iǫsgn(t1 − t2)− (t1 − t2 + dR))

)qnrn

− 1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(
(−iǫ− (−t2 + dR))(iǫsgn(t1 − t3)− (t1 − t3 + dR))

(iǫ− (−t3 + dR))(−iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))

)qnrn

+
1

(ǫ− i|t2 − t3|)1+r2

(
(−iǫ− (−t2 + dR))(−iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))

(−iǫ− (−t3 + dR))(−iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))

)qnrn]

+ h.c.

= 4i

∫ 0

−∞
dt1dt2dt3 sin(qcω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))

(
1

(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2
− 1

(ǫ+ it1)q
2+q′2

)

×
[

Θ(t2 − t3)
(

1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))
qnrn

(iǫ− (−t3 + dR))qnrn

− 1

(ǫ− i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(−iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))
qnrn

(−iǫ− (−t3 + dR))qnrn

)

×
(

(iǫ− (−t2 + dR))
qnrn

(iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))qnrn
− (−iǫ− (−t2 + dR))

qnrn

(−iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))qnrn

)

+Θ(t3 − t2)
(

1

(ǫ− i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(iǫ− (−t2 + dR))
qnrn

(iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))qnrn

− 1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(−iǫ− (−t2 + dR))
qnrn

(−iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))qnrn

)

×
(
(iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))

qnrn

(iǫ− (−t3 + dR))qnrn
− (−iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))

qnrn

(−iǫ− (−t3 + dR))qnrn

)]
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= 4i

∫ ∞

−∞
dt1

∫ 0

−∞
dt2dt3 sin(qcω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))Θ(t2 − t3)

× 2Im

[
1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(iǫ− (t1 − t3 + dR))
qnrn

(iǫ− (−t3 + dR))qnrn

]

× 2Im

[
(iǫ− (−t2 + dR))

qnrn

(iǫ− (t1 − t2 + dR))qnrn

]

2Im

[
1

(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2

]

= 4i

∫ ∞

−∞
dt1dt2dt3 sin(qcω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t2))Θ(t2 − t3)

× 2Im

[
1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(iǫ− (t1 − t3))qnrn
(iǫ− (−t3))qnrn

]

× 2

[
(iǫ− (−t2))qnrn

(iǫ− (t1 − t2))qnrn

]

2Im

[
1

(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2

]

(C.29)

where again we have absorbed overall factors of velocity into the coupling constant.

Notice that we have replaced sgn(t1 − t2,3) with 1; this should not change the integral

since it has little or no contribution when t1 < t2,3. To get the third equality, in the

term involving Θ(t3 − t2) we shift t2,3 → t2,3 + t1, then take t1 → −t1, t2 ↔ t3. This

procedure produces an extra region of integration, t1 > 0, 0 < t2,3 < t1, but the integral

over this region is negligible. To obtain the fourth equality we shift t2,3 → t2,3 + dR

and add another negligible region of integration so that all ti have the same limits of

integration. We have assumed |dR| ≫ 1/|ω0|, 1/|ω1|.

The remaining integral is difficult to do analytically, but by rescaling the variables it

is evident that ∆Itun will be a sum of terms |ω0|α|ω1|β where α + β = q2 + q′2 + r2 − 2.

We expect that exponents α, β that appear will be independent of the product qnrn,

although the coefficients might be dependent. To make progress on the integral above,
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we here consider qnrn = 1, knowing that it will probably give us the right terms with

the wrong coefficients; we have confirmed this intuition by repeating the computation

with qnrn = 2 (not shown). With this simplification,

∆Itun
qce∗|λ|2|Λ|2

= 4π

∫ ∞

−∞
dt1dt3 sin(qcω0t1 + ω1(t3 − t1))

(
t1

(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2
− t1

(ǫ+ it1)q
2+q′2

)

×
(

i

(ǫ+ i(t1 − t3))r2(t3 + iǫ)
+

i

(ǫ− i(t1 − t3))r2(t3 − iǫ)

)

(C.30)

We have utilized the delta-function identity (C.13). If we assume r2 is an integer, we can

do the integral over t3 as a contour integral, as shown in Eq (C.36)), and then assume

analytic continuation to all n. The result is

∆Itun
qce∗|λ|2|Λ|2

= −sgn(ω1)2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dt1

(
t1

(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2
− t1

(ǫ+ it1)q
2+q′2

)

×
∫ ∞

−∞
dt3

(
e−isgn(ω1)(qcω0t1+ω1(t3−t1))

(ǫ+ i(t1 − t3))r2(t3 + iǫ)

)

+ h.c.

= sgn(ω1)
8π2(−i)r2−1

Γ(r2)

∫ ∞

0

dt1

(
1

(ǫ− it1)q2+q′2
− 1

(ǫ+ it1)q
2+q′2

)

× (Γ(r2)− Γ(r2, it1|ω1|)) eit1sgn(ω1)(ω1−qcω0)

tr
2−1

1

+ h.c.

= sgn(ω1)
16π2(−i)r2−2 sin(1

2
π(q2 + q′2))

Γ(r2)

×
∫ ∞

0

dt1
(Γ(r2)− Γ(r2, it1|ω1|)) eit1sgn(ω1)(ω1−qcω0)

tr
2+q2+q′2−1

1

+ h.c.

= sgn(ω1)16π
2(i)q

2+q′2 sin(
1

2
π(q2 + q′2))|qcω0|∆ (sgn(ω1ω0))

∆

×
((

1− ω1

qcω0

)∆

Γ(−∆)−
r2−1∑

k=0

1

k!

(
ω1

qcω0

)k

Γ(−∆+ k)

)

+ h.c.
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=







sgn(ω1)16π
2 sin(π(q2 + q′2))|qcω0|q2+q′2−2|ω1|r2

×
∞∑

k=0

Γ(k − q2 − q′2 + 2)

Γ(k + r2 + 1)

(
ω1

qcω0

)k

, if |ω0| ≫ |ω1|

sgn(ω1)16π
2 sin(π(q2 + q′2))|ω1|∆

( ∞∑

k=0

Γ(k −∆)

Γ(k + 1)
(−1)r2

(
qcω0

ω1

)k

−
r2−1∑

k=0

Γ(1− q2 − q′2 − k)
Γ(r2 − k)

∣
∣
∣
∣

qcω0

ω1

∣
∣
∣
∣

q2+q′2−1+k

sgn(ω0ω1)
k+1

)

,

if |ω1| ≫ |ω0|

(C.31)

where we have defined ∆ = r2 + q2 + q′2 − 2 and assumed n ∈ Z. Notice that this

reproduces the results of Eq (C.14) in either limiting case.

This calculation gives the contribution to the change in tunneling current from a

single species q = (qn, qc) tunneling from the top edge of the Hall bar to a species

q′ = (q′n, q
′
c) on the bottom edge and a single species r = (rn, rc) tunneling into the

external lead. Physically, quasiparticles with qn → −qn and rn → −rn will also be

present and could tunnel from the top edge to a species q′ on the bottom edge. From

the symmetry of the model, taking qnrn → −qnrn is equivalent to taking ω1 → −ω1

in the computation of ∆Itun. Hence, if the tunneling amplitudes for the two types

of quasiparticles with opposite contributions from the neutral mode are equal, then the

leading contributions from Eq (C.31) will cancel and the subleading terms will dominate.

In this case, ∆Itun will be even in ω1 and odd in ω0.
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When a → −a, i.e. the current injection is upstream of the QPC, qnrn → qcrc

in Eq (C.29). At first, this transformation seems inconsequential – after all, we ar-

gued that this exponent only changes the final answer by an overall pre-factor – but it

becomes important when regarding the symmetry considerations of the previous para-

graph. Namely, when a > 0, Eq (C.29) is invariant under qn → −qn. Consequently,

when the contributions from quasiparticles with q = (qn, qc) and (−qn, qc) are added,

∆Itun doubles, in contrast to the case when d < 0 and terms odd in ω1 disappear. If

q2 > 1/2, the leading term in ∆Itun is odd in ω1; hence, when a > 0, ∆Itun is larger

by a power of Max
(

ω0

ω1
, ω1

ω0

)

than when d < 0. This agrees with the intuition that there

should be a larger change in tunneling current when the injection is upstream of the

QPC than when it is downstream.

C.3.3 Excess noise

Using Eq (3.16) and (3.17), the excess noise is given by

∆Stun(t) =
1

2
(〈{Itun(t), Itun(0)}〉|Λ − 〈{Itun(t), Itun(0)}〉|Λ=0)

=
1

2
〈{Itun(t), Itun(0)}

(

i

∫

dt2Linj

)(

i

∫

dt3Linj

)

〉0 (C.32)

Here we seek ∆Stun(ω) =
∫
dteiωt∆Stun(t). The correlation functions and Klein factors of

Appendix C.1 yield the contribution from a single pair of quasiparticle species described
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by m = (qn, qc), n = (rn, rc),

∆Stun

(qce∗)2|λ|2|Λ|2
= −

∫ ∞

−∞
dt2 cos(ωt)

∫

K

dtν2dt
σ
3

2 cos(qcω0t+ ω1(t3 − t2))H1RH2L

G+−(−t1, 0))q2+q′2(Gνσ(t2 − t3))1+r2

(C.33)

where HiR/L are defined with µ = −. The similarity to Eq (C.27) is clear. Following the

manipulations of Eq (C.29),

∆Stun(ω)

(qce∗)2|λ|2|Λ|2
= −4

∫ ∞

−∞
dtdt2dt3 cos(ωt) cos(qcω0t+ ω1(t3 − t2))Θ(t2 − t3)

× 2Re

[
1

(ǫ− it)q2+q′2

]

2Im

[
(iǫ− (−t2))qnrn
(iǫ− (t− t2))qnrn

]

× 2Im

[
1

(ǫ+ i(t2 − t3))1+r2

(iǫ− (t− t3))qnrn
(iǫ− (−t3))qnrn

]

(C.34)

We have again absorbed overall factors of velocity into the coupling constants. We

now make the simplifying assumption that qnrn = 1; as in the current case, we have

separately checked that when qnrn = 2, the only change is a pre-factor (which is the same

pre-factor as in the current case). Note that in this case, though, the transformation

qnrn → −qnrn is equivalent to ω0 → −ω0. Under this assumption,

∆Stun(ω)

(qce∗)2|λ|2|Λ|2
= 4πi

∫ ∞

−∞
dtdt3 cos(ωt) cos(qcω0t+ ω1(t3 − t))

(
t

(ǫ− it)q2+q′2
+

t

(ǫ+ it)q2+q′2

)

×
(

i

(ǫ+ i(t− t3))r2(t3 + iǫ)
+

i

(ǫ− i(t− t3))r2(t3 − iǫ)

)

= −2π
∫ ∞

−∞
dtdt3 cos(ωt)2Re

[
t

(ǫ− it)q2+q′2

]

2Re

[
e−isgn(ω1)(qcω0t+ω1(t3−t)

(ǫ+ i(t− t3))r2(t3 + iǫ)

]

=
8π2(−i)r2−1

Γ(r2)

∫ ∞

0

dt cos(ωt)

(
1

(ǫ− it)q2+q′2
+

1

(ǫ+ it)q2+q′2

)
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× ((Γ(r2)− Γ(r2, it|ω1|)) eit(|ω1|−qcω0sgn(ω1))

tr2−1
+ h.c.

=
16π2(−i)r2−1 cos(π

2
(q2 + q′2))

Γ(r2)

×
∫ ∞

0

dt cos(ωt)
((Γ(r2)− Γ(r2, it|ω1|)) eit(|ω1|−qcω0sgn(ω1))

tq2+q′2+r2−1
+ h.c.

ω→0−−→







sgn(ω1ω0)16π
2 sin(π(q2 + q′2))|qcω0|q2+q′2−2|ω1|r2

∞∑

k=0

Γ(k − q2 − q′2 + 2)

Γ(k + r2 + 1)

(
ω1

qcω0

)k

, if |ω0| ≫ |ω1|

−16π2 sin(π(q2 + q′2))|ω1|∆
( ∞∑

k=0

Γ(k −∆)

Γ(k + 1)
(−1)r2

(
qcω0

ω1

)k

−
r2−1∑

k=0

Γ(1− q2 − q′2 − k)
Γ(r2 − k)

∣
∣
∣
∣

qcω0

ω1

∣
∣
∣
∣

q2+q′2−1+k

sgn(ω0ω1)
k+1

)

,

if |ω1| ≫ |ω0|

(C.35)

We have utilized the delta-function identity Eq (C.13) and the integral Eq (C.36), taken

n ∈ Z and defined ∆ = r2 + q2 + q′2 − 2. The excess noise from a single species

q = (qn, qc) on the top edge tunneling across the QPC to a species q′ = (q′n, q
′
c) on the

bottom edge and a species r = (rn, rc) tunneling from the external lead is proportional

to the contribution to the excess current from the same species. When quasiparticles

with qn → −qn and rn → −rn are also present and tunnel with equal amplitudes, their

contribution to the noise will be given by Eq (C.35) with ω0 → −ω0.
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Now consider the case of d > 0. Similar to the discussion at the end of the previous

section, when d > 0, qnrn → qcrc in Eq C.34. Consequently, when d > 0 and the

contributions to the excess noise from quasiparticles with (±qn, qc) are added together,

the excess noise doubles. This is in contrast to the d < 0 case when the terms odd in ω0

drop out. Thus, when |ω0| ≫ |ω1| or when q2 < 1/2 and |ω1| ≫ |ω0|, the excess noise

will increase by a factor of Max
(

ω0

ω1
, ω1

ω0

)

when d > 0.

C.3.4 A useful integral

∫ ∞

−∞
dt3

e−i(ω0sgn(ω1)−|ω1|)t1−i|ω1|t3

(t3 − t1 + iǫ)r2(t3 + iǫ)

= −2πi
(

e−i(ω0sgn(ω1)−|ω1|)t1

(−t1)r2
+

r2−1∑

k=0

(−1)r2−1−k(−i|ω1|)ke−iω0sgn(ω1)t1

k! tr
2−k

1

)

= −2πi
( ∞∑

k=0

(−1)r2 (i|ω1|)k

k! tr
2−k

1

+
r2−1∑

k=0

(−1)r2−1(i|ω1|)k
k! tr

2−k
1

)

e−iω0sgn(ω1)t1

= −2πi
∞∑

k=r2

(−1)r2 (i|ω1|)k

k! tr
2−k

1

e−iω0sgn(ω1)t1

= −2π(−i)r2
∞∑

k=0

(i)k+1|ω1|k+r2

(k + r2)!
tk1e

−iω0sgn(ω1)t1

= −2πi(−1)r2

Γ(r2)tr
2

1

(
Γ(r2)− Γ(r2, it1|ω1|)

)
eit1(|ω1|−ω0sgn(ω1)) (C.36)

where Γ(r2, x) is the incomplete gamma function. The last equality gives the result for

n 6∈ Z by analytic continuation.
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C.3.5 Specific results for r2 = 2, q2 = 2/3

As discussed in the text, the ν = 2/3 edge is expected to be described by r2 = 2, q2 =

2/3. Using these values, we can do the integrals in Eqs (C.31) and (C.35) exactly (bear

in mind that we expect these integrals to be correct up to a constant of proportionality,

since we have assumed qnrn = 1, which does not correctly describe the state, but should

not be expected to change the scaling):

∆Itun =
e

3
|λ|2|Λ|2 16π3

Γ(7/3)
sgn(ω1)

(

−|qcω0 − ω1|4/3 −
4

3
ω1sgn(ω0)|qcω0|1/3 + |qcω0|4/3

)

(C.37)

∆Stun =
(e

3

)2

|λ|2|Λ|2 16π3

Γ(7/3)

( |qcω0 − ω1|4/3
sgn(1− qcω0ω1)

− 4

3
|ω1||qcω0|1/3 + sgn(ω0ω1)|qcω0|4/3

)

(C.38)

where qcω0 = eV0/3. When we assume that quasiparticles with qn → −qn and rn → −rn

tunnel with equal amplitudes, we obtain Eqs (3.32) and (3.33) in the main text.
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Gauss-Smith Normal Form Example

We now apply the method described in Section 4.5 to the SO(8)1 theory, which is

given by the following K matrix:

K =







2 0 1 0
0 2 −1 0
1 −1 2 −1
0 0 −1 2







(D.1)

It is not clear, simply by inspection, what vectors correspond to generators of the fusion

group.

The Gauss-Smith normal form is

D =







1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 2







(D.2)

Hence, the fusion group of the theory is Z/2× Z/2.
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and the Q matrix

Q =







2 0 1 0
3 1 0 1
2 0 0 1
1 0 0 0







(D.3)

So the fusion group is generated by the two quasiparticles corresponding to (2, 0, 0, 1)

and (1, 0, 0, 0). We can then compute the S, T matrices and the result agrees with

what is known (all nontrivial quasiparticles are fermions and they have semionic mutual

braiding statistics with each other).

Another useful piece of information from the Smith normal form is that the discrim-

inant group for a 2× 2 K-matrix

K =

(
a b
b c

)

(D.4)

with gcd(a, b, c) = 1 and d = |ac− b2| is Z/d. More generally, it is Z/f ×Z/(d/f) when

gcd(a, b, c) = f .
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Existence proof for shift vector in

the generalized Gauss-Milgram sum

Here we show that ~w ∈ Λ exists such that λ · λ ≡ λ · ~w mod 2 for all λ ∈ Λ. As

discussed in Sec 4.6, the existence of such a vector is necessary to write a generalized

Gauss-Milgram sum for fermions. We begin by showing that for any K-matrix, there

exists a set of integers wJ such that

KII ≡
N∑

J=1

KIJwJ mod 2, for all I (E.1)

where N is the dimension of the K-matrix.

Assume the K-matrix has M ≤ N rows that are linearly independent mod 2; denote

these rows R1, ...RM and define the set R = {Ri}. The linear independence of the Ri
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implies that Eq (E.1) is satisfied for these rows, i.e., there exists a set of integers (w0)J

satisfying

KII ≡
N∑

J=1

KIJ(w0)J mod 2, for all I ∈ R (E.2)

For a row I 6∈ R, the elements of the Ith row in K can be written as a linear combination

of the rows in R:

KIJ ≡
∑

Ri∈R
cIRi

KRiJ mod 2, for I 6∈ B (E.3)

where the cIRi
∈ {0, 1} are coefficients. It follows that for I 6∈ R:

KII ≡
∑

Ri∈R
cIRi

KRiI ≡
∑

Ri∈R
cIRi

KIRi

≡
∑

Ri,Rj∈R
cIRi

cIRj
KRiRj

≡
∑

Ri∈R
c2IRi

KRiRi

≡
∑

Ri∈R
cIRi

KRiRi
mod 2 (E.4)

Furthermore, for I 6∈ R
N∑

J=1

KIJ(w0)J ≡
N∑

J=1

∑

Ri∈R
cIRi

KRiJ(w0)J

≡
∑

Ri∈R
cIRi

KRiRi
mod 2 (E.5)

Hence, for I 6∈ R, KII ≡
∑N

J=1KIJ(w0)J mod 2. Since this equation already holds for

I ∈ R, we have shown that w0 is a solution to Eq (E.1).

It follows that for any choice of λ = λJ~eJ ∈ Λ,

λ · λ =
N∑

I,J=1

λIλJKIJ ≡
N∑

I=1

λIKII
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≡
N∑

I=1

λI

N∑

J=1

KIJ(w0)J ≡ λ ·w0 mod 2 (E.6)

where ~w0 = (w0)J~eJ is a vector in Λ.
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Relevant large matrices

Here we define matrices referred to in 4.7:

KE8
=















2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0 −1 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 2 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 2 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 2















(F.1)

W8 =



















−5 −5 −5 5 5 5 5 5 8 16
−10 −10 −10 9 9 9 9 9 15 30
−8 −8 −8 8 7 7 7 7 12 24
−6 −6 −6 6 6 5 5 5 9 18
−4 −4 −4 4 4 4 3 3 6 12
−2 −2 −2 2 2 2 2 1 3 6
−7 −7 −6 6 6 6 6 6 10 20
−4 −3 −3 3 3 3 3 3 5 10
1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −3 −4
−2 −2 −2 2 2 2 2 2 4 7



















(F.2)
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KD+
12
=























2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3























(F.3)

W12 =



























11 6 6 −6 −6 −6 −6 −6 −6 −6 −6 −6 0 22
−9 −4 −5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 18
−18 −9 −9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0 36
−16 −8 −8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 32
−14 −7 −7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 28
−12 −6 −6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 0 24
−10 −5 −5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 0 20
−8 −4 −4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 0 16
−6 −3 −3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 0 12
−4 −2 −2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 0 8
−2 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 4
3 2 2 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 −2 0 −7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 −4



























(F.4)
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